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STUART I). WAlRNER
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If Mr. Locke's maxims were to be executed according to the
letter.. . they would necessarily unhinge, and destroy every government on earth.
Josiah Tucker, A Letter tc:,Edmund Burke, 1775
By the practice of governments themselves, [Lockel argues, 'as
well as by the law of right reason, a child is born a subject of no
country or government.' Here we seem to be led straight to anarchy.
Leslie Stephen, History of English Thought
in the Eighteenth Century, Vol. 11, 1881
In fact, as Mr. Laslett has so ably slhown, neither of these two
major opponents [Sidney and Lockel seems to have really understood or answered Filmer's main case or his attack on the libertarianism and the contract theory of the school of thought to which
they belonged.
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R.G.

Collingwood was certainly correct when he wmte in his An
Autobiography,
You cannot find out what a man means by simply studying
his spoken or written statements, even though he has
spoken or written with pesfsct command of language and
perfectly truthful intention, In order to find out his meaning
was (a question in his own
you must know what the que~~tion
mind, and presumed by himi to be in yours) to which the
thing he has said or written was meant as an answer.'

I think that this is especially true in the case of John Locke's Second
Deatise of Government, a work that is, despite its clarity of language, notoriously difficult to understand.
Although early twentieth-century scholars cast this work as
, ~ scholarly tide has turned in favor
being a response to ~ o b b e sthe
of viewing the Second Deatise, like the First, as principally constituting a rejoinder to the seventeenth century Divine Right of
Kings theorist Sir Robert Filmer, and more specifically,as a counter
to Filmer's ~atriarchalism.~
My sentiments lie with this revisionary movement: I too read
the Second Deatise as being in large measure a response to Filmer.
In this essay9I shall attempt to make a contribution to this way of
reading Locke. However, the focus will not be on Locke's concern
with the patriarchal views of Rlmer; rather, it will be on Locke's
attempt to answer Filmer's polennics against the doctrine of natural
rights or freedom. For Filmer, the logic of the doctrine of natural
rights inexorably requires the embracing of a theory of anarchism
and, as such, entails the impossibility of justiwng the existence of
any form of government. And to Filmer, this constituted a reductio
ad absurdum of any natural rights philosophy. Locke's Second
Deatise can illuminatingly be seen as being animated, at least in
part, by the desire to undercut Filmer's contention. Thus, to return
to our Collingwoodian beginning, I shall show, in sections I-VIII,
that we can make a great deal of sense of the Second Deatise if we
view Locke as attempting to answer the question of how a natural
rights political philosophy can he reconciled with the advocacy of
government and, in particular, a limited government.
That we can view the Second Deatise in this way says nothing,
of course, about Locke's intentions. Although it is impossible to give
anything approaching a conclusive proof for this, I do believe that
Locke did set out to answer Filmer's attack on the natural rights
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philosophy in a comprehensivemanner. I offer some reasons for this
in the conclusion of this essay.

Filmer is best known, and most frequeritly read, for his patriarchal
political philosophy. For Filmer, political power, legitimate political
power, is essentially a specific type of paternal power. God created the
first political community, Adam's family, with Adam as supreme
authority. All further political communities are merely extensions
thereof; as such, all political authority must emanate from Adam, and
therefore the right to rule has to be traced back to Adam.
Everything else notwithstanding, Filimer's greatest theoretical
difficulty was to offer a plausible theory of succession that would
allow him to justifiably determine who should rule. In trying to
solve this problem, Filmer appealed directly to heredity, and although he was not particularly explicit about it, there are hints that
he was willing to rest his case on primogeniture. As Filmer's critics
were quick to notice, the epistemological difficulties of tracing the
right to rule of James I, for example, to .Adam and his first son, as
Filmer desired t o do, were overwhelming.
Much of Filmer's defense of hereditary absolute monarchy was
polemical: it was designed to demonstrate that those arguments
that attempt to found political legitimt~cyon the consent of the
governed must fail. And insofar as these arguments were typically
predicated upon an appeal to man's natural freedom or natural
rights, this appeal too fell under the barrage of Filmer's polemics.
Filmer's critique of the consent argument and the theory of natural
rights (or freedom) is ubiquitous throughout the corpus of his political
writings? however, its most systematicpresentation is to be found in
his 1648tract The Anarchy of a ~ i m i t e dor ~ k e d
a work
aimed at the "parlimentary publicist" Plhilip Hunton. In this work,
Filmer argues that the doctrine of natural rights or freedom, and the
consent theory of political legitimacy derived therefrom, inexorably
lead, both in theory and practice, to artarchism. Since upholding
anarchism is, Filmer maintains, an absurdity, so too the theories of
natural rights and consent must be absurdities.

ona arch^:

Filmer's phillipic in The Anarchy of a Limited or Mixed Monarchy is put forward in a series of six argun~ents.I shall consider each
in turn, liberally quoting Filmer as I proceed.
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The first argument.
If they understand that the entire multitude or whole people
have originally by nature power to choose a King, they must
remember that by their own principles and rules, by nature
all mankind in the world makes but one people, who they
suppose to be born alike to an equal freedom from subjection; and where such freedom is, there all things must of
necessity be common: and therefore without a joint consent
of the whole people of the world, no one thing can be made
proper to any one man, bul; it will be an injury, and a
usurpation upon the common right of all others. From
whence it follows that natural freedom being once granted,
there cannot be any one man chosen a King without the
universal consent of all the people of the world at one
instance, nemine contradicente. Olnarchy, p.285)
As is the case with the other five arguments to be considered,
this argument is a reductio ad tzbsurdum. Rlmer is attempting
to show the absurdities to which a natural rights philosophy
leads. In this first instance, the conclusion is suppressed; however, before making it explicit, I shall first lay down the premises
that yield it.
Here Filmer considers the possibility that when natural rights
theorists write of legitimate political power being predicated upon
the consent of the governed, the latter refers to the consent of all of
mmkind7 as opposed to some part of it. Given the equal freedom
or rights of all mankind, any legitimate King, then, must be choosen
by the joint consent of all of mankind. For to be governed by a King
of whom one does not approve would be a violation of one's freedom:
one would be made to suffer a King by force. All of this is highly
problematic, according to Elmer. For, and this is the suppresed
conclusion, universal consent at lone time is impossible. And if it is
impossible, then as Filmer sees the matter, on this reading of a
natural rights philosophy, government by its very nature is ilis absurd.
legitimate. Yet, Filmer believes, %this

The second argument.
This argument is part of the same paragraph as what I call the
first argument, and since Filmer never explicitly set forth a conclusion to that argument, it would be easy to surmise that this
second argument is really part of'the first. I think this is mistaken;
however, the reasons why can be made clear only after a consideration of the third argument.

John Locke's Second Treatise
To turn to this second argument, Fil~nerwrites:
Nay, if it be true that nature hath made all men free; though
all mankind should concur in one vote, yet it cannot seem
reasonable, that they should have power to alter the law of
nature; for if no man have power to take away his own life
without the guilt of being a murderer of himself, how can
any people confer such a power as they have not themselves
upon any one man, without being accessories to their own
deaths, and every particular man become guilty ofbeingfelo
de se? (Anarchy, p.285)
Filmer begins the argument by supposing that the problem
of the previous argument has been overcome, and that we can
achieve the requisite universal consent. Nevertheless, Filmer
wants to argue that the natural rights position still leads to an
absurdity. Filmer's second argument demands that one ask, To
what is being consented? The answer must be that individuals
are consenting to alienate some of their freedom or rights to the
King. Filmer believes that this is inco~nsistentwith the natural
rights position. To see why, we must turn t o Filmer's conception
of the theory of natural rights.
For Filmer, the natural rights philosophy is one that holds,
among other things, that certain freedoms or rights are indefeasible, that is, they cannot be taken away or voided by others,
and, most importantly in this context, are inalienable, that is,
~he
cannot be waived or relinguishedby the agent h i m ~ e l f . ~ natural
rights tradition is not as uniform as perhaps Filmer suspects;
however, there are certainly important strains in the tradition that
hold especially to the inalienability of certain rights. It was not
unusual, for example, to find natural rights theorists arguing that
the rights to life and liberty are inalienable, and thus one does not
have the right to commit suicide or to sell one's self into ~lavery,~
for that would alienate one's right to life.
Now turning back to the second argument, Elmer is claimingthat
since the rights to life and liberty are inalienable, on his conception of
the natural rights position, then these rights cannot be alienated by
relinguishing them to a King. Legitimate political power demands,
however, as Elmer conceives of it, that the King have the power over
a person's liberty and life; indeed Filmer believes that under the
natural rights position, every law constitutes an infringement of
liberty.10 Thus, the natural rights position is again shown to be
incompatible with the establishment of government, and finds itself
inescapably led to embrace anarchism.
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The third argument.

Suppose, Filmer writes, that kty "the people," Hunton and other
natural rights theorists mean "the people of particular regions or
countries," Olnarchy, p.286) and not all of mankind; and that it is
this smaller group which will be the body consenting to a government. Can this extricate the natural rights position from its
problems? Filmer asks us to observe the following consequences.
Since nature hath not distinguished the habitable world
into kingdoms, nor determined what part of a people shall
belong to one kingdom, and what to another, it follows that
the original freedom of mankind being supposed, every man
is at liberty to be of what kingdom he please, and so every
petty company hath a right to make a kingdom by itself; and
not only every city, but every ,village, and every family, nay,
and every particular man, a liberty to choose himself to be
his own King if he please; and he were a madman that being
by nature free, would choose (anyman but himself to be his
own governor. Thus to avoid the having of one King of the
whole world, we shall run into a liberty of having as many
Kings as there be men in the world, which upon the matter,
is to have no King at all, but to leave all men to their natural
liberty, which is the mischief the pleaders for natural 'liberty
do pretend they would most avoid. (Anarchy, p.286)
In considering this argument, we should begin with the concept of "kingdom" which makes its way into the early lines of this
passage. Filmer seems to understand 'lcingdom" as referring
both to a political entity and to a determinate geographical area.
If nature had "distinguished the habitable world into kingdoms,"
then we would be in a position to distinguish various peoples,
and therefore determine who belonged to which kingdom, and as
such, whose consent mattered. 13ut we are not so fortunate as to
be able to distinguish various peoples, Filmer points out, for
nature does not divide itself into distinct geo-political entities.
Indeed, this must be gr'anted by the natural rights theorists,
Filmer would claim, since ex hypothesi it is only by consent that
political bodies are formed. Therefore, Filmer is arguing that the
attempt to avoid the difficult straits laid down by the first
argument by a different meaning being attributed to "the people"
must fail, as there seems to be no way by which to separate
mankind into these peoples. But, Filmer contends, things get
worse for the natural rights position.
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Granted that there are no "natural" kingdoms, and that men

possess an "original freedom," for example, the rights to life and
liberty, every man and every group of men can choose t o be part of
whatever kingdom he or they like. 'ro this, Filmer adds the
psychological premise that only a madman would choose someone
other than himself as King. Filmer thus believes that the natural
rights position entails in theory and will lead in practice to there
being as many Kings as there are men. This, however, is tantamount to there being no government whatever. Filmer9sclaim is
that, although natural rights theorists recognize the necessity for
government, the logic of their position, :including the theory of the
consent of the governed, precludes there being any justification for
such an institution.
Earlier I suggested that what I call Filmer's first and second
arguments are different, and that my reasoning for this was based
in part on the third argument. I am now in a position to note the
basis for my claim. Rlmer is quite explicit in this third argument
that he is attempting to give the natural rights theorists a "way
out" through a more relaxed conception of "the people." He would
not do so unless he had already argued that a more stringent notion
of "the people" failed the natural rights position. Since what I call
the first argument certainly leads t o this conclusion, I believe I am
justified in assuming that it is there that Filmer is making the more
stringent claim, and that the conclusion is simply suppressed.

The fourth argument.
Here Rlmer briefly argues that even if some partition of the
world into kingdoms couldjustifiably be made, and some people did
attempt to elect a King, on the natural rights position only those
who consented to be subjected would be so bound. But, Filmer asks
rhetorically, who would so submit?
The fifth argument.
Filmer writes,
Yet, for the present to gratify them so far as to admit that
either by nature, or by a general consent of all mankind, the
world at first was divided into particular kingdoms, and the
major part of the people of each kingdom assembled, allowed to choose their King: yet it cannot truly be said that
ever the whole people, or the major part, or any considerable
part of the whole people of any nation ever assembled to any
such purpose. For except by some secret miraculous instinct
they should all meet at one time, and place, what one man,
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or company of men less than the whole people hath power
t o appoint either time or place of elections, where all be alike
free by nature? and ~&houta lawful summons, it is most
unjust to bind those that be absent. 'The whole people cannot
summon itself; one man is sic:k, another is lame, a third is
aged, and a fourth is under age of discretion: all these at
some time or other, might be able to meet, if they might
choose their own time and place, as men naturally free
should. (Anarchy, pp.286-2873

This argument assumes, like the preceding one, that a partition
into kingdoms is possible without violating the principles 0%the
natural rights philosophy, and has been made. Nevertheless, there
is a difficulty that Filmer does not believe that the natural rights
philosophy can answer: there is no basis for anyone's having the
legitimate authority to call for an election at a particular time and
place, for after all, we are theorizing about the origins of government; and to make such a call would violate the natural freedom of
someone who either could not attend or who did not want to attend
at that time or place. Furthermore, Elmer makes the historical
claim that there has never been such an assemblage of either a
whole people or most of a people.
Although it is left implicit in tkds argument, it is worth stressing
that on Filmer's reading of the theory of natlnsal rights, legitimate
political power can only be established by contemporaneous,
universal consent. Thus, Filmer believes that the natural fights
position does not sanction majority rule and, as such, that one can
be a political representative for another only with that person's
direct consent.
The sixth a&urnent.
Here Filmer argues that marlkind is not invariable: it is constantly changing as new individuals are born. On the natural rights
philosophy, Filmer asks, Why should these newborns fall under the
authority of a King to whom they have never consented? Filmer
suggests that one way around this problem is to maintain that
"infants and children may be concluded by the votes of their
parents." (Anarchy, p.287) To this; Filmer responds as follows:
This remedy may cure some part of the mischief, but it
destroys the whole cause, and at last stumbles upon the true
original of government. For if it be allowed, that the acts of
parents bind the children, then farewell the doctrine of the
natural freedom of mankind; where subjection of children

John Locke's Second Treatise
to parents is natural, there can be no natural freedom. If

any reply, that not all children shall be bound by their
parents' consent, but only those who are under age: it must
be considered, that in nature there is no nonage; if a man
be not born free, she doth not assign him any other time
when he shall attain his freedom[.]. . (Anarchy, p.287)

.

In this argument, Filmer is inquiring into the question of why
infants and children are subject to the constraints of government.
He poses the natural rights philosophy with the following alternatives as to why they are so subject: either 1)infants and children
have consented to be governed; or 2)tht: consent of parents binds
their infants and children. Of course, the first alternative can be
eliminated as being obviously untrue and impossible of being true
on any intelligible sense of "consent."
The second is the more interesting alternative; nevertheless, it
must fail as well. And the reason for its failure is not hard to find,
for it eliminates consent as the principal ground for the exercise of
political power. Nor can this alternative be salvaged, Filmer suggests, by the qualification that it is only infants or children of a
certain age that can be concluded by their parents, since if a child
is not born free (and hence can be bound by his parents), there does
not appear to be any basis for his beconling free at a certain age.
The qualification, Filmer believes, would be entirely arbitrary.
It should be added that Filmer's argument does allow the
natural rights position yet another alternative, viz., that the consent of neither child nor parents is pertinent to the issue of political
legitimacy. However, this would completely undermine the whole
philosophy. And thus, Filmer believes that he has impaled his
opponents on the horns of a trilemma.
In this sixth argument, as in the prior five, we find Filmer
attempting to press home his case against a natural rights political
philosophy and its attendant theory of coinsent. What we once again
find is Filmer's insistence that these theories lead directly to
anarchism.
For Filmer, the implications of this sixth argument are quite
profound, because even if the problems of the previous five arguments could be overcome by the philosophers of natural rights,
political power could not legitimately be exercised over the up and
coming population of the kingdom. And therefore, within the
kingdom, there would not be contemporaneous, universal consent
any longer, and the political power would no longer be legitimate. To
put this same point somewhat differently,even ifwe had a legitimate
government, it would begin to dissolve before our very eyes.

10
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In examining all six of Filmer's arguments, there is one feature
that pervades all of them, namely, his claim that the kind of consent
required to establish a legitimate political authority while remaining faithful to a person's natural1 freedoms is impossible to find. If
Filmer's arguments are at all plausible, then it would certainly
behoove the natural rights philosophy to show that the kind of
consent at issue is possible.

John Locke's lltuo Deatises of Government has as its general theme
of this issue
the issue of political power. The ovc~rwhelmingimportance
to Locke is manifest in his remarlr in the First Deatise that:
The great Question which in all Ages has disturbed
Mankind, and brought on them the greatest part of those
Mischiefs which have ruin'd Cities, depopulated Countries,
and disordered the Peace of the World, has been, Not
whether there be Power in the World, nor whence it came,
but who should have it.''
The First Deatise canvasseld and criticized, in extraordinary
detail, the patriarchal conception of Filmer, the man whom Locke
called "the great Champion of absolute Power[.l" (I, 2, p.159) Locke
believed that in his First Deatiss he had successfully made out the
case for the position that "it is impossible that the Rulers now on
Earth, should make any benefit, or derive any the least shadow of
Authority from that, which is held to be the Fountain of all Power,
Adam's Private Dominion and Paternal Jurisdiction[.l" (II,4, p.285)
In making out this case, Loeke exhibited the most intimate
familiarity with Filmer's political writings, a familiarity that included The Anarchy of a Limited or Mixed Monarchy, a work that
although it is mentioned only once by name in the First Deatise, is
cited by Locke no fewer than two dozen times.12
In the First Deatise, Locke recognized quite clearly that Filmer
had both a positive and negative (or polemical) program. Locke's
summary comment that, "Here we have the Sum of all his Arguments, for Adam's Sovereignty, and against Natural Freedom,
which I find up and down in his...Treatises[,]" (I, 14, pp.168-169) is
but one of many comments that is indicative of this. Furthermore,
Locke recognized just as clearly the kind of arguments that Filmer
brought to bear against the doctrine of natural freedom: "[Tlhe way
[Filmer] proposes to remove the Absurdities and Inconveniences of
the Doctrine of Natural Freedom, is, to maintain the Natural and
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Private Dominion of Adam." (I, 73, p.213) Locke saw, that is, that

Filmer's arguments against "natural freedom" took the form of a
reductio ad absurdurn.
Believing himself to have shown numerous errors in Filmer's
positive program, Locke announces at the beginning of his Second
Deatise that we "must of necessity find out another rise of Government, another Original of Political Power, and another way of
designing and knowing the Persons that have it, than what Sir
Robert F. hath taught us." (II,l, p.286) Locke's "new way: of course,
will be to rest legitimate political polwer upon man9s natural
freedom and, by implication, the consent of the governed. In so
doing, Locke is taking up what is at least in broadest essence the
position that is the object of Filmer's negative program; moreover,
it cannot be denied that Locke must have been aware that this was
what he was doing.
Given the analysis of this section so far, one would have expected
Locke in the Second Deatise to tackle li'ilmer's negative program
head on; and yet, there is no direct and systematic critique of Filmer
to be found in that work.13 However, this should not deter us from
attempting to find a criticism of Filmer's polemics lurking within
the Second Deatise, since we do have good reasons for expecting
such an attack. And, indeed, I believe such a criticism of Filmer can
be reconstructed out of some of the major elements of that wdrk.

If we are to find in Locke's Second Dentise a response to Filmer's
polemics against a natural rights philosophy, then the place we
should begin our search is with the role of consent in that work. As
such, we must focus (albeit briefly) on the character of the two types
of consent that Locke discusses there, namely, express and tacit.
Locke first broaches the distinction in section I19 of the Second
Deatise. However, discussions of consent, without any qualifying
adjective, are ubiquitous throughout tlhe earlier sections of the
work. This should provide no confusion since it is fairly clear that
these prior discussions are all discussions of express consent. What
this suggests, though, is that the notion of tacit consent is invoked
to solve a different problem from that of express consent. To see that
indeed this is the case, it will be helpful here to quote Locke's
statement of the distinction between express and tacit consent.
Every Man being, as has been shewed, naturally free, and
nothing being able to put him into subjection to any Earthly
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Power, but only his own Consent; it it to be considered, what
shall be understood to bea s a c i e n t Declaration of a Mans
Consent to make him subject; t~ the Laws of any Government. There is a common distinction sf an express and a
tacit consent, which will concern our present Case. No body
doubts but an express Consent, of any Man, entringinto any
Society, makes him a perfect Member of that Society, a
Subject of that Government, The difficulty is, what ought to
be looVd upon as a tacit consent, and Row far it binds, i.e.
how far any one shall be looked on to have consented, and
thereby submitted to any government, where he has made
no Expressions of it at all. And to this I say, that every Man,
that hath any Possession, or Enjoyment, of any part of the
Dominions of any Government, doth thereby give his tacit
consent, and is as far forth obliged to Obedience to the Laws
of that Government, during such Enjoyment, as any one
under it; whether this his Possession be of Land, to him and
his Heirs for ever, or a Lodging only for a Week; or whether
it be barely travelling freely on the Highway; and in Effect,
it reaches as far as the very being of any one within the
Territories of that Government. (11,119, pp.365-366)
The central issue of tRis quotation is to be found in the opening
sentence: Under what circumst;mces is a man subject, that is,
obligated,to the laws of a particular government?In turningto express
consent as a source of such obligation, Locke remarks that such
consent makes one a subject of that government and, therefore,
obligated to its laws.14 Locke, then, is perfectly dear that the difficulty
is in ascertaining why and to what extent tacit consent binds.
Both express and tacit consent are thus vehicles of political
obligation. However, express consent has another function of
paramount importance, namely, it is the basis for political
legitimacy.16 Here, then, Locke is rather self-consciously differentiating between two problems of poIitical thought: political
legitimacy and political obligation. What we can see is that the real
difficulty to which Locke is facing up is that of how a person can be
obligated to a Government in which he is not a subject (in the sense
of having expressly consented to that government). It is this problem that Locke hopes to solve with his appeal to tacit consent.
It is instructive t o probe further into Loeke's invocation of the
notion of tacit consent and to consider what role it might have to
play in answering Filmer's criticisms sf natural rights theory.
For it is the case, 1believe, that the appeal to tacit consent by
Locke is an important part of the attempt to remove some of the
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sting from Filmer's critique.

This further probing must begin exactly where the lengthy
quotation from Section 119 left off. In continuinghis account of tacit
consent, Locke remarks:
To understand this better, it is fit ,to consider, that every
Man, when he, at first, incorporates himself into any Commonwealth, he, by his uniting himself thereunto, annexed
also, and submits to the Commun.ity those Possessions,
which he has, or shall acquire, that clo not already belong to
any other Government. For it would be a direct Contradiction, for any one, to enter into Sociiety with others for the
securing and regulating of Property: And yet to suppose his
Land, whose Property is to be regulated by the Laws of the
Society, should.be exempt from the Jurisdiction of that
Government, to which he himself the Proprietor of the Land,
is a Subject. By the same Act therefore, whereby any one
unites his person, which was before free, to any Commonwealth; by the same he unites his Possessions, which were
before free, to it also; and they becomie, both of them, Person
and Possession, subject to the Government and Dominion of
that Commonwealth, as long as it :bath-a being. Whoever
therefore,from thenceforth, by inheritance,Purchase, Permission, or otherways enjoys any part of the Land, so annext to,
and under the Government of that Comnmonwealth, must take
it with the Condition it is under; that is, of submitting to the
government of the Commonwealth, under whose Jurisdiction
it is, as far forth, as any subject of it. 111, 120, p.366)
In addition to attempting to further explain tacit consent, this
passage takes us some distance in understanding how Government
can have any territories at all. And we must comprehend this latter
point in order to grasp the former.
In sections 73, 117, and 119, Locke writes of the territories of
government; yet prior to this section (120), it was far from clear how
this could possibly come about. After all, individuals owned land,
and the purpose of government, at least in part, was to protect it.
From where did government territory come? Put somewhat differently, the question is this: there is no difficulty in understanding
how government could be a political enterprise, but how can it be
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a geo-political enterprise?
In this quotation, Locke puts forth an answer to this questionand it is an answer that is somewhat strange. Its beginnings are
not at all perplexing: if one is to enter into a political society for the
purposes of protecting one's property, then one must be subject to
the means of that protection, namely, the government and its laws.
Anything other than this, Loclce writes, would involve some kind of
contradiction. However, from this Locke leaps to conclude, without
marshalling m y additional support, that this land must always be
subject to that government's jurisdiction, regardless of who its
future owners will be. Land thus made a part of a political society,
must always remain a part, as long as that society remains extant,
and is therefore a territory of the government. Furthermore, Locke
certainly assumes that those who join into a political society with
one another will be living on land that is contiguous.
In trying to understand tacit consent better, Locke's appeal is
to government territories. Indeecl, on Locke's analysis, the foothold
for tacit consent is to be found in the control that governments have
over their territory, a control granted to them by members of that
political society. As such, the government acquires certain rights
and privileges in relation to property, that is, government acquires
a certain kind of property rights. Just as when a person enters the
home of another, he "tacitly" consents to certain dictates of the
owner, so too when one enters the territory of a political society,
. there are certain requirements to which he must agree.

Having set out in detail sufficient for our purposes those features of Locke's position on express and tacit consent, and his
account of governmental property into which tacit consent is inextricably woven, in the previous section of this paper, this section is
devoted to seeing how these three notions serve as a foil against
some of Filmer's attacks against a natural rights philosophy.
Although Elmer does not explicitly distinguish between the
problems ofpolitical legitimacy and obligation, his arguments seem
to suggest a concern with both problems. Certainly he could not
understand how, on a natural rights philosophy, government could
be rendered legitimate. Yet there is also a faint hint of a specific
problem of obligation: even if a group of individuals 'belonged" to a
legitimate government, what of those who did not '%elong"?Could
they properly be held to be obligated to or liable to the same
governmental dictates as those who did? Bearing this in mind, let
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us turn t o Locke's response to the problem of legitimacy as found
in Filmer's first argument and parts of ithe third.
It is Locke's contention,pace Filmer, that it is not necessary for
all of mankind to decide upon a single government; that is, there is
nothing intrinsic to a natural rights philosophy that requires this.
Unanimity of all of mankind would be necessary if anything but
unanimity would diminish the freedom of another; however, according to Locke, such is not the case: "Any number of Men may ...unite
iqto a Community...because it injures not the Freedom of the rest;
they are left as they were in the Liberty ofthe State of Nature. When
any number of Men have.. .[expressly1 ca~nsentedto make one Community or Government, they make one Body Politick[.l" (11, 96,
p.349) Thus, the intractable difficulties of getting all men together at
the same time loses its point. Furthermore, with an eye on part of
Elmer's third argument, it is not necessary, on Locke's view, that
nature divide itself into kingdoms prior to the consent of a particular
group of individuals; for if these individuals live spatially contiguous
with one another, their consent itself divides nature into kingdoms.
The postulate that drives Locke's argument here, of course, is that
individuals have a right to property in the state of nature.
There is an important "Filmerian" counter to this last point,
namely, has not Locke made a category ntistake? Is he not confusing
private property with the territory of a government?
Locke's answer to this, however, seems clear. For certainly his
appeal is going to be that the private land of individuals acquires
the characteristic of being governmental territory when these individuals engage in the kind of consensual arrangement necessary
to produce a political society. It is ultimately, then, the appeal to the
consensual manner by which governmen.ta1territory is formed that
allows Locke to arrive at the notion of ageo-political society without
violating, or so he believes, the rights of any individual.
This appeal to the nature of the formation of governmental
territory has even greater significance for Locke. As is somewhat
clear in Filmer's sixth argument, Filmer is concerned that even if
a legitimate governmentis formed a t a given point in time, nothing
will prevent it from dissolving, and hence leading to anarchy.
Locke's analysis of governmental property aims at cutting the
ground out from under this argument. What is of capital importance here is that once a political society ]islegitimately established,
and a geographical unity exists, dissolution ceases to be
problematic, for future owners cannot remove their land from the
domain of the government to which it belonged prior to their
acquisition. It is the case that a government can fail to fulfill its
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trusteeship, and revolution might be justified, but this is a problem
of an entirely different sort.
As I suggested earlier in this section, Rlmer seems to be
concerned with a very specific problem of political obligation. If a
natural rights philosophy could ground legitimate government, then,
for Filmer, there would be no difficulty in seeing how those who join
such a government are obligated to its laws. However, what of those
who do not join any government?Are they not subject to any positive
law? On Elmer's account,eke advocates of anaturalnights philosophy
must reject the position that an individual can be subject to the
positive laws of a government that he did not join. Since, for Elmer,
very few people, if any,would beconie subjects of a governmentby their
own consent, it follows that few people would actually have any legal
obligations. And thus most of the world would be de facto in anarchy.
It is here that Locke invokes tlhe notion of tacit consent. For it is
this notion that is intended to explain how a free man who has not
given his express consent to a political authority, can yet be obligated,
in certain circumstances, to its laws: without consenting to become a
subject of a government, one still consents to be subject to its laws. It
is this appeal that allows Locke to say that simply because an
individual is not subject to a government does not mean that he has
no legal obligations when in the province of that government.
I have been arguing as if the the distinction between tacit and
express consent, and the notion ~f tacit consent, are clearcut in
Locke. If this were true, there would not be the scholarly debate
that exists over 7:actly where the distinction cuts and the character
of tacit consent. Indeed, John Simmons, for-example,has called
into question whether Locke's account of tacit consent is really an
account of a form of consent at all. I have no desire to jump into this
quagmire here since the point of my essay is to show that major
parts of the Second Deatise can be seen as constituting a rejoinder
to Filmer, even if we are somewha~tunclear as to exactly what Locke
meant in certain pieces of text. One can do "philosophical geography" without doing "philosophical geology."

The thrust of Filmer's critique is that the kind of consent
required by a natural rights philosophy in order to ground
legitimate government is prohibited to that view. One of Filmer's
principal arguments is his second wherein he argues that since, on
the natural rights position, rights are inalienable, they cannot be
ceded to a sovereign body in orde!rto establish a government. More
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specifically, since it would be logically incoherent on natural rights
grounds to speak of a man's having the right17 to take his own life,
so too is it incoherent to speak of a person giving that right to
another, in this case a sovereign.
The key to seeing Locke's answer to Filmer can best be approached
by examining a distinction which he drawsbetween two ways in which
one's rights can be lost. In the first instance, one canfo$eit one's rights.
When one forfeits one's rights one does not cede them voluntarily, but
rather cedes them through one's wrongdoing. Thus, while Locke
agrees with Filmer that a man cannot volrmtarily give away the right
to his own life, he can still lose that right by forfeiture.
For a Man, not having the Power of his own Life, cannot, by
Compact, or his own Consent, enslave himself to any one,
nor put himself under the Absolutie, Arbitrary Power of
another to take away his Life, when he pleases. No body can
give more Power than he has himsc!lf; and he cannot take
away his own Life, cannot give another power over it. Indeed
having, by his fault, forfeited his own Life, by some Act that
deserves Death; he, to whom he has forfeited it may.. .delay
to take it, and make use of him to his own Service, and he
does him no injury by it. (II,23, p.302)

Of course, this passage not only highlights one manner in which a
right may be lost; but also indicates a m m e r in which a particular
right cannot be lost, that is, through one"sconsent. Therefore, if one
takes an inalienable right to be one that, at the very least, one cannot
give away at will, then Locke is certainly maintaining, in agreement
with Filmer, that the right to life is inalienable.
In the second instance, one can lose a right by divesting oneself
of it or, in other words, alienating oneself from'it. As Locke makes
clear, it is by a certain act of divestiture that one becomes a subject
of a political society.
The only way whereby any one devests himself of his Natural
Liberty, and puts on the bonds of Civil Society is by agreeing
with other Men to joyn and unite into a Community, for their
comfortable, safe, and peaceable living one amongst another,
in a secure Enjoyment of their properties, and a greater
Security against any that are not of it. (11, 95, pp.348-349)
For Locke, to be in a state of natural liberty means being "free
from any Superior Power on Earth, and not to be under the Will or
Legislative Authority of Man, but to have only the Law of Nature
for his rule." (II,22, p.301) In alienating one's natural liberty, there
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are two principal results. First, one gives up the executive power t o
judge and punish that one possessed in the state of nature; second,
one is made subject to the legislative power of government. In a
legitimate government, one is still free; Locke calls it "Freedom of
Men under Government," (II,22, p.302) for one is under the rule of
law and not subject to the arbitrary will of another.''
Critical for our purposes is that whereas an individual does not
have the power to divest or alienate himself of the right to life, he
does have the power to divest or alienate his natural liberty. As I
have already stated, Locke concurs with Filmer's judgment that
one's right to life does not give one the power to undermine that
right, including transferring it to a sovereign body. However, on
Locke's analysis, such is not required in order to become a political
subject. The very purpose of gov~ernmentfor Locke, the protection
of a person's property in life, liberty, and estate, requires only that
one divest oneself of one's natural liberty, and in so doing grant to
others executive and legislative powers over oneself. The formation
and maintenance of government does not necessitate (nor could it)
that one grant to government the right over one's life.
If what Filmer demanded of the natural rights philosophy were
required for it to build a legitimate g:overnment,then, for this philosophy,
such an e a c e would not be possible. However, it is just such a demand
that hcke is challenging: a goverriment erected on the consent of free
men does not require that they give up their right to life.
There is an important qualification that needs to be made here,
a qualification that might be thought to bear against Locke's case.
It is Locke's position that, in certain situations, through forfeiture,
government has the right to take a person's life. Does this not show
that an individual has given to government a right that he does not
have the power to give? The answer here, which I hope is clear, is
that it is, for Locke, within a person's power to forfeit a right
through his wrongdoing. The cas~eis really no different in the state
of nature or outside of it, for in tlie former one can forfeit one's life.
And although in a political society, government has a privileged
status in being the agency charged with the responsibility of capital
punishment, individuals within a political society still maintain a
right of self-defense which would allow them to take the life of
another, a life which the other has forfeited.lg
In the discussion of this section so far, we have been skirting the
periphery of another of Filmer's criticisms and Locke's response to
it. Pilmer claims in both his third and fourth arguments that, if
given a choice, only a madman would choose someone other than
himself to rule. Locke's counter t,o this is clear and well known: the
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in security and social order from living within a political
society far outweighs the loss of executive and legislative power.
For Locke, "Man Goes Mad" 20 is not the title of the story of those
who choose to be subjects of political society.

gain

After quoting Locke's remark that ",a child is born a subject of
no country or government," Leslie Stephen remarks that, "Here we
seem to be led straight to anarchy." 21 Ce:rtainlythis echoes Filmer's
sixth argument. Therein Filmer attacked the natural rights theory
on the grounds that it could not account for why infants and
children are subject to the constraints sf government, and indeed
even more broadly, it could not account for how infants and children
could be bound by their parents. Any kind of subjection of infants
and children is, Filmer claims, anathema to their natural freedom.
Ultimately, Locke's response to this problem is to be found in
his theory of freedom. In chapter four of the Second Deatise, Locke
tells us that, "Freedom then is not what Sir R.F. tells us, 'Aliberty
for every one to do what he lists, to live as he pleases, and not to be
tyed by any Laws'." (II,22, pp.301-302) ~*eedom,~~for
Locke, is not
license, regardless of whether one is in a state of nature or under
government. If freedom is not license, then there must b e some
principle of restraint, some principle of governance. For reasons
that will become clear shortly, our concern is with the restraint or
governance that one is under in a state of nature, that is, our
concern is with natural liberty.
In a comment that should serve as a warning, if one were needed,
that Locke is very much part of the natural law tradition, Locke tells
us that, 'The State of Nature has a Law olf Nature to govern it, which
obliges everyone: And Reason.. .isthat Law." (11, 6, p.289) Furthermore, Locke writes that, "Law, in its true Notion, is not so much the
Limitation as the direction of a free and intelligent Agent to his proper
Interest, and prescribes no farther than is for the general Good ofthose
under that Law." (II,57, p.323) In a state of nature, then, the principle
of governance is an internal principle, naunely, reason. Thus one has
natural freedom only when one has a developed faculty of reason.
In chapter six of the Second Deatise, "Of Paternal Power," Locke
brings this account of natural freedom to bear upon infants and
children. Earlier in the Second Deatise, Locke had claimed that "all
men by nature are equal"; however, here in the sixth chapter Locke
"confesses" that "Children...are not born in this full state of
Equality, though they are born to it.'" The principal inequality
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becomes clear when Locke continues by writing, "Age and
reason...grow up together." (II,55, p.322) Locke's point here is that
children, and a fortiori infants, dio not have a developed faculty of
reason: adults and children are unequal in this respect. At birth,
therefore, children are not under the law of nature, that is, they are
not under the law of reason. The upshot, of this is that for some period
of time children do not have natural freedom: "where there is no law,
there is no freedom." (11, 57, p.324) This leads Locke tc~state that
parents have a power over children "till Reason shall take its place."
(11, 58, p.324) Therefore, Locke's response to Filmer is that neither
government nor parents violate the natural freedom of children and
infants because children and infants are not naturally free.23 When
reason does take its place, when a human being reaches a state of
maturity, then although that person is not a subject of a political
society until he expressly consents to it, because of tacit consent, he is
obligated to the political society in. which he resides.

In section V, we took up Locke's response to Filmer's position that
a philosophy of natural rights requires universal consent for the
formation of a legitimate government. We examined those arguments
in the Second Deatise that aimed1 at showing why such consent was
not necessary, and how, in Lock.e's judgment, a geo-political community encompassing less than all of mankind codd legitimately
form. In this section I would like tat briefly turn to a closely alliedissue,
namely, Locke's response to Filmes's contention in his fifth argument
that majority rule is antithetical ta government by consent.
On one important point, Rlmer and Locke are in complete
accord: on a natural rights philosophy, one group of individuals, the
majority, cannot by their will, render another group of individuals,
the minority, subjects of a political society. However, for Locke, the
function of majority rule is not to form government, but to run it.
For when any number of Mein have, by the consent sf every
individual, made a Community, they have thereby made that
Community one Body, with a IPewer to Act as one Body, which
is only the will and determination of the majority. (I1,96, p.349)
Majority rule, or rule by less than the whole, is necessary for
the operations of government, since a consent of all members of a
political society cannot be had.
Suck consent is next imposr;ible ever to be had, if we con-
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sider the Infirmities of Health, and Avocations of Business,
which in a number, though much less than that of a Commonwealth, will necessarily keep many away from the
publick Assembly. (11, 98, p.350)

'

Locke's position is that in consenting to be a subject of a
political society, one consents to certain institutional or procedural features necessary to such a society, and majority rule, or
some similar process, is so necessary. Thus, there is nothing
incompatible in Locke's view with a philosophy of natural rights
and majority rule.
One further difficulty with the natural rights philosophy that
Filmer raises in his fifth argument is that no country was ever
formed by the consent of its people. LocEre elicits just this objection
to his own position in section 100 of the 8econd Deatise: 'There are
no instances to be found in Story of a Co~npanyof Men independent
and equal one amongst another, that met together, and in this way
began to set up a Government." (p.3511) In the following twelve
sections, Locke attempts to show that indeed history does show
such examples, with the principal ones being Rome and Venice.
Whatever the value of Locke's history, what is important for our
purposes is the attempt to show the error of FilmerJscritique.

Conclusion
In the prior sections of this essay, I have attempted to show that
contained within Locke's Second Deatise are responses to a set of
arguments that Filmer brought forth against the natural rights
philosophy. That Locke intended the parts of the Second Deatise
that I have elucidated to answer Filmer'rs critique, a stronger thesis
than the aforementioned one, and to do so in a comprehensive
manner, has not been conclusivelydemonstrated here. And, indeed,
given Locke's reluctance to name his opponents,24how could such
a demonstration be given? Yet, if the reconstruction contained in
this essay has been successful, then this would certainly constitute
some evidence for the stronger claim.
More can be said, however. Many of the pertinent arguments
in the Second Deatise, echo the vernacular of the arguments of
Filmer that we have canvassed, such that if Locke did not have
Filmer directly in mind it would be rather uncanny. There are four
instances that stand out.
Consider first Filmer7s claim tha.t for the natural rights
philosophy, "all mankind" must consent if government is to be
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Tkeatise that
the formation of a legitimate government rests upon express consent, Locke remarks no fewer than three times in the space of seven
lines that "any number ofmen" (I]:,95-96, p.349) may come together
to make up a political society.
Secondly, in chapter IV,"Of Slavery," Locke explicitly puts forward
his own analysis of freedom in contradistinction to Filmer's. Locke
expands upon this analysis in chapter VI, "Paternal P~wer,~kespecially
as regards children. Again in this chapter, Locke explicity refers to ,
Filmer as the opposing side. (11, 61,p.326) And the central position
that develops out of the analysis of freedom is how it is that "natural
Freedom and Subjection to Parents may consist together," (Ibid) a
position directly aimed at Filmer's; sixth argument.
Thirdly, Locke's account of the role of majority rule in sections
95-99 in the chapter on "Of the Beginning of Political Societies," an
account that strikes at Filmer's mth argument, paraphrases Filmer's
own words to attempt to show why majority rule is necessary.25
Finally, i n t h e aforementioned .chapter, Locke again
paraphrases Filmer, raising the question whether history shows u s
any examples of a consensual government. In trying to answer this
challenge, two of Locke's principal examples, Rome and Venice, are
two examples whose history Filnier also discusses, in his Observa-

legitimate. In developing the argument in the Second

tions Upon Aristotle's Politiques Touching Forms of Government.
(pp.206-222)
When one adds these four instances to the reasons Locke
adumbrates for why someone in a1 state of nature would want to join
a political society, the relationship between tacit consent and legal
obligation, and the queer account of the formation of governmental
territory, an account which is necessary to fend off problems about
the dissolution of government, then I believe a very good case is
made that in setting out the Second Deatise, Locke had in mind
Filmer's arguments that a philosophy of natural rights leads to
anarchy.
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RADICAL SOCIAL
CRITICISM
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T h i s paper discusses the concept of radical social criticism by
.sketching the burdens of proof a radical critic must shoulder. It
provides guidelines for both radical critics of existing society (e.g.,
Marxists, feminists, and libertarians) and suggests lines of
criticism that their more moderate opponents might pursue.
Nearly any reflective person has grounds for dissatisfaction with
the social system in which he finds himself. Most ofus are social critics
of some sort, though some of us are more severe than others. Arough
distinction can be drawn between the moderate or reformist critic and
the radical critic: The former believes that the system is fundamentally sound, andlor his society is basicallJ a good society. Any society
falls short of its ideals and given that we are all sinners, it is not
surprising that things don't go as well as they might. The moderate
critic believes that existing institutions can and should be modified or
augmentedinvariousways to permit or encourage societyto approach
more closely the appropriate ideals. The fad that most reflective
people are at least moderate critics is not surprising. They usually
have enough imagination to conceive of ways in which society might
be better. Few thoughtful people believe that this is, at the level of
social institutions, the best of all possible worlds.
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On the other hand, radical {criticsbelieve that existing social
institutions are fundamentally unjust, immoral or otherwise objec- tionable. Feminists, Marxists, and libertarians all count as radical
critics in this sense. It is a philosophically interesting question to
ask what sort of challenge the radical critic offers. The main
purpose of this discussion is to explicate the concept of radical social
criticism, or radical critique as I call it, by outlining in a general
way the burdens of proof a radical critic must shoulder. In doing
this, I hope to provide aroad map for evaluating any radical critique
of existing society. In passing and by way of illustration, I shall
make reference to Marxts radical critique of capitalist society.'
To understand what radical social criticism involves, let us begin
with a suggestive parallel in epistemology. Most epistemologists
believe that they and others really do know somethingabout the world.
One of the most fimdarnental questions in epistemology is whether or
not this is true. Because this question is so fundamental and because
(good) philosophers like a good fight, the skeptical challenge to all or
most of our knowledge claims is sometimes regarded as the main
problem in epistemology. Skepticid arguments, such as those found in
Descartes' first two meditations;, seek to call into question whole
categories of belief. Comprehensive skeptical arguments are supposed
to show that most ofthe things we think we know are not really known
at all. All belief is mere opinion.
The radical social critic aims ;it a parallel result. He believes that,
contrary to popular opinion, the basic social institutions are unjust,
immoral or otherwise objectionable. Just as the skeptic challenges the
ordinary claims to knowledge that we make, the radical social critic
challenges widely accepted pre-theoretical judgments about the justice or goodness of our basic sociell institutions.
The skeptic's opponents havie often argued that the skeptic has
set impossibly or unreasonably high standards for what counts as
knowledge. Consequently, even ifhis arguments succeed, they only
show that knowledge is unachievable in some non-standard sense
of 'knowledge'. Whether or not tlhis objection is well-taken, it points
to an absolutely central question in the dispute between the skeptic
and his opponents, viz., What imust the skeptic show in order for
his position to be sustained?' An answer to this question will in part
define skepticism itself. It also makes clear that the skeptic bears
a burden of proof. He cannot simply assert that everything we
believe about the world might be false or not known to be true;
arguments have to be produced to show that genuine knowledge
cannot be achieved.
A parallel question arises in the dispute between the radical
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social critic and his more moderate adversaries: 'What must the
radical critic show for his critique to be successful? Put another
way, 'What are the presuppositions of a (successful)radical critique
of a society? The radical critic, like the skeptic, bears a burden of
proof. In what does that burden consist,?The following are necessary conditions that a successful radical critique of a society must
satisfy. All of them have a certain amount of intuitive appeal, but
each will require some discussion and argumentation.
The first such condition I call 'the Critical Explanations Requirement.' A radical critic must identify social ills or injustices
characteristic of existing society, and it must be shown that these
ills or injustices are both pervasive and rooted in the society's basic
institutions. For example, the Marxist charges that the structure
of ownership relations which defines the capitalist economic system
is responsible for the systematic exploitrationof the worker by the
capitalist. Alibertarian might charge that the modern welfare state
by its very nature systematically violates people's rights.
Failure to show that these ills or injustices are rooted in society's
basic institutions would leave the radical critic open to the
moderate reformer's contention that these problems can be significantly ameliorated without fundamentally changing the basic
institutions of the society. Forestalling the moderate's challenge
may require a fairly substantial theory to explain how the relevant
social ills arise from the basic institutio~isof the society. For Marx,
the defects of capitalist society fall under the headings of exploitation and alienation. Both exploitation antd alienation are explained
by appeal to fundamental structural ancl/or operational features of
the capitalist economic system.
The second condition for a successful radical critique I call the
'Normative Theory Requirement.'The ratdical critic needs a normative theory to explain, or an argument to justify, the negative
judgments referred to in the various critical explanations. For
Marx, this requires answers to such questions as, 'What is wrong
with exploitation? and Why is alienation a bad thing?' A full-scale
ethical theory would be sufficient to meet this condition, but it is
unclear that it is necessary as well. This is so for two reasons: First,
it may be that only part of a theory is needed to substantiate the
relevant claims; secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it may be
that a non-ethical theory of value andlor obligation would suffice.
This latter point warrants a brief digression.
Anormative theory need not be an ethical theory. The former is
broader than the latter. What I mean by 'normative theory' is,
roughly, any systematic attempt to identify fundamental values,
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behavioral dispositions ('Lvirtued? and/or action-guidingprinciples.
How to distinguish moral from non-moral values, virtues, or imperatives are controversial questi~ns.However, it is clear that
social institutions and individual actions can be evaluated along a
number of different dimensions, tmd some of these evaluations may
issue in imperatives that agents believe are in conflict with, and
even override, the demands of morality, Radical critics have characteristically shown a curious ambivalence about morality; many
of them condemn existing societies as immoral and yet reserve the
right to violate the dictates of (at least conventional) morality in
pursuit of their ends. Whether alr not this attitude is consistent is
an interesting question which catnnot be pursued here.
A third requirement for a successful radical critique of the
existing order is what I call the Alternative Institutions Requirement. The radical critic needs to specify a set of alternative social
institutions which he believes should andlor will replace the existing ones. This specification of alternatives must in turn meet the
following conditions:
a) These institutions meet the conditions for a good or just
society insofar as the latter are specified by the relevant
normative theory. Or, more weakly, it must be shorn that
these alternative institutions at least do not reproduce the
problems of existing institutions.
b) A plausible description/e:~planationof how the institutions will function can be given.
c) These institutions can pel-sist as stable social forms. Or,
more weakly, there is some reason to believe that they are
stable.
The rationale for this requirement and the detailed sub-requirements will be discussed shortly.
A fourth condition for a successful radical critique is that the
radical critic must be able to tell a plausible story about how
existing institutions can be destroyed or set on a course of fundamental change, Let us call this the Transition Requirement. All
social systems that endure have mechanisms that tend to preserve
their basic institutions. It seems at least possible that these
mechanisms are powerful enough to prevent radical social change
indefinitely far into the future. Aradical critique presupposes that
this is not the case. Looked at from another perspective, if the
destruction of the existing ordler or the inauguration of the new
society presupposes processes that are unlikely to occur, given
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existing and foreseeable conditions, the radical vision of what
society could and should be like can be justly labeled "utopian"; it
has lost its significance for radical social change, and the radical
critique must be judged a failure.
To sum up, the radical critic must ~neetfour requirements for
his or her radical critique to be a success: the Critical Explanations
Requirement, the Normative Theory Requirement, the Alternative
Institutions Requirement, and the Wansition Requirement. The
rationale or justification for each of these requirements is to be
found in the ultimate purposes of a radical critique: To know the
truth about the defects of the existing order and to lay the intellectual foundationsfor radical social change. In the case of the Critical
Explanations Requirement, the Normative Theory Requirement,
and the Transition Requirement, this is fairly obvious.
It is less obvious in the case of thle Alternative Institutions
Requirement. Why must a radical critic have alternative institutions in view to criticize successfully the existing order? This
objection might be filled out in one of two ways: First, it might be
said that getting rid of the old order for some people is simply a
matter of pulling out. There is a long tradition, in both the East and
the West, of withdrawal from the world in the face of human and
natural evil. This withdrawal may be solitary or in artificially small
groups (e.g., monasteries). These "rejectionists," as they might be
called, usually locate social problems in human nature or at least
the human condition, neither of which can be changed. However, it
is doubtful that these rejectionists ought to be called 'radical social
critics.' It would perhaps be more appropriate to refer to them as
'misanthropes' or even 'whiners'. (Whiners are people who merely
complain about undesirable yet ineradiclable features of the human
condition, such as having to mow the lawn.)
A second objection to the Alternative Institutions Requirement
stems from the observation that throughout history, successful (as
well as unsuccessful) revolutionaries have usually had only the
haziest idea, if any at all, about the institutions that ought to
replace the ones they are intent on tearing down. It might be
objected that a radical critic need provide no sketch of alternative
social institutions, or at least he need not spell out in detail what
these institutions will be. In short, isn't it enough to point out the
defects of the existing society?
Two points can be made in response. First, radical criticism is
essentially a cognitive enterprise. Radi.ca1 action, i.e., revolution,
might be successful even if the "theory" behind it is not. The
requirements for a successful radical critique should not be con-
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fused with the requirements for successful radical action, or more

generally, for being a successful radical person,
Perhaps the most compelling reason why a successfuI radical
critique requires a sketch of alternative institutional arrangements
is to be found in the positions subscribed to by the radical critic's
most formidable opponent: the moderate social critic. There are two
lines of approach to social problems open t o moderate critics. One
kind of critic, whom we might call %heliberal,' believes that the
social evils identified by the radical can be eliminated, or virtually
eliminated, by non-radical adjustments in existing institutions. By
contrast, the conservative critic, as he might be called, maintains
that the social ills identified by his radi~alcounterpart are, in one
way or another, part of the human condition (or perhaps post-feudal
society). At most, they can be ameliorated, but their elimination is
a purely utopian ideal that cannot be realized, or cannot be realized
without regressing to a form of social organization which is impossible in the modern world. In addition, conservatives are inclined
to argue that serious and systematic attempts to wipe out these
social evils are likely to make matters worse. None of this may be
true, and the liberal's optimism ]maybe ill-founded, but the radical
critic has t o prove both of these points-and the only way to do this
is to address the Alternative Institutions Requirement.
Moreover, radical social criticism is intended to have actionguiding significance on a society-wide scale. Whether the radical
critic favors quick revolutionary destruction of the existing order
or the gradual metamorphosis of the offending institutions,
rationality requires that he have some idea of where he is going.
Given that radical criticism is directed at the basic social institutions of the society, this guiding vision has to be articulated a t the
level of social institutions. Besides, no revolution results in the
mere destruction of social institutions; new institutions always
arise to take the place of the old ones. Finally, if social change
unleashes dystopian forces, not only will the radical have failed to
achieve his purpose, the results will provide some evidence for the
conservative view that significant social change is a nearly always
a change for the worse.
These considerations also support the detailed requirements
spelled out above. That the alternative institutions must at least
not face the same problems that face existing institutions is obvious. Regarding the second and third sub-requirements, if the
radical critic has no idea of hlow alternative institutions might
function or if he has no good reason to believe that they can persist
as stable social forms, then, for all he knows, conservatives might
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be right in their pessimistic assessment of the

prospects for social
change that is both fundamental and beneficial.
The burdens imposed by the Alternative Institutions requirement put considerable strain on the social sciences, notably,
economics and sociology. The radical critic must describe institutional structures (such as an economic system) that do not as yet
exist and explain how these structures prevent or preclude the
recurrence of the social ills characteristic of the existing order. But
these burdens are not unreasonable; adter all, the radical critic
claims to be able to explain existing social evils by appeal to
structural or institutional features of existing society. So, for example, if Marx is to claim that the capitalist economic system is
inherently alienating, then he ought to be able to explain how or
why a socialist or communist economic system is not.
These considerations suggest a num~berof possible avenues of
criticism that a radical critic's opponent might pursue: One powerful objection would be to substantiate the liberal's claim that the
identified evils can be virtually eliminated by institutional tinkering. An equally powerful objection wolzld be to substantiate the
conservative claim that the social evils in question are ineradicable
features of the human condition. Needless t o say, making either of
these cases would be very hard to do. A more modest, but more
promising, approach would be to show that the alternative institutions envisioned by the radical critic wo~ildreproduce the social ills
(at non-trivial levels) characteristic of the existing order. The historical evidence of what has actually happened in the aftermath of
revolutionary institutional change suggests that this strategy
might prove fruitful. If this is right, it provides some comfort for the
conservative but by no means proves his position.
The upshot of all this is that the radical social critic must
shoulder a substantial burden of proof, if he is to offer a successful
radical critique of existing society. Unfortunately, the list of radical
critics who have made a serious effort to shoulder these burdens is
exceedingly short. It's not that defenders of the existing order have
it any easier, but that is another story for another time.
1. In my forthcoming book, I reconstruct and critically evaluate Marx's
radical critique of capitalist society as it pertains to the first and third
requirements identified below. See N. Scott h o l d , Mum's Radical Critique of Capitalist Society, Oxford University Pbss, forthcoming, Fall, 1989.

AYN RAND'S CRITIQUE
O F IDEOLOGY
CHRIS M. SCIABIARRA
New York University
A y n and has gained fame-and infamy-for her defense of
rational selfishness and laissez-faire capitalism. But the Randian
philosophy is much broader in its scope. In this article, I begin the
task of reconstructing Rand's analysis ofthe "anti-conceptualmentality." This Randian construct is presented as the rudimentary
foundation for a non-Marxist, radical critique of "ideology," and
should be reconsidered as one of Rand's fbndamental contributions
to 20th century radical theory.
While Rand never formally constructed a theory of "ideology"in
the Marxian sense, it is clear that her critique of anti-conceptual
thinking shares much in common with 'the Marxian view. Hence,
when I refer to the concept of "ideology," I am using a Marxian
notion of ideology to understand the Randian contribution. Ironically, our understanding of Rand's project can be enriched by a
broader grasp of the Marxian structure of analysis. Our exposition
will enable us to make some rather provocative comparisons between Rand and ~ a r x . '
Ayn Rand presents a conception of ideology which is as
profoundly radical as the Marxian alternative. Yet, where Marx's
construct is specifically social and class-based, Rand's is primarily
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989)32-44
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epistemological. Her critique emerges through her analysis of the

"anti-conceptual mentality," a mode of ideological thinking which
subverts conceptual awareness because it ignores contextuality,
and the distinction between the metaphysical and the man-made.
Rand's critique is a direct outgrowth ofher objectivist epistemological presuppositions. Hence, a brief discussion of the principles of
objectivist epistemology is crucial.
For Ayn Rand, consciousness is an attribute of certain living
organisms, including man. It is defined as the faculty of perceiving
that which exists. It is constituted by an active process which
identifies, differentiates, and integrates the material provided by
man's senses. Man's reason is a constituent element of consciousness, allowing him to rise above the perceptual level of awareness
to the level of the conceptual.
The first stage of human awareness is the perception of things
and objects. Implicitly, this awareness of things differentiates into
an awareness of their identities. On the conceptual level, it is the
relational concept of "unit" that is the building block of man's
knowledge. It is man's ability to regard entities as units that
constitutes his distinctive mode sf cognition.2
For Rand, "aconcept is a menial integration of kwo or more units
which are isolated according to a specific characteristids) and
united by a specific definition." A process of abstraction is necessary to concept-formation because it makes possible a selective
mental focus that isolates a certaiin aspect of reality from all others
on the basis of essential charactc!ristics. Man's definitions describe
the essential characteristics of concepts based upon a selective
observation of the existents within the field of his awareness. By
identifyingrelationships, man expands the intensive and extensive
range of his consciousness.
It is clear that human interests and concerns play a role in both
perception and the conceptual classificatory process.4 David Kelley,
writing in the Randian tradition,argues that a theory of perception
must take into account the principle that "the object appears in a
way that is relative to the means by which we perceive it." Kelley
critiques the "Cartesian quest for an infallible type of knowledge"
as a theory of immaculate perception which abstracts from the
human subject the enormous conitext.within which perception functions. This context includes the subject's cognitive history and the
particular interests that guide the subject's awareness. The subject
constitutes a perceptual system whose basis is a relational interaction with objects in the world around it.5
Just as perception is contextual, so too is concept-formation.
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Rand writes that "the essence of a concept is determined contex-

tually and may be altered with the growth of man's knowledge."
Thus, conceptual awareness incorporates a temporal dimension.
For Rand, only conceptual awareness is "capable of integrating
past, present and future." It is through his concepts that man
grasps the totality of experience, the continuit of existence and,
introspectively, the continuity of consciousness! Robert Hollinger
argues persuasively, that in Rand's philosophy, "knowledge is
rooted in praxis, knowledge is contextual, and not to be judged by
reference to a context-free absolute standard."
Nevertheless, Rand argues that hu~nanknowledge is acquired
within an existential context of objectivity. For Rand, the basis of
objectivity is the axiomatic concept of existence. "Existence exists,"
that is, reality is what it is independent of what human beings think
or feel, and must be accepted as metaphysically given. Human
action is efficacious to the extent that it follows the scientific laws
by which nature operates. But the prodiicts of human action "must
never be accepted uncritically." The man-made "must be judged,
then accepted or rejected and changed when necessary."
The anti-conceptual mentality ignores this distinction between
the metaphysical and the man-made. In addition, it disregards the
contextuality of concepts. It achieves thiese epistemological distortions because it relies upon a faulty mode of awareness. Rand's
critique goes beyond mere epistemology; it asks fundamental questions about the methods by which human beings think, and is thus,
profoundly psycho-epistemological in its orientation. Hence, our
discussion of the Randian critique canncrt proceed without a greater
comprehension of Rand's approach to "psycho-epistemology," that
branch of philosophy which deals wit,h the methods of human
cognitive awareness.
Man's ability to alter his environment emergesfrom his capacity
to intiate goal-directed action. This is an1 outgrowth ofhis volitional
consciousness. A man's ability to think, his ability to engage in a
process of abstraction, is one that must be initiated, directed and
sustained volitionally, under the guidance of an active mind. The
quality of a man's mind is a product of his "method of awarenessJJ
or "psycho-epistemology."Human knourledge evolves through the
interaction of the content and the method of a man's consciousness.
Rand maintains that a certain reciprocity is achieved in which "the
method of acquiringknowledge affects the content which affects the
further development of the method, and so on."
The efficiency of a man's mental operations depends upon the
kind of context a man's subconscioushas automatized." The learn-
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ing process is not merely psycho-epistemological;it is social, and as
such, it is deeply afFected by the social character of learning. Rand
violently opposed the "tribal irrationality" of contemporary education
which, she believed, seriously stunted the development of a child's
rational psycho-epistemology. Fbrtherrnore, Rand believed that the
educational institutionswere orgzmically expressive of a social system
which needed irrationality to survive. Where Marx identifies this
social system as "capitalism: the known, historical reality, Rand
argues that capitalism is still an "unhown ideal." l2 She seeks to
liberate modern society fi-om oppressive, collectivist statism.
This brief discussion of the principles sf objectivist epistemology
enables us to better comprehend the multi-dimensional character
of the Randian critique. Rand's analysis of the "anti-conceptual
mentality" suggests that her revolutionary proposals for social and
political change cannot be actualized in the absence of a more
profound psycho-epistemological achievement.
In essence, the "anti-conceptual mentality" is based upon a
hdamentally distorted mode of cognition. In a remarkable characterization of this faulty method of awareness, Rand expresses a
distrust of anti-conceptual thinking that shares much in common
with the Marxian view of ideology. Rand writes,
The anti-conceptual mentadity takes most things as irreducible primaries and regards them as 'sell-evident.' It
treats concepts as if they were (memorized)percepts; it treats
abstractions as if they were perceptual concretes. To such a
mentality, everythingis the given: the passage of time, the four
seasons, the institution of marriage, the weather, the breeding
of children, a flood, a. fire, an earthquake, a revolution, a book
are phenomena of the same order. The distinction between the
metaphysical and the man-made is not merely unknown to
this mentality; it is incomm~rnicable.~~
Rand would agree with Marx, who ridiculed the classical
economists for their belief that the laws of political economy were
both "natural" and "self-evident." Capitalism, for Rand, as for Marx,
depends upon a huge philosophical, social, cultural and historical
context. The anti-conceptual mentality abstracts concepts from
their contextual setting, reducing them to ahistorical, floating
abstractions which "can mean anything to anyone." l4 Limited to
the present and the perceptual level of awareness, the anti-conceptual mentality eliminates any sense of a concept's past or future.
This promotes a tacit approval of the status quo, and tends to
thwart progressive social change.
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By tearing an idea from its context, and treating it as "a self-suf-

.

ficient, independent item," the anti-conceptual mentality commits a
profound .psycho-epistemological error. Rand's associate, Leonard
Peikoff, argues that "in fact, everything is interconnected. That one
element involves a whole context, and ito assess a change in one
element, you must see what it means in the whole context."16 Thus,
by fracturing the connection between concept and context, the anticonceptual mentality reproduces what Marxists have called a "onedimensional" view of social reality. In this regard, Rand's critique
shares much in common with the Marxian framework.
Ayn Rand maintains that the anti-conceptual mentality is an
expression of "passivity in regard to the pirocess of conceptualization
and therefore, in regard to fundamental principles." l6 Thinking in
terms of fundamental principles is a prerequisite for radical change.
It was the young Karl Marx who wrote that, "'Ib be radical, is to asp
things by the root. But for man the rod is man h i m ~ e l f . " ' ~ ~ ~ i s
man-centered, secular vision of the radical project is basic to both
Marxian and Randian philosophy. The p:uallels between Marx and
Rand are truly provocative. Indeed, the critique of anti-conceptualism
is, in many ways, a Randian version of Marx's theory of ideology.
Ideology, for Marx, is class-based;it tends to represent the view
of a particularly dominant group in society which attempts to
universalize its perceptions as a means of consolidating its rule. In
capitalism, the bourgeoisie embraces a, one-dimensional view of
social reality. Bourgeois "individualism" reflects and perpetuates
social dualism and separateness while purporting to constitute a
self-sufficient whole. Throughout Marx's writings, there is a persistent denigration of those liberal thinklers who view the capitalist
system as a logical derivative of the "eternal laws of nature and of
reason." 18The"Robinsonades," as Marx calls them, dissolve society
"into a world of atomistic, mutually hostile individuals," who are
self-interested and isolated from one ,another.lg For Marx, the
liberal vision of civil society as "natural'" and "normal" was typical
of each epoch in its quest for trans-historical legitimacy.20
The bourgeois attempt to universalize its historically specific
ideological and social relations was, according to Marx, a product
of abstraction. The Marxist scholar, Bertell Ollman, observes that
"an abstraction' is a part of the whole whose ties with the rest are
not apparent; it is a part which appears to be a whole in itself."21
Thus, the bourgeois economists abstract from the capitalist system
the apparent reciprocity of exchange relations, failing to grasp the
essential exploitative character of capitalist production. This emphasis on abstract equality-in-exchange, masks the capitalist's
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extraction of surplus value from the labor process. By focusing on
the principle of equality, the bourgeois mistake the part for the
whole, reifylng the exchange relation as the animating principle for
all aspects of the capitalist system.
Marx describes this as a distinction between appearance and
essence. The hallmark of liberal ideology is the one-dimensional
emphasis on appearance. Liberalism sanctions the form of social
liberation, embodied in free hunnan choice, by abstracting it from
the social context within which choices are made. Thus, bourgeois
"freedom of conscience" merely tolerates religion, rather than
liberating the human soul '%om the witchery of religion." 22 W i l e
man creates religion as the "heairt of a heartless world," he will not
transcend mysticism until he abandons the social conditions which
. ~ ~ in civil society, "man was not freed from
require i l ~ u s i o n sThus,
religion; he received religious .freedom. He was not freed from
property. He received freedom of property. He was not freed from
the egoism of trade, but receivedl fieedom to trade." 24
One does not have to agree with the Marxian assessment of
capitalism in order to appreciate Marx's insights into the usefulness
of ideology as a means of conriolidating social domination. The
power of Marx's structure of analysis lies in his ability to trace the
organic links between and among the constituent elements of a
social totality. An organic relationship is one that is characterized
by a systemic structure, forming a totality which is both constituted
by the parts and expressed in each cofrstituent element. Marx
identifies those political, economic, philosophical, religious, racial,
literary, artistic, legal and other factors that are each expressive of
the historically constituted capitalist mode of production.
Thus, for Marx, ideology is more than mere "false consciousness." Ideology abstracts an aspect of social reality from its wider
context and as such, distorts our vision ofthe totality. It perpetuates
and is perpetuated by the system itself, serving the interests of the
privileged and masking those internal contradictions which propel
the system toward its ultimate kranscendance.
Ayn Rand's critique of the "anti-conceptual mentality" exhibits
a similar tendency toward structural analysis of organic relationships. Indeed, the Randian critique is but one vantage point from
which to view her thoroughly integrated, multi-dimensional
philosophical schema. Rand's opposition to anti-conceptual thinking is a simultaneous recognition of the fact that true radical social
change cannot be realized without a profound transformation in the
faulty methods by which so m.any human beings think. This is
crucial to our understanding of the Randian project. It underscores
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between an individuaLIJsdistorted psycho-epistemology and the irrational social system within which it is both
expressed and perpetuated.
For Rand, the anti-conceptual mentality is in an organic
relationship with a cultural and social system that thrives on
cognitive subversion. Rand may view anti-conceptual thinking as
pure folly, but she implores us, "'don't bother to examine a folly-ask
yourself only what it accomplishes...JJY 26 While Rand focuses important attention on the individual, and the debilitatingpsychological, cognitive and ethical consequences of anti-conceptualthinking,
she does not ignore the broader, systemic implications. Rand maintains that anti-concepts are crucially important precisely because
they are ideological products of the "mixed economy," and hence, a
means of social oppression. This aspect of Rand's thought cannot be
divorced from her view of power relalionships. It is therefore,
necessary to briefly examine the Randian conception of power,
which is integral to her ethical and psycho-epistemologicaltheories.
Rand argues that existentially, man needs a code of values to
guide his actions. Reason, purpose and self-esteem are essential
attributes of a "rational" morality because they are crucial to man's
survival qua man. When Rand views man's life as the standard of
moral values, she is positing life as both the standard, and the
context, of human valuation. Hence, any "moral" code which seeks
to deny the centrality of human reason negates the very means by
which human life is made possible. For Rand, the concept of
"natural rightsyyis the social means of morally legitimating the
ontological fact of human free will. It ljanctions freedom of consciousness and action in a social context.
Rand argues that a distinction between the personal and the
~ . ~ claims
~
that the achievement of a
political is ~ e l f - d e f e a t i nShe
truly free society is the outgrowth of a specific code of moral action,
one which does not sever reason from ethics, or freely-chosenethics
from a rational, social existence. While Rand defends the
individual's right to lead his own life according to his own values,
it is clear that she opposes certain value systems (e.g., altruism)
because they debilitate the individual and legitimate oppression.
According to Rand, such oppression is not simply a by-product of
the initiation of physical force. Oppression is legitimated by the
"sanction of the victim." The most subversive political implication of
Rand's magnum opus, Atlas Shrugged, is that individual freedom is
possible only to those who are strong enough, psychologically and
morally, to withdraw their sanction from any social system which
coercively thrives offtheir productive energies.27This concept of the

the organic link
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"sanction of the victim" is illustrative of Rand's

crucially important
insights into the psycho-epistemological dimensions of power
relationships.
Rand recognizes that man's cognitive processes must be studied
in terms of "the interaction between the conscious mind and the
automatic functions of the subconscious." 28 ASa man's psycho-epistemology is automatized, his ability to think can be fundamentally
distorted by a faulty method of awareness, Rand argues that "no
mind is better than the precision of its concepts,"'29 The mti-conceptual mentality integrates and automatizes a series of invalid
concepts, or "anti-concepts," into the cognitive process, introducing
an element of imprecision into man's consciousness. This
obliterates legitimate concepts since it fails to recognize the csntextual parameters of concept-formation,30
In her essay, "Causality Versus Duty," Rand analyzes one such
"anti-concept." She identifies ''duty" as "one of the most destructive
anti-conceptsin the history of moral philosophy."This anti-concept,
according to Rand, has profound implications for metaphysics,
epistemology and psychology. The notion of "duty" destroys
legitimate concepts of morality. It sanctions obedience to authority
and in the process, it subverts reason, values, and self-esteem. A
man who obeys a higher (mystical or secular) authority supersedes
his own knowledge and judgment. He severs the link between
values and choice and cripples his own ability for self-directed
moral action. Rand mites that 'Vd.ut destroys a man's self-esteem;
"it leaves no self to be esteemed."
Thus, Rand views obedience and authority as two sides of the
same psycho-epistemological coin. Obedience is based upon the
passivity of anti-conceptual tlainldng. This is the essence of Rand's
notion of the "sanction of the victim." Likewise, Rand argues that
the use and manipulation of various "anti-concepts'$provide those
in power with a means of legitimatingtheir authority. This systemic
rationalization of power helps us to understand the underlying
significance of Rand's assertion that "power-lust is a psycho-epistemological matter." 32
Fundamentally, Rand views the systemic irrationality of coescive statism as an outgrowth of the anti-conceptual mentality. But
this is not a simple matter of one-way causation. R a b s perspective
suggests that statism and anti-conceptualiism are organically conjoined, that is, the relationship between statism and the anti-conceptual mentality is reciprocal and mutually reinforcing Statism
thrives on anti-conceptual thinking to sustain itself, while the
anti-conceptual mentality make!; statism inevitable.

u"
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The modern-day "mixed" economy is a concretized expression of
this inter-relationship. Rand writes that the "mixed economy is rule
by pressure groups.. .an amoral, institutionalized civil war of special interests and lobbies, all fighting toseize a momentary control
of the legislative machinery, to extort some special privile e at one
another's expense by an act of governmenCi.e., by force."5 In the
mixed economy, each pressure group makes use of "anti-concepts" in
its quest for political power. For Rand, "arzy ideological product of the

mked economy.. .is a uague, indefinable,a.pgroximatwnand, therefore
an instrument ofpressuregroup warfare." [Emphasis added1 Rand
maintains that the internecine struggle w o n g the rival groups of the
mixed economy leads to contemporary tribalism, where 'loyalty to the
group" takes precedence over any other social rules. These groups are
not exclusively economic. Racist, xenophobic, and socio-economic castes perpetuate different forms of oup loyalty; each is a manifestation
of the anti-conceptual mentality.%

Thus, Rand makes the formal connection between psycho-epistemology and the domain ofpolitics. Bul; the Randian schema goes
beyond mere politics. Rand recognizes th.at there are broadly operative hegemonic principles in social reality. She identifies those
"altruist-collectivist-mysticist" premises that underlie each aspect
of modern culture-including art, literature and music, family and
sexual relations, political, religious and educational institutions. In
her assessment of the "cultural bankrup1;cyof our age," the religious
.right, and the state of American educat;ion,Rand views each as a
manifestation of anti-conceptualism.The anti-conceptual mentality

is the thread running through the fabric of statist society; it is
expressed in culture and religion as well as politics and pedagogy.
In fact, Rand's evaluation ofAmerican education equally applies to
her view of contemporary statism. She writes that "the system is
self-perpetuating: it leads to many vicious circles." 36
Given this inter-locking hegemony of statist structures, institutions and processes, it is unfortunate that W d failed to grasp the
radical implications of her analysis. Indeed, Rand's resolution
amounts to an endorsement of a quasi-philosophical determinism.
Rand's emphasis on the primacy of ideas in shaping history is an
outgrowth ofher belief in the centralityofhuman reason. Rand argues
that the battle for social change is primarily intellectual. She writes
that "politics is the last consequence, the practical implementation, of
the fimdamental (metaphysical-epistemological-ethical) ideas that
dominate a given nation's culture." Hence, if men are taught the right
philosophy, "their own minds will do the rest." 37
Yet, the Randian perspective in toto suggests that radical social
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understanding of systemic
inter-relationships indicates that the system itself perpetuates the
anti-conceptual mentality upon which it is based. Ideology and
power, culture and psycho-epistemology are inter-locked in a
hegemonic bond that seems to thiwart any profound social change.
Given these organic inter-relationships, it is highly improbable that
education alone will deliver us from evil. Indeed, revolutions are
multi-dimensional. Struggle is both personal and political.
One of the political dimensions that Rand ignores is the nature
of class struggle. The Randian perspective lacks any structured
class analysis, and this is its chief weakness. Though class analysis
is central to the Marxian approach, it is not an exclusive Marxian
concern. Indeed, contemporary libertarians have reconstructed the
class analyses pioneered by Marx's classical liberal predecessors.
Writers, such as Murray Rothl~ard,have begun to develop the
rudiments of a non-Marxist class analysis which draws upon the
insights of Austrian economics and revisionist history. Libertarians
identify those structural mecharlisms which enrich certain groups
(or "castes," or "classes") more than others. The boom-bust cycle
perpetuated by government ma~iipulationof the money supply is
one such mechanism. Militarization of the economy is another.
Each of these institutional devices provides an avenue of expropriation which is bolstered by the power of the state.38
Rand was not entirely ignoranit of this structural bias. She believed
that the mixed economy was a new form of fascism. But Rand was not
entirely consistent in her condemnation of American statism. There
may be important reasons for this lack of consistency. It must not be
forgotten that Rand was among the first Russian dissidents. Her
virulent anti-communism may h,ave led her to a glorification of the
American state in its efforts to contain Soviet expansion. In addition,
her romantic visions of American. business o b n prevented her from
embracing a more radical political assessment of the business
community's historic role in the rise of contemporary statism.
These weaknesses in Rand'rr perspective do not constitute an
indictment of the critique of ideology which I have attempted to
reconstruct in this article. It may be possible to link the Randian
critique to a more fully developed framework for class analysis, but
this theoretical endeavor would take me well beyond the scope of
the present essay.
Nevertheless, in its essentials, the Randian framework is radical. If it does not provide all of the answers, it compels us to ask the
fundamental questions. On this lbasis, Rand has made an important
contribution to contemporary radical social thought.
change is far more complex. Rand's
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1. It is my conviction that there is an important intellectual link between
Karl Marx and Ayn Rand but this would take me well beyond the scope of
the present paper. Rand was educated in the Soviet Union and her works
exhibit some remarkably dialectical philosophical formulations. Considering that Marx and Rand have both accredited Aristotle as their philosophical forefather, the relationship that 1 am proposing in this note is not
entirely speculative. I hope to devote a future article to this provocative
topic. On the Aristotelian elements in Marxism, see Scott MeiMe's Essentialism in the Thought ofKarl Marx (LaSalle, Ill.: Open Court, 1985). Also
see note 15, below.
2. Ayn Rand, Introduction to Objectivist Epistemology, (New York: New
American Library, [I9661 1979), p.7.
3. Ibid., p.11.
4. Douglas Den Uyl and Douglas Rasmussen, "Ayn Rand's Realism," in The
Philosophic Thought ofAyn Rand, (Chicagc):University of Illinois Press,
1984), p.17.
5. David Kelley, The Evidence of the Senses, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1984), p.17. None of this should be interpreted as a
conflation of the mode of awareness and the object of awareness. Rand
believes that awareness is inherently relational, i.e., that consciousnessis
consciousness of objects that exist independently of the means by which
man acquires knowledge. See Douglas Rasmussen, "Ideology, Objectivity,
and Political Theory," in Ideology and American Experience: Essays on
Theory and Practice in the United States, ed. by John K. Roth and Robert
C. Whittemore, (Washington, D.C.: Washington Institute Press, 1986),
especially pp.58-66. However, there is a profound link between a man's
method of awareness and the content of his consciousness. I explore this
aspect of "psycho-epistemology"below, as it relates toRandYscritique of the
"anti-conceptual mentality."
6. Rand, Introduction to Objectivist Epistemology, p.69.
7. Ibid., p.75-76.
8. Robert Hollinger, "Ayn Rand's Epistemology in Historical Perspective,"
in Den Uyl and Rasmussen, 1984, p.55.
9. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, (New Ebrk: Bobbs-Merrill Company,
1982), p.33.
10. Rand, The New Left: The Anti-Industrial Revolution, (New York: New
American Library, L19711 1975), pp.193-194.
11.bid., p.193.
12. Ibid., pp.187-239. See also, Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal,
(New York: New American Library, 1967), p.46.
13. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, p.46.
14. Rand, Introduction to Objectivist Epistemology, p.65. See also Rand,
The New Left, p.218. Rand's essay on T'he Comprachicosnis anindictment
of American education which, in her opinion, fosters this type of "anti-con-
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ceptual mentality."
15. Leonard Peikoff, uContext-Dropping,"The Ayn Rand Lexicon: Objectivism from A to 2,ed. by Harry Binswanger, (New York: New American
Library, 1986), p.105. This quote from Peikoff is taken from his 'lecture
series on "The Philosophy of Objectivism" (1976), lecture 5. I t should be
noted that in this passage, Peikoff is expressing a basic agreement with
the philosophy of internal relations, a crucial foundation for dialectical
methodology. Rand and Peikoff have never explicitly defended the
philosophy d internal relakions, but their emphasis on the need for contextuality suggests a strong affinity with this doctrine, albeit in won-idealist
terms. A discussion of this topic wo~aldtake me we%%
beyond the scope of
this paper. On the philosophy of internal relations, see Brand Blanshard,
Reason and Analysis, (LaSalle, Ill.: Open Court, 1962), pp.475-477, and
Bertell Ollman,Alienation: Marx's Conception ofMan in Capitalist Society,
2d. ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), especially pp.2640, and pp.256-276. Kevin Brien suggests in his book, Man, Reason, and
the Art of Freedom, (Philadelphia: 'Gmple University Press, 1987) that
Blanshard's idealist interpretation can be appropriated by Marxists in
their efforts to define and reconstruct a non-idealist dialectical method.
The chief problem with Blanshard's idealism is that it seems dependent
upon an omniscient grasp'of all the relational ties between and among the
constituent elements of a totality. See my review of Brien7sbook, "Marx on
the Precipice of Utopiq" Critical Review 2, no. 4 (Fall 1988), pp.82-90.
16. Rarad, Philosophy: Who Needs It, p.45.
17.Karl Man, T h e Critique of HegeYs Philosophy of Right," Early Wi-itings, translated and edited by
Bottomore. Foreward by Erich 'Frsmm,
(New York: McGraw-Hill, [I84311 1983), p.52.
18.Karl Marx and 'Frederick Engels, "The Manifesto of the Communist
Party," Selected Works, (New York: 112ternationdPublishers, 118481 1968),
p.49.
19. Marx, "On the Jewish Question," Writings of the Young M a n on
Philosophy and Society, ed. and translated by Loyd D. Easton and Kurt H.
Guddat, (Garden City, N.Y.:Anchor Books, Doubleday, C1843-441 1967),
p.247.
20. Marx, Grundrisse: Introduction to the Critique ofPoZiticaZ Economy, ed.
with an introduction by Maurice Dobb, (New York: International Publishers, [1857-5811973), p.83.
21. Bertell Ollman, Alienation: Marx's Conception of Man in Capitalist
Society, p.61.
22. Marx, "Critique of the Gotha Programme," in Marx and Engles, 1968,
p.333-334.
23. Marx, "The Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right," p.44.
24. Marx, "On the Jewish Question," p.240.
25. Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, p.178,
26. Rand's philosophy aims to transcend most conventional dichotomies,
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e.g., the personal and the political, theory and practice, facts and values.
This offers yet another obvious comparison with the Marxian schema.
However, an investigation of this theoretical parallel would necessitate a
closer examination of Marx's analysis. This would take me well beyond the
scope of the present article. Marx viewed most dichotomies a s by-products
of history. His dialectical theory posits the transcendance of all dualistic
distinctions in communism.
27. Rand, Atlas Shrugged, (New York: Random House, 1957). It should be
noted that in ethics, Rand reacts against the reification of moral systems
a s if they were given historical Yacts." The tacit acceptance of such systems
of morality is another example of anti-conce,ptualthinking. See Rand, The
Virtue of Selfishness:A New Concept of Egoism, (New York: New American
Library, 1964).
28. Rand, The Romantic Manifesto: A Philosophy of Literature, 2d. rev. ed.,
(New York: New American Library, 1975), ~ ~ 1 8 .
29. Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, p.177.
30. Rand, "Credibility and Polarization," The Ayn Rand Letter, vol. 1, no.
1(October 11, 1971), p.l.See also, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, p.176.
Rand identifies a number of "fallaciesnthat are related, directly or indirectly, to the anti-conceptual mentality, These include: package-dealing, context-dropping, frozen abstractions, and stolen concepts. For brief explanations of each of the "failacies," see The Ayn Hand Lexicon.
31. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, p.116.
32. Rand, The New Left, p.227.
33. Rand, Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal, p.207.
34. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, p.231. Rand's works offer many
analyses of specific "anti-concepts" that have been used by groups in the
political arena. Some of these include: "isolationism," "meritocracy,"
"xenophobia," "cold war," "mixed economy," "polarization," "fairness
doctrine," and concepts of mysticism, among others. For brief explanations
of each of these "anti-concepts," see The Ayn Rand Lexicon.
35. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, pp.50-51.
36. Rand, The New Left, p.228.
37. Rand, Philosophy: Who Needs It, pp.245-246.
38. For an introduction to Rothbard's thought, see his For a New Liberty:
The Libertarian Manifesto, rev. ed., (New York: Collier Books, 1978). The
libertarian perspective is not without its theoretical problems. For a brief
analysis of its questionable methodological foundations, see my article,
T h e Crisis of Libertarian Dualism," Critical Review, 1,no. 4 (Fall 1987),
pp.86-99.

WILL PRESERVING
AMERICAN WOMEN'S
PROCREATIVE FREEDOM
CONFLICT WITH ACHIEVING EQUALITY
BETWEEN THE SEXES?
GEORGE SCHEDLER
University of Baltimore
I n the essay, I explore a future conflict between what most
American feminists hope to achieve and what they hope to
preserve: full equality of opportunity in the long run between the
sexes in America and freedom for American women to abort their
fetuses in the early stages for any reason at all. The long-run
equality I have in mind would afford equal chances for success to
all American children regardless of sex. Some feminists will insist
that American society must undergo a socialist transformation
before such equality can be realized,' while others will concede
that real equality is possible in capitalist society. The relevance of
the dilemma I discuss, however, is unaffected by the resolution of
this very large disagreement among feminists, since my point is of
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concern t o all those who seek to remove the disadvantages women

must bear due to disparate treatment they receive, especially the
treatment accorded them prior to adulthood. One need not be a
radical feminist to recognize thalt there cannot be sexual equality
if girls are less likely than boys; to develop the traits needed for
rewarding careers2 solely because of the position girls occupy in
the family.

The Empirical Trends
I am not referring here to parental treatment of children after
birth but to sex selection during gestation-a practice as I will
show that affects not just the discarded fetuses but the laterborn
children. Most if not all American feminists agree that a woman
should be free to terminate her pregnancy (at least in the early
stages) for any reason she choose^.^ In addition, feminists would
agree that pregnant women have a right to know as much about
their fetuses as can be disclosed to them-assuming the cost of
acquiring such knowledge does not significantly burden society.
My thesis is that the right to ch~ooseabortion for any season (and
acquire information about the f~!tus'ssex) must be restricted if full
equality of opportunity between the sexes in American society is
to be achieved.
The most common technique for discoveringthe sex of the fetus,
amniocentesis, is becoming more widely used and will become
more affordable if this trend of widespread use continues. The
available evidence indicates that, if American women and
American couples could control the sex of their fetuses, there
would a t least be a preference $ox= male firstborn child followed by
a female second child, if not a preference for males regirdless?
The literature further suggests that firstborn children are more
likely to be "achievers" than sulbsequently born siblings.5 Thus, if
present trends continue, there ill at least be wide fluctuations in
the relative numbers of male to female births from one generation
to the next. There is, alternati~vely,an appreciable risk that men
will far outnumber women in every generation, with all the consequences that such an imbalance would entail, such as, more violent
crime, more job discrimination, fewer career opportunities and
diluted voting power for women.6 In any case, the continued
availability of amniocentesis and abortion on demand certainly
portends dimmer prospects folr full equality of opportunity for
American women in the subsequent generations.

Equality Between the Sexes?

The Question about Abortion for Sex

Selection Which These Trends Raise
It is, of course, arguable whether the future will be as gloomy as I
am predicting. But, even if some sociological studies suggest American
couples would not now resort to abortion to preselect male firstborns, it
is possible that, when the technology actually becomes widespread,
attitudeswill change. Nevertheless, for the sake of argument,at least,it
is worthwhile for feminists to consider the following question: Would
societybejusaed in deprivingwomen of the knowledgeof the sex oftheir
fetuses, or, failing that, in prohibiting abortions sought solely for the
purpose of controllingthe sex of the subsequently born child?7'Ib be sure,
taking this question seriously requires the reader to ignore the many
objections one can pose to the dire predictions just discussed, but the
question raises the fundamental problem that basic values-equality of
opportunity andreproductivefieedom-may collide. It is worth exploring
this question, then, if only clarifyour priority of basic socialvalues.Some
preliminary observations about this question are in order.
It should be noted, first, that there are two distinct issues that
sex selection abortion raises: one is a question about a woman's right
to information about the fetus's condition; the other concerns her
right to act on the information. That is, tlhe first question is whether
women can be deprived of knowledge of the sex of the fetuses they
carry (when that knowledge is unrelated to any sex-linked defect).
I will focus on the second issue (of whether her freedom to act on her
knowledge of fetal sex can be restricted), for a number of reasons,
primary among which is the circumstance that without a justification for prohibiting sex selection abortion there can be no justification for denying the woman access to the information. Also, denial
of access to information about her body raises other moral and
constitutional questions I cannot fully explore here.
It should also be noted that there may be less draconian measures
that would ensure equality of opportunity between the sexes, such as,
public education campaigns along the lines of Roberta Steinbacher's
suggestions that would make women more aware of the long-term
consequences of aborting female fetuses? Although I do not deny the
possibility that such campaigns will succeed, I nevertheless suppose
it is not likely that they will. The sociological evidence shows that
college women sympathetic with the "women's movement" would
nevertheless prefer a firstborn son to a. daughter by a two-to-one
margin.g My proposal might be viewed by those who believe such
campaigns will succeed as a discussion about how American society
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might justifiably interfere in women's abortion decisions if such

public awareness campaigns do not succeed.
In this connection, the reader should note that banning sex selection abortion could take two forms: banning any abortion performed
solely because the fetus is the ''wrolng" sex, or banning the abortion of
any normal female fetus. The latter would be akin to a strict liability
statute, because the motive a wornan had would be irrelevant. The
purpose ofthe stafxte would simply be the saving of as many female
fetuses as possible. The statute would solve the narrow problem of an
imbalance in male-to-femaleratio and would be simpler to administer,
since no examination of a woman's motives is needed. Nevertheless,
because the first statute raises more interesting questions, I will
address here the problems created by that solution. Admittedly, the
statute is more sweepingthan neecled(sinceit would prevent imbalances of any kind in the population, not just imbalances of males), but it
would also be equally as effective asthe second statue in sparingfuture
generations of women the suffering that preference for sons might
otherwise cause. It also has the advantage of appealing to those
feminists who believe sex selection abortion is grossly sexist, because
it declares society's repugnance to the attitude that the value of
potential human beings solely deplends upon their sex.
A third preliminary question concerns the fairness of punishing
only the women who choose to abort and not their male partners who
may well have insisted on the abortion of the female fetuses. For the
sake of simplicity I consider the cases of single women and married
women who have come to the abortion decision on their own. This not
only simplifies the discussion but it also is more firmly based in the
available empirical data that corlsists largely of surveys of college
women, most of whom are unmsmrried.1° Nevertheless, it is highly
unlikely that sex selection abortionswould occur without the approval
of the husband or lover involved, if any. Therefore, any criminal
punishment of women for seeking sex selection abortion should be
coupled with criminal punishmenlt of the husband or lover involved.
This would accomplish several goals: it would punish men who insisted on or at least failed to object to the abortion; it would reveal
society's strong disapproval of sex selection abortion; it would encourage men to take steps to prevent the abortion when they might
otherwise not. The law could provide that a husband who has reason
to know that his wife has decidedl to abort her female fetus and fails
to object is equally as culpable as the wife. Procedurally, the law could
provide that the fact that a wife has sought a sex selection abortion
raises arebuttable presumption t'hat the husband did not object. The
burden would then be on the husband to show that he had no reason
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to know or that he did object o r that his objection would have been
futile. The reader should, therefore, bear in mind that I am really
proposing punishment of couples, although I expressly discuss here
only the special difficulties attendant to punishing women.
Afourth preliminary point is that the reader should not interpretmy
concern for women's equality as a concern for mere equality of numbers
in future generations. My concern is equality of opportunity between the
sexes-a state of af16hb-s that American society has faded to achieve even
when the numbers of the respective sexes are roughly equal. This goal
will be even further out of reach, if not unattainable, should women be
vastly outnumbered by men. Thus,the disproportionate numbers of
women and men is merely symptomatic ofthe inequality of opportunity
which is my real concern and which may well be incompatible with
complete procreative freedom of couples arid single women.
A m h point here is that feminists must consider the consequences
of restricting women's abortion rights, after the right to abortion has
been so hard-won. Some feminists will refuse to restrict the freedom
to avoid the slippery slope of the loss of the right in the long run. I do
not resolve this difficult balancing problem. Instead, I say here only
what can be said for restricting sex selection abortion.
Afinal preliminary point is that any prohibition on abortion for sex
selection would not be based on any view that fetal life should take
precedence over the woman's desire to tenrainatethe pregnancy Instead,
the purpose of the prohibition would be the realization of sexual equality
of opportunity in future generations. Tlnis does not imply that any
fetuses saved by the prohibition were bearers of a serious right to life.
Since society would restrict women's fiecedom for the sake of future
equality, the crucial question is not whether the lives of individual
fetuses are sacrosanct but whether such hture equality is of sfficient
social significance to justify interference with what are normally considered private decisions. It is instru&ve inthis connection to reflect on
the arguments presented by the participants in the Hart-Devlin debate
of twenty-five years ago, since the issue there was the extent to which
society can interfere with seemingly private decisions.

Three Morally Relevant Characteristics
of Abortion for Sex Selection
One of the many arguments Devlin marshalled in his effort to
convince his critics that private behavior is society's business concerned private drunkenness. He admits in his book that becoming
drunk alone in one's own home seems to be a purely private matter,
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but he proceeds t o ask rhetorically what society would be like if half

the population chose to do this every night.ll Even Devlin's critics
of a utilitarian persuasion would be forced to admit that society
would be justified in prohibiting private drunkenness if large
numbers of people were unable t,o resist the urge to drink alone to
excess-with the resulting absenteeism from work and the decline
in productivity that would inevitably result.
T%lis hypothetical situation bears impostant similarities to abortion for sex selection: (1)both concern seemingly private decisions
that in isolated cases have little impact on society but (2) have a
seriously adverse impact if large numbers of people engage in the
activity a t issue, and (3) most importantly, the large numbers of
prospective participants choose not to resist the temptation to
engage in the activity at issue. Acloser examination of each of these
conditions shows how satisfjing all of them provides a justification
for society's interference in othe~rwiseprivate decisions.
The first condition merely de21cribeswhat Mill called selllrregarding conduct: the individual decision to seek an abortion for sex selection or to become inebriated in solitude has little if any impact on
society, The second condition is really the counterfactual claim about
what would happen if large numbers of people became drunk alone or
aborted fetuses of the "wr~ng"sex. Society is ultimately affected only
when the third condition is satisffied. %at is, if most people at home
alone were simply unable to resist the temptation to drink to the extent
that their performance a t work the followingday was adverselyaffected,
the dedsion to become drunk done would no longer be a merely private
dedsion. Societywould then be entitled on Millian groundsto intervene,
because the decision is taken out of the purely private realm by the
adverse effect on social productivity the decisions cause. Tb be sure,
,
unlike their
society could elect to bear the loss, but n s n d ~ e r swho,
drinking fellow workers, derive no benefit &om the freedom to drink,
would be under no obligation-f a Millian socompensate for the
poor performance of their fellow workers. Similar1~society could bear
the enormous social cost of having wildly fluctuatingproportions of the
sexes in its population from one generation to the next or of a permanent
inbalance in the proportion of males to females, but society is surely
under no obligation to bear either burden.

Is Sexual Eqluality Similar
to a Public Good?
In truth, society's attempt to prohibit abortion for sex selection
is more aptly compared to the sacrifices society bears to enjoy a
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evils like excessive drinking. That is, women who seek abortions
for sex selection are more appropriately viewed as free riders who
prevent society from enjoying a public good than as individuals
who cause social mischief. Whereas the drinking controversy pits
the abstainers against the drinkers with each side disagreeing
over the value of drinking and whether nondrinkers should
compensate for the reduced productivity of drinkers, the controversy over abortion for sex selection might involve complete
agreement on all sides over the value of equal opportunity between the sexes. In other words, childbearing couples would
agree that women should not be disadvantaged in the competition for privileged positions and that women should not be free
t o have firstborn males exclusively. They would agree on the
reasonableness of society's ban on abortion for sex selection, but,
as with all public goods, each couple would secretly seek to make
an exception for its own firstborn child. This is not to say the
drinking controversy could not take the form of a free rider problem in which drinkers agreed with nondrinkers on a ban on private
drunkenness but secretly sought exception in their own cases.
However, the drinking controversy is nnore plausibly understood
as arising from a fundamental disagreement between drinkers and
nondrinkers over the respective values of worker productivity and
the pleasure of drinking. Conversely, the sex selection controversy
can be more plausibly depicted-to feminists at l e a s t a s a free
rider problem in which all sides agree that long-run sexual
equality takes precedence over short-rui procreative freedom than
as a fundamental disagreement among child-bearing couples over
whether equality is more important than freedom.
One striking difference between the free rider problem and
the sex selection abortion problem is that public goods are not
designed to ease the burden of past discrimination. Justice
might require some government provided programs, such as
old age security o r public health care, but they are not usually
part of a program of compensatory justice, or, more exactly in
the context of sex selection abortion, a way of reducing the
pervasiveness of traditional forms of discrimination. Viewed
this way a ban on sex selection abortion is unlike any other
public good. In this respect, banning sex selection abortions is
a variant of what constitutional scholars call "benign sex
discrimination," i.e., legislation classifyingpeople according to
sex and restricting the opportunities of one sex to enlarge the
opportunities for members of a traditionally discriminated

public good than to the sacrifices i t makes to eliminate
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group. Usually, this entails reducing opportunities for males to
benefit females; in this case we are restricting the reproductive
freedom of the present generatiois of women to ease the burdens for
future generations. Perhaps one last hypothetical scenario will
more clearly show how banning sex selection abortions is a form of
benign sex discrimination.
Suppose men could insure that all-or the vast majority of sperm
they released during intercourse contained onIy'3 chromosomes,
thus guaranteeing--or greatly increasing the odds of-male offspring. We might imagine men could accomplish this by ingesting
certain vitamins every few weeks. Few who profess concern for
long-run equal opportunities for women would doubt the legitimacy
of banning or at least restricting the sale of these vitamins. The
reason would be clear: when men exercise their reproductive
freedom this way, they create an atmosphere of greater oppression
for women in subsequent generations. Moreover, banningthe sale
of the vitamins does not prevent men from reproducing entirely:
instead, men can no longer control all aspects of their reproductive
activity. Since men have no fundamental right to control this aspect
of reproduction and since the ef%cts of the attempts to control that
aspect of reproduction impinges on women's fundamental rights to be
free of discrimination, it is just to :restrictmen's freedom to control the
sex of their offspring. If this justification will succeed in the case of
men's attempts at sex selection, :it will surely succeed in the case of
women's attempts. Indeed, if future medical technology should
develop a way for women to control the sex of their offspringusing do,
it-yourself devices at home prior to conception, the justification for
banning the sale of such devices would take precisely this form.

Two Problems ar Ban on Abortion
for Sex Selection Raises
Whether prohibiting sex selection abortion is better viewed as
benign sex discrimination or as ,aninstance of society's pursuit of a
public good, the long run goal of equality between the sexes requires
that society restrict American women's procreative freedom. Because American women hav e~ijoyedfreedom to abort regardless
of motive since Roe v. Wide&.certain practical and constitutional
questions about banning abortions for sex selection arise. These
are: (a) whether the courts can and should distinguish in specific
cases between the women who abort for a permissible reason, such
as, the financial burden, and tllose who abort to select the sex of
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the firstborn; 6)
whether Roe v. Wade a'llows the state to restrict a

woman's choice to abort early in the pregnancy.
The Practical Dificulty
If a ban on abortion for sex selection were in effect,there would
inevitably arise the case of the woman who knew her fetus was the
"wrong" sex but chose to abort not to determine the child's sex but
to avoid what she realized aRer conception was the onerous financial burden of childbirth and parenthood. It might seem irrational
to excuse such a woman and to punish another woman who aborted
under identical circumstances but honestly admitted that her motive was sex selection. Similarly, it might be said that it will be
factually impossible to determine a woman's true motive whenever
she claims her motive was permissible. Finally, it seems unprecedented for the state to punish people for conduct that is prohibited
solely because it was actuated by a forbidden motive.
There are two responses to these questions. First, the courts
could resolve close cases with a rule that the jury may infer an
impermissible motive from an ambiguous situation alone. A permissive presumption like this can be justified on two grounds.
First, allowingthe fact-finderthis freedom would have the effect
of encouraging women who know the sex of their fetuses to have
"wrong" sex babies (rather than risk conviction of violation of the
ban) thereby increasing the numbers of babies of the endangered
sex, with the result, in turn, that imbalcmcesin fiture generations
become less likely to occur.
The second response to the objections above is that excusing
women who abort a "wrong" sex fetus for permissible reasons is
similar in relevant respects to the familiar good faith exemptions
from liability in criminal law and the law of contracts. For example,
a holder in due course, H, of a promissory note which, let us say, a
purchaser, P, gave the seller, S,can recover what P owes on the
note, even though S failed to perform-provided, amon other
things, that X acquired the note from S in good faith.'&n the
criminal law, some courts will find an accused rapist innocent if he
(or she) mistakenly believed the victim consented-even though the
accused's belief was not reasonably held.14 Of course, the latter
practice may have no justification, but the point is not that it is
justified but that the courts have ordere~dfact-finders to make such
subjective judments. Admittedly, none of these determinations is
easily made, but none is impossible.
Fundamental fairness requires that fact-finders make the distinctions between women who act from the right motives and those
who do not, because we want to punish )onlythose women with the
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requisite mens rea and because, when the law denies an abortion
to a woman with an unwanted pregnancy, the state imposes a far
more oppressive burden on her than the burden it places on the
woman who is willing to endure pregnancy, childbirth, and motherhood for the sake of a child with a certain sex. Moreover, the first
woman has exercised the restraint the state demands, namely,
refraining from abortion to determine the sex of the child, while the
second woman has inexcusably contributed to sexual imbalance in
the general population.
The Constitutional Problem
The constitutional difficulty is much more straightforward. A
superficialreading ofRoe v. Wade!suggests that the Court insulated
a woman's decision to abort during the early stages of pregnancy
from all state interference.15 Some feminists, however, have concluded that Roe "may not provide a sturdy foundation upon which
to erect a lattice of rules, regulai;ions, and procedures sficient to
safeguard women in their desire to control fertility" in the face of
the new reproductive technologies.16Although the question ofRoe2s
application to the problem of bamning sex selection abortion constitutes a topic of its own, a careful reading of the Court's opinion
reveals that the state's interests in pseservingfetal life and protecting maternal health were not deemed by the Court to be sufficiently
compelling to warrant interference with the woman's decision to
abort during early pregnancy.17 The Court did not consider how
much more compelling (than the state's interest in protecting the
fetus's life and the mother's health) is the state's interest in attaining sexual equality or preserving the present proportions of the
sexes in the population. Moreover, the Court was presumably faced
with the ease of a woman who found the burden of pregnancy
altogether unbearable. The Court noted that the woman and her
physician would consider such factors as the stigma of unwed
motherhood and the distress m d psychological harm that the
unwanted child would cause to the mother and the family.18 The
Court was obviously not reaching any conclusions about the privacy
right of a woman for whom the ;abortion decision involved the sole
consideration of the sex of the oEspring. As noted above, the burden
of childbirth is far more onerous for a woman with an unwanted
pregnancy than it is for a woman selecting the sex of her child, In
constitutional terms, this means that forcing a woman to carry an
unwanted fetus to term, as in Roe, is a far more intrusive invasion
ofher right to privacy than forcing a woman to carry to term a fetus
of an undesired sex. It is at least plausible, then, to suppose that,
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while the Court was not convinced that protection of fetal life and

maternal health justified state interference with a woman's
decision to avoid an unwanted pregnancy, the more important state
interest in attaining women's equality might well provide a constitutional basis for restricting a woman's far less significant
freedom to choose abortion solely to determine the child's sex.
It is even possible that a state could justifiably interfere in the
early stages of pregnancy, for Roe did not entirely preclude a state
from criminalizing abortion in the early stages. It said simply that
Texas' statute violated the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment, because the statute proscribed abortion "without
regard to pregnanc state and without recognition of the other
interests involved." P A statute that proscribed only sex selection
abortion would take into account far weightier interests on the side of
the state that were not present in the unwanted pregnancy case in
Roe; nor would the woman's interests at stake be as serious as they
were in Roe. It would, therefore, appear that a statute crirninalizing
only sex selection abortions would take into account the relevant
interests involved in the way Texas's statute failed to do.20
Thus, the constitutional diEculties Roe v. Wade may seem to
have created for statutory bans on sex stelection abortion are not as
great as a casual reading of Roe would suggest. This does not show,
however, that American women are likely in large numbers to seek
sex selection abortions, since such a conclusion would presume that
surveys showing couples prefer male children imply that women
would ignore other factors, such as religious proscriptions or the
probability (or improbability)of another pregnancy. The argument
in this section merely shows that, should states choose to take
preventative action (to avoid large numbers of sex selection abortions), the constitutional difficulties posed by Roe are not serious.

I owe the inspiration for the topic of this paper to Professor Richard
Delgado of the University of California at Davis School of Law.
1. For a socialist view of women's liberation, see Reed, Women: Caste,
Class or Oppressed Sex?,"inProbkms of Women's Liberation (1970): 64-70.
2. Of course, socialist feminists could argue that there would be no careers
that are inherently more rewarding than others in a truly liberated society,
since work would be adjusted to needs. See V. Lenin, The State and
Revolution (Foreign Languages Press, Peking ed., 1973), pp.109-22. This
raises the difficult empirical question of the likelihood that such an
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equalitarian society could ever come into existence. Ifit could, the question
I raise would apply to the transitional society: between our present society
and the truly liberated society, there must be a collective decision about
the degree of procreative freedom society will permit women.
3. There is, of course, no universal agreement on this. Judith Thomson
argued that resort to abortion can be "indecent," as when a women in her
seventh month aborts so as to avoid postponing a trip abroad. Thomson,
"ADefense of Abortion," Philospohy 'and Public Afjairs 1(1971): 47,65-66.
Undoubtedlqg there are Roman Catholics who consider themselves
feminists, but who are nevertheless morally opposed to abortion on
demand, Feminists of this sort are not confronted with the dilemma I
present here.
4. Westoff and Rindfuss, "Sex Prearelection in the United States: Some
Implications," 184 Science 633,636 (1974). American wives are much more
likely to prefer giving birth to a son than to a daughter. Coombs, "Preferences for the Sex of Children among U.S. Couples," Family Planning Perspective 9.(1977): 259. Holmes and Hoskins argued in their paper, Trenatal
and Preconception Sex Choice Tbchnologies: A Path to Femicide?"
(presented a t the Second International Interdisciplinary Congress on
Women in Gronigen, Netherlands, April, 17-21,1984) that couples will be
more willing to limit family size if th.ey can first satisfy their desire to have
a firstborn son. Allowing couples this option would therefore diminish the
female population, since couples would need no longer continue "trying" to
have a son after the births of severzll daughters as they now do.
One study found that only abouk one-fourth of college men and women
would use sex preselection techniques, but, of those who would, 81% of
women and 94% of men prefer firstborn sons. Gilroy and Steinbacher,
"Preselection of Child's Sex: Technological Utilization and Feminism,"
Psychological Report 53 (1983): 671, 675. Even college women who
moderately or strongly supported the women's movement expressed a
two-to-one preference for firstborn sons. Ibid., p.674. Other researchers
posed to college students of both sexes the specific question of whether
abortion was an acceptable means of sex selection and found that acceptance ranged between 4.2% and 40.3%. Feil, Largey, and Miller, "Attitudes
Toward Abortion as a Means of Sex: Selection," Journal of Psychology 116
(1984): 269.
If there were more laterborn daughters, the femde infant mortality
rate would increase because studies show high risk laterborn infants
receive less maternal stimulation the firstborns. Conversely, the male
infant mortality rate is likely to increase because high-risk male infants
will more often be firstborn. See Bendersky and Lewis, T h e Impact of
Birth Order on Mother Infant Interactions in Preterm and Sick Infants,"
Journal of Development & Behavior Pediatrics 7 (1986): 242.
5. Westoff and Rindfuss, supra notrt 4 a t 636.
6. Researchers who studied femrde infanticide and neglect of female
children in India conclude the "any further reduction in the sex ratio in
Northern India would be unlikely, to offer any benefits to the women who
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survive." Jefiy, Jefiy, and Lyon, "Female Infanticide and Amniocentesis"
Social Science and Medicine 1191 (1984): 1207, 1211. The authors do not
believe a scarcity of women will raise their value, but would be
"symptomatic of their low value." Ibid.
Of course, Northern India is different from the United States (with
which I am exclusively concerned here) in a number of respects, but the
point is that a scarcity of women in the United States would be
symptomatic male of chauvinism, not a cause form women to rejoice.
Moreover, any "advantages" American women would enjoy if their numbers
are reduced are likely to be the paternalistic and protective ones of which
feminists have been suspicious or resentful, since those "advantages" often
serve to insulate women from the risks of, for example, pursuing a career
or owning a business. The disadvantages women would suffer if sex
selection abortion were unrestricted lie, first, in the reduction of their numbers, as the Gilroy and Steinbbacher study suggested. See supra note 4. The
practice need not become rampant for the reduction to occur. Even skeptics
must concede a modest reduction in the female population. This will result in
diluted voting power for women (unless one su~pposesAmerican voters would
grant multiple votes to women and single votes to men).
Second, crime will increase because more men are involved in violent
crime (defined as forcible rape, robbery, mwrder, and aggravated assault)
than women. Indeed, arrests of males in this category exceeded arrrests of
females by a factor of eight to one in 1985. See Federal Bureau of Investigation, "Uniform Crime Reports for the United States" (1985), p.181. The
reader should note that my prediction of an increase in crime is not based
on any sociobiological theory nor on any correlation between male aggressiveness and crime or male hormones and crime. I simply predict that the
incidence of crime will increase because there will be more males in society
relative to the number of females. Thus, my argument is not subject to the
attack Mary Anne Warren launches against the more males-more violence
arguments based on sociobiology, male hornnones, and sexual stereotypes.
See M. Warren, "Genderciden (1985): 108-29.
The predictions of increased job discriinination and reduced career
opportunities are based largely on new evidence about the importance of
birth order in career opportunities. The stu.dies in note 4 supra indicate
that unrestricted use of sex selection abortion will increase the number of
firstborn males and decrease the number of firstborn females. Despite
Mary Anne Warren's dismissal of the theory of birth order as "empircally
unsubstantiated or devoid of predictive power," ibid., p.142, those who have
defended birth order theories have found flaws in studies yielding the
conclusion that birth order is unimportant. See Zajonc, Talidity the
Confluence Model," Psychological Bulletin 93 (1983): 457, 463-64.
Moreover, one study has found that firstborn males have the least favorable
attitude toward women as managers. Beutell, "Correlates of Attitudes
toward American Women as Managers," Jownal of Social Psychology 124
(1984): 57. Assuming firstborn men will serve as hiring officers, job discrimination at least in managerial position is likely to increase.
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There are, for similar reasons, likely to be more limited career opportunities, since fewer women can be expected to pursue academic careers.
Among honors undergraduates, one study found firstborn women overrepresented (relative to laterborn women). Rnlay, "Birth Order, Sex, and
Honor Student's Status in a State University," Psychological Report 49
(1981):lOOO. Fewer firstborn women would likely mean fewer women
excelling a t academics and therefore fewer career options for the women
who do not distinguish themselves a~cademically~
Wmen9sdismissal ofthe birth-order theory is surprising in view of these
studies-noneof which she discusses. 'They reveal the empirical support for the
theory arnd mustrate its predictive power, which she found 'lacking.
7. HEnois has a statute forbidding physicians from performing a n abortion
in a case in which the physician knovgs the woman seeks the abortion s ~ l e l y
because the fetus is the "wrong" sex, apart from any sex-linked genetic
defect. Illinois Revised Statutes (19617): chap. 38, para. 81-26(8).
8. Steinbacher, "Sex Preselection: l?rom Here to Fraternity," in Beyond
Domination, C. Gould, ed. (I983),274,279-80.
9. Gilroy and Steinbacher supra note 4.
10. See supra note 8,
11.P. Devlin, The Enforcement of Morals (1965), p.14.
12.410 U.S. 113 (1977).
13. See U.C.C. 3-302 (b).
14. The House of Lords held that an accused is innocent of rape if he
believed the victim consented, even though areasonable person in the place
of the defendant would have realized that the victim did not consent.
Regina v. Morgan, 1976 A.C. 182. Considerable discussion followed this
decision in the editorial pages of the lXmes. See The Emes [London], May
5-8 and 12,1975. Of course, the latter practice may have no justification,
but the point is not that it is justi~fiedbut that the courts have ordered
facffinders to make such subjective judgements
15. In the view of John Fletcher, for example, Roe made "the conscience of
the individual woman the sole arbiter of the reasons" for choosing abortion.
Fletcher, "Ethics and Amniocentesis for Fetal Sex Identification," New
England Journal of Medicine 301 550,551 (1979): 550,551.
16. Wikler, "Society's Response to the New Reproductive Technologies: The
Feminist Perspective," Southern California Law Review 59 (1986): 1043,
1055.
17. See Roe, supra note 12 at 163-64.
18. Ibid., p.153.
19. Ibid., p.164.
20. The Constitutional arguments in this section of the paper are expanded
in Part I11 of my paper "Benign Sex Discrimination Revisited: Constitutional and Moral Issues in Banning Sex Selection Abortion," Pepperdine
Law Review 15 (1988): 295.

RESPONSIBILITY
AND THE REQUIREMENT
OF MENS REA
THOMAS A I?AY
St. John's University
0 , now for ever
Farewell the tranquil mind! Farewell content!
Othello, Act 111, scene 3
I n his great tragedy Othello Shakespeare does a very penetrating
pheonomenological analysis of responsibility. When Othello utters
the above words a turning point has been reached in the drama.
Othello voluntarily and deliberately decides that he is going to
entertain doubts about the fidelity of his beloved wife Desdemona.
He also realizes full well, and adverts to the fact, that in so doing
he is bidding farewell to all the happiness and glory he has known
and deliberately decides to do it anyway, coiite que coiite. What is
interesting about this in terms of the related problems of voluntariness, responsibility and mens rea is the conscious and deliberate
way in which he takes responsibility for his acts. He sees the
consequences of what he is doing clearly when he deliberately and
voluntarily decides to harbor doubts about Desdemona, indeed he
goes on in the long paragraph which follows, to enumerate in detail
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring1989)59-69
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all of the things that he is forfeiting in so doing, and he decides to do
it anyway. In short, he assumes the full responsibility for his acts.
The reason that this is so interesting is because it contrasts so
markedly with the pervasive moral attitude of our society, a society
in which the dominant tendency is a more or less total denial of
responsibility for anything. Thai such a denial of responsibility
should come about is not at all surprising and is indeed the logical
consequence of the vision of man .which sees him only in one-dimensional, materialistic terms. Since the overwhelming majority of
psychologists see man as only a urely material being, they must
consistently deny him freedom.P Purely material beings are ohviously not free; they are determined to one mode of activity, the
stone to fall, water to freeze at O" C. Thus if man is only a material
being he is not free, and ifnot free, not morally responsiblefor his acts.
But while this approach to man has the seeming advantage of relieving him of the burden of responsibility for his acts, it is an advantage,
if such it be, that has been bought, at a very considerable price.
A system in which there is ;imore or less complete denial of
moral responsibility will have some very definite, and indeed
profound, repercussions in the legal and social orders. The reason
for this is clear. Our legal system, that is the Anglo-American
system, has always been very cl.osely tied to the moral order and
indeed based upon it.2 Therefore it is easy to see that a breakdown
in the moral realm in terms of responsibility will have a profound
effect in the legal and social sphere.
Let me illustrate this point in this way. Let us take one city for
example, New York City, an example which could be replicated in
every major city in the United States and in most of the smaller
ones as well. In 1980, for example, in New York City we see the
following crime statistics: murders 1,814; rapes 3,711; robberies
100,550; assaults 43,476; burglaries 210,703; thefts 249,421;
automobile thefts 100,478. This totals to 710,153 felonies reported.
It is estimated that the clearance rate in New York City is 10%.This
means that the figure of 710,153 felonies, staggering as it is in itself,
is merely the tip of the iceberg, since this very likely only represents
l/lOth of the actual crimes committed. Most rapes, for example, as
is well known, simply go unreported.
Two other examples will help to illustrate how totally impotent
the criminal justice system presently in place is to deal with the
epidemic of crime. Manhattan District Attorney Morgenthau tells
us that this year there will be 56,000 arrests of drug pusherspushers, not just users,pushers. Of this 56,000 with existingjudges
and court facilities he will be able to try at most 280 cases. For
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56,000 felonies of a most serious nature--the destruction of the youth
of our country-280 people, less then 112 of 1%will ever come to trial.
One further example will help to illustrate the complete breakdown of social controls. In New York City, according to the above
statistics, approximately 100,000cars are stolen per year. Since the
penalty for Grand Theft Auto in New York State is 3-5 years, that
would mean that if there were a priso~lerbehind bars for each of
these felonies, even with a minimum sentence of 3 years, we might
expect t o find about 300,000 persons in prison for these crimes. But,
of course, we do not find 300,000 people hprison in New York State
for auto theft, nor do we find 200,000 nor even 100,000.Nor indeed do
we find 100. At the moment we have, not just for New York City, but
for the entire state 19-19 people in prison for over 300,000 felonies!
At this juncture some people might react to such statistics with
shocked outrage and demand that what is called for is a real
"crackdown". But it is just at this point that we reach the impasse
in social controls that I alluded to above. The impasse is this-what
would we do with these felons if we caug.htthem all???We obviously
couldn't house even a minuscule fracttion of them with existing
facilities. At the present rate it costs, in New York State, about
$100,000 for each new prison cell. Policle Commissioner Benjamin
Ward tells us that in New York City it costs $95 a day to keep a
prisoner at the Rikers Island House of Detention. This works out
to about $35,000 per year for each prisoner. With such figures in
mind a "crackdown" would obviously be impossible, just in fiscal
terms alone.
From these examples it seems perfc!ctly clear that our current
system of justice simply doesn't work, Further, I should like to
argue, the way in large part by which wle have arrived at this point
has been paved by philosophical theories. Starting with an inadequate metaphysics of man, a one-sided materialistic vision of man,
empirical psychology has denied any spirituality to man and with
And the logic of this
that denial, freedom is the first casua~lty.~
position dictates that there be a corresponding denial of responsibility. The picture of life in our cities that emerges from the above
statistics is not that of an ordered, civilized, that is human, life. It
much more closely resembles the inhuman, brutal, bellicose life in
the original position described so well by Hobbes in the Leviathan"homo homini lupus...bellum omnium contra omnes."
In seeking solutions to these very difficult problems let us turn
our attention now to philosophy of law, for the constant and unvarying tradition in philosophy from Socrates onward has been that
among the many tasks of law one of its most important functions
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is pedagogic. Already in the Apology when the question is put to
Meletus by Socrates 'Who then are the improvers of men?", the
answer is elicited by Socrates, 'Y.%e Paws, 0 Socrates." And one of
the areas, I should like to argue, in which the teaching of the law
has been faulty is the area of responsibilityr and particularly in the
area of the much discussed doctrine of mens sea.
Again, let us start with an example which proved quite shocking
to many people, though of course it shouldn't have, since it was
common practice. In this case, John Hinckley attempted to assassinate the President of the United States, critically wounding him
and several others, leaving some of them, Press Secretary James
Brady, for example, permanently crippled. Hinckley was found not
guilty by reason of insanity because he lacked the mens rea required
by the federal jurisdiction in which the case was tried. While people
were generally outraged at this verdict to a crime which literally
left the street running with blood, they were doubly stunned when
they found that in less than two months, a bare 50 days, he could
. ~ did the law get Lo this point?
petition for r e l e a ~ eHow
The doctrine of mens rea, that is the subjective element in a
crime, the "inner facts" as Oliver Wendell Holmes called them: has
had a long history. Even in ancient Roman Law provision was made
for the mentally incompetent or non compos mentis*They were
variously designated as furiosus or fanaticus-what we wouId call
madmem6 In English law we can find seeds of the doctrine during
the reign of Edward I in England in the thirteenth century. In the
late 1700s Blackstone wrote in his Commentaries, "An unwamantable act without a vicious will1 is no crime at all," a more important
precedent is the Hadfield decision of 1800; but by far and away the
most important case was that of Daniel M'Naughten in England in
1843. In this case, M'Naughten, who seemed to be suffering from
delusional paranoia, fancied th:b the Tories were hatching plots
aimed at his destruction. He decided to preempt them by killing the
Prime Minister, Lord Robert Peel. He instead mistakenly killed his
secretary, Edward Drummon, who was riding in Peel's coach. He
This verdict
was found not guilty because of his mental c~ndition.~
caused such outrage that the House of Lords responded by adopting
the rare measure of asking the judges to explain the law in this
case. The explanation set forth by Lord Chief Justice Tyndal has
come to be known as the M'Naughten Rules and has exercised an
enormous influence not only in England, but in the United States
and many other jurisdictions as well. But how could a person who
knowingly and willfblly shoots someone with the intention to kill
be found not guilty?
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Our Anglo-American legal codes grew out of a moral system
that held a person responsible for his acts if, and only if, he did
such acts voluntarily,10by which is basically meant that the person
knows what he is doing and freely chooses to do it. There must be
in other words both a cognitive and volitional element which
constitute the wrongful act. For the wrongful act to be morally
imputable both of the elements were re uired, and here the legal
order followed the moral quite closely." Our legal codes require
for guilt not merely the commission of 'an act which is objectively
wrong-killing someone for example-but in addition to the objectively wrongful act, subjective fault is also required. This is expressed in the legal axiom, "actus non est reus, nisi mens sit rea." l2
It is not the mere commission of a wrongful act which renders one
guilty, but in addition to this an evil or wrongful intent, mens rea,
is also required. Let us take an example, say of the destruction of
a priceless artifact. A person who does not know that he is an
epileptic, while browsing in a museum, suffers an epileptic seizure
which causes a muscular spasm throwing his arm out which
knocks a priceless Ming Dynasty vase to the floor smashing it. We
do not think the person morally o r legally guilty of smashing the
artifact because it was not a voluntary act and hence he is not
morally (or legally) responsible for it. We view as altogether
different the following case. Some years ago a man with a hammer
concealed beneath his coat went into St. Peter's Basilica and after
successfully eluding the guards leapeld over the rail guarding
Michelangelo's Pieta and deliberately smashed its face to powder.
We judge these two acts, both of which objectively involve the same
thing, i.e., the destruction of an artifact, to be morally quite different,
and the difference is that in the first case the subjective element, the
mens rea, is lacking and such lack'we think exculpatory.
One of the problems confronting philosophy of law, influenced
as it is by the social sciences, especially psychology and sociology,
is an ever expanding interpretation atf what militates against
freedom and responsibility. The M'Naughten Rules, mentioned
above, were relatively restrictive, a t least by comparison to present
day standards. They state, "...to establish a defense on the ground
of insanity, it must be clearly proved that at the time of the
committing of the act, the party accused was laboring under such
a defect of reason, from disease of mind, as not to know the nature
and quality of the act he was doing; or if he did know it, that he did
not know what he was doing was wrong." l3This is, in several ways,
quite restrictive. First, the only exculpatory claims that can be
sustained are in the cognitive order, not volitional. Secondly, the
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commentators in giving ostensive definitions as to who would
qualify under these rules noted as examples someone who could not
count out 20 pence, or could not recognize his mother or father. And
a third, and most important qualification, was that the burden of
proof of insanity was always on the defendant who claimed it. Thus
judge Tyndal continues in his opinion, "...the jurors ought to be told
in all cases that every man is to Ibe presumed sane, and to possess
a sufficient degree of reason to be responsible for his crimes until
the contrary be proved to their satisfaction....n 14
These were the rules then that obtained until f 954 in the United
States, (the first successful defense of not guilty by reason of
insanity being the Sickles decision 1859, Washington, D.C.). In
1954 the Durham decision had the effect of extending vastly the
areas in which one might attempt to plead not guilty by reason of
insanity. As we noted, the M'Naughten decision affected only the
cognitive element of the voluntairy act. Durham now extended to
the volitional component ways in which mens rea could be vitiated.
Now if a person sufired an "irresistible impulse," l5 as it became
popularly known, though this wording is not found in the decision
itself, this could also render the person immune from responsibility.
The Durham decision also had another very important consequence-the shift of evidentiary burdens from the defense to the
prosecution. As we just noted, the M'Naughten Rules clearly stipulated that if a defendant claimed to be sufferingfrommental disease
sufficient to render him insane under its provisions, the burden of
proving such a claim was clearly on him. With Durham this changed
one hundred and eighty degrees. Thus Judge David Bazelon wrote
in his charge to the jury, "Unless you believe beyond a reasonable
doubt either that he was not sdFering from a diseased or defective
condition, or that the act was not the product of such abnormality,
you must find the accused not guilty by reason of insanity." l6 (my
emphasis) It is interesting to note that John Hinckley was tried in
Washington, D.C. in the Federal jurisdiction where this was the
precedent. Thus the only thing: that his lawyers had to do was
merely raise the probability of insanity through expert testimony,
and then it became incumbent on the prosecution to show that he
was sane. But how do you do thai;? Aren't we all a little quirky? Just
how much quirkiness would be required to be judged legally insane
and not responsible for one's acts? That, it would seem, is a very
difficult line to draw.
The philosophic theories wlrich have been the underpinning
upon which such legal decisions have been based have been suffering from the same sort of inadequate understanding of respon-
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sibility that we have noted in the areas of philosophy of man and
moral philosophy. We have arrived finally at a total and complete
denial of anything like either moral or legal responsibility. There is
a complete blurring of the distinction between mental disorder and
moral/legal fault, until finally we have arrived at the point where
jurisprudents, and highly regarded ones at that, baldly state that
all criminal acts are mental disease. ?2ius Edward Hoedmaker
writes, "Modern psychiatry regards all criminal acts as products
of abnormal personality structure and development.... It is hoped
that the day will come when all offenders will be regarded as sick
and treated as such." l7 (my emphasis)
This tendency to eliminate the question of responsibility altogether from the law can be seen with special clarity in the writing
of the noted, and highly regarded Lady Barbara Wooton. Concerning
this desired confiation of legal fault and mental disease she writes:

...

Here, I think, one of the most important consequences must
be to obscure the present rigid distinction between the penal
and the medical institution.. .the formal distinction between
prison and hospital will become blurred, and, one may
reasonably expect, eventually obliterated altogether. Both
will simply be "places of safety" in which offenders receive
the treatment which experience suggests is most likely to
evoke the desired response. Does this mean that the distinction between doctors and prison officers must become
blurred? Up to a point it clearly d0e~i.l'
This position, she hopes, will lead to the elimination of the useless
and obstructive notion of responsibility. Thus she writes:
...any attempt to distinguish between wickedness and mental abnormality was doomed to failure; and the only solution
for the future was to allow the concept of responsibility to
"wither away". ...19
Thus we see that the notion of responsibility has been constantly
eroded until now, in the view of many legal experts, it is impossible to
draw a distinction between legal fault and mental disease. Is there
any way out of this cul-de-sac?Some experts in this area, for example,
Herbert Fingarette and Anne Fingarette Hasse, have noted the confused morass which this area of law has hiecome. They write:

...the law that has developed in this area is a thicket of
confusion and controversy lacking in any rational ground
plan.20
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They go on t o review various proposals that have been made to

eliminate what they call a "miasma of ad hoc legal doctrine and
evidentiary confusion...," 21 such as that of Lady Wooton, who
proposed that all evidence as to mental condition, even that ofmens
rea be considered only after the trial, the trial itselfbeing restricted
to the determination of whether or not the accused did in fact do
the act of which he stands
But Fingarette and Hasse
regard the several proposals to remove the entire issue of mental
disability from the trial process as too radical a surgew" 3 the
end they believe that the determination of mens rue is fundamental
to the trial process.%
Unfortunately it seem%$hat their solution of what they call
D.O.M., Disability of Mind, does very little to move us beyond our
present impasse. True the do wish to restrict what they call the
"tyranny of the experts," 2$hat is the abuse of testimony by expert
witnesses, and that surely is laudable, but in the end the reform
attempted by the D.O.M.doctrine really seems to leave things too
much in the state of the confused mess they are.
I should like to suggest that a possible way out of the impasse
might lie along a different route, that of the doctrine of strict
liability which is used in tort law, especially in what are called
"public. welfare offenses." In tort law Richard A Epstein has
proposed a theory of strict liability that has attracted a great deal
of attention;' and, it seems to me, it might be usehl, by way of
analogy,in criminal law as well. In tort law Epstein wants to replace
negligence theory (the "reasonable man" test9 by a theory of strict
liability, that is causation of an act gives rise, prima facie, to
responsibility.28 What I would like to suggest is that by way of
analogy we might do the same thing in criminal law.
This notion of strict liability is of course anathema to some
j u r i ~ ~ r u d e n t sconstituting,
,2~
as; they think, a return to primitive
But this of co~lrseneed not be so and in my view
legal barbari~m.~'
would be a much needed redress of the present bias against personal responsibility.
Lady Wooton, for example, correctly notes that many, indeed most
of the cases dealt with in criminal law are dealt with in terms of strict
liabilitywhere no element of mem rea is considered?' Ifone is charged
with car theft, burglary, breaking and entering, or armed robbery, for
example, no element of mew rc!a enters as exculpatory-res ipsa
loguitur, the deed speaks for itself and nothing needs t.a be proved
about intention, motivee,capacity for control or whatever.
But what about the area where mens rea proves especially
troublesome, murder cases. Blackstone wrote in the Commentaries,
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"...no temporal tribunal can search the heart, or fathom the intentions of the mind, otherwise than as they are demonstrated by
outward actions...", and he is of course correct. The law cannot
search out the secreta cordis; after all, i,t is not God, who alone is
"the searcher of hearts and reins." But neither need it be. It can
follow Blackstone's advice and not try to search out all of the secret
depths and mysteries of human motivation. It cannot, in any case,
do that, and it need not. When a person does a lethal act, for
example picks up a pistol, aims it and fires it a t his enemy*the law
may legitimately infer intent-when you pick up a lethal weapon,
aim it and fire it, your intention is obviously lethal and that is all
the law need prove for a mens rea. As R.J. Gerber has pointed out:

...insane persons clearly do intend their acts. A paradigm of
many examples, M'Naughten himself manifestly intended
killing, carefully premeditated it, and :knewit to be wrong and
punishable--this is precisely what his lengthy deliberation
and careful concealment of plans connote. A strictly honest
reading of his test on its face would exonerate neither M'Naughten nor many, if any, similarly :insane defendant^.^'
Epstein's theory of strict liability in tort law holds that proof
that the defendant caused harm creates a presumption of intention
and there is no room to consider, as pti:rt of the prima facie case,
allegations that the defendant did not intend harm to the plaintiff
or could have avoided the harm he caused by the use of reasonable
care. The choice is plaintiff or defendant and the analysis of causation is the tool which, prima facie, fastens responsibility upon the
defendant.33 I would like to suggest that criminal law, analogously,
might follow this approach. When a person, be it M'Naughten,
Hinckley, or whoever, intentionally does a death-dealing act, the
presumption, prima facie, is that mens rea is present.

1.This tendency to deny freedom of will on 1;he part of science which has
adopted a totally materialistic vision of man is noted by the eminent
neurobiologist and Nobel Laureate Roger Speny in "Changing Concepts of
Consciousness and Free Will," Perspectives i n Biology and Medicine XX,
no. 1 (Autumn 1976): 10. Thus he writes:: "Ever since the advent of
behaviorism and the adoption of the materialist philosophy in the early
1900s,the prevailing doctrine of twentieth-century science has been telling
us that conscious mind and free will are little more than introspective
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illusions .... In other words in the world view of Materialist science, real
This tendency to deny
mental freedom to act and choose is an illusion
any freedom of the will by science which has accepted a materialist world
view is also noted by Sheldon Glueck, "Diminished Responsibility: A
Layman's V~ew,"Law Quarterly Review bXarVI (1960): 232.
2. H.L.A. Hart, "Responsibility,"Lazu Quarterly Review LXXXIII (1967).
3, There is also a healthy tendency among some scientists, Roger Sperry
is a notable example, in the opposite direction, that is to view the
materialist vision of man as inadequate. Thus he rema& in "Changing
Concepts of Consciousness and Free Will," p.11: "The reason Pies in the
emergence in recent years of a modified interpretation of the nature of the
conscious mind and of the fundamental relation of mind to brain
mechanism. These latest views represent a substantial swing away from
the classic materialist position and give renewed recognition to the role of
mental over material forces." See also his Science and lMoral Priority:
Merging Mind, Brain, and Human Values (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1983) in which he develops this theme that the old materialistic
world view of science which rejected free will as romantic mysticism is now
pass6 as a result of split brain research. Thus he writes, pp39-40: "The
proposed brain model provides in large measure the mental forces and
abilities to determine one's own actions. I t provides a high degree of
freedom from outside forces as well as mastery over the inner molecular
and atomic forces of the body. In other words i t provides plenty of free will
as long as we think of free will as self-determination. Aperson does indeed
determine with his own mind what he is going to do and often from among
a large series of alternative possibilities." I t is to be hoped that this
tendency in science continues, but unfortunately for the present it has had
little effect on the legal order.
4. Newsweek, July 5, 1982.
5. Holmes, The Common Law, Lecture 11, "The Criminal Law."
6. Daniel Robinson, Psychology and Law: Can Justice Survive the Social
Sciences (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), p.36.
7. William Blackstone, Commentaries On the Laws of England (London,
1765-1769).
8. Rita James Simon, The Jury and the Defense of Insanity (Boston: Little,
Brown & Co., 1967), p. 18.
9. Herbert Fingarette, The Mearting of Criminal Insanity (Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1972), p. 138.
10. H.L.A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy
of Law (Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 186.
11. H.L.A. Hart, "Legal Responsilbility and Excuses," in Philosophical
Issues in Law, ed. Kenneth Kipnis (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall,
1977), p. 15.
12. Ibid.
13. Simon, The Jury and the Defense of Insanity, pp.22-23.
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15. The term "irresistible impulse" is used already in 1834 in the United
States in State v. Thompson.
16. Simon, The Jury and the Defense of Insalzity, p.31.
17. Edward Hoedmaker, "Yrresistible Impulse' As A Defense in Criminal
Law," Washington Law Review XXIII (1948): 6-7.
18. Barbara Wooton, "Eliminating Responsiloility," in Responsibility, eds.
Joel Feinberg and Hyman Gross (Encino, Calif.: Dickenson, 19751, p. 148.
19. Ibid., p.144.
20. Herbert Fingarette and Anne Fingarette Hasse, Mental Disability and
Criminal Responsibility (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1979),
p.3.
21. Ibid., p.5.
22. Barbara Wooton, Crime and Criminal Law (London: Stevens & Sons,
1963), chapters 2,3,4.
23. Fingarette and Hasse, Mental Disability and Criminal Responsibility,
p.5.
24. Ibid., pp.5-7.
25. Ibid., p.3.
26. Ibid., p.10.
27. For his theory of strict liability in tort law see especially his Theory of
Strict Liability: lbwards a Reformulation of Tort Law (San Francisco: Cato
Institute, 1980); as well as the following. "Pleadings and Presumptions,"
University of ChicagoLaw Review XL (1973): 556-82; "Intentional Harms,"
Journal of Legal Studies IV (1975): 391-442; "Causation and Corrective
Justice: A Reply to Two Critics," Journal of Legal Studies VIII (1979):
477-504; "Nuisance Law: Corrective Justice and Its Utilitarian Constraints," Journal of Legal Studies VIII (197!3): 49-102.
28. Epstein, Theory of Strict Liability, p.25.
29. Jerome Hall, General Principles of Criminal Law (Indianapolis, Ind.:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1947), pp.304-05.
30. Epstein, Theory of Strict Liability, p.71.
31. Wooton, "Eliminating Responsibility," p.138.
32. "Is the Insanity %st Insane?" Readings irc Philosophy of l a w , ed. John
Arthur and William Shaw (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1984), p.
398.
33. Epstein, Theory of Strict Liability, p.25.

AGAINST LOMiASKYAN
WELFARE R,IGHTS
TIBOR R, MAClHAN
Auburn University
"Once you give up integrity, the rest is a piece of cake."
J.R. Ewing, Dallas

I n this brief discussion I wish to examine Loren Lamasky's
defense of the followin claim, advanced in his Persons, Rights,and

Y

the Moral Community :
If a person is otherwise unable to secure that which is necessary for his ability to live as a projed; pursuer, then he has a
rightful claim to provision by othel-s who have a surplus
beyond what they require to live as plroject pursuers. In that
strictly limited but crucial respect, basic rights extend beyond
liberty rights to welfare rights.lp. 126:12
Lomasky states that the "thoroughgoing libertarian who
regards all restrictions of liberty as irrtpermissible whatever the
grounds on which restriction is based will reject the claim that there
*Held s t h e December 1988 meeting of the American Association
for the Philosophic Study of Society, Washington, D.C.
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring1989)70-76
Copyright 01989.
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are any welfare rights." And he adds, "Such a libertarianism is
indefensib1e.Y~.
127)

Aside fsom the fact that I take the rights that would be violated
by the exercise and enforcement of welfare rights inviolable, at least
as legal principles of a just society, and thus reject Lomasky's view
on those grounds, I confess, also, that I have been defending the
libertarianism he claims is indefensible. Thus I have something of
a professional stake in this issue apart from the more important
stake I have in it as a person and citizen. So I will try to show that
Lomasky is wrong, at least if he believes that welfare rights ought
to be legally protected.
I want first of all to clear up a point. Athoroughgoing libertarian
might not regard "all restrictions of liberty as impermissible whatever
the grounds on which restriction is based." It is possible that.within
the sphere of personal conduct a libertarian will reject such restrictions, just in the kind of cases Lomasky has in mind. I have myself
argued just that view in my paper, "Prima Facie versus Natural
(human)Rights" 3. I believe that Eric Mack argues a somewhat similar
thesis in his papers, "Egoism and Rights" and "Egoism and Rights
Revisited" 6. I believe both of us made a worthy effort to dispel
Lomasky's somewhat cavalier claim that our type of libertarianism is
indefensible--they deserve at least a look-see before the claim is
advanced with the kind of confidence Lomasky demonstrates.
Some libertarians, such as Murray Rothbard, do indeed take it
that basic natural negative or, in Lomasky's terms, freedom rights
imply that under no circumstances is it permissible to violate or
disregard them. My view is that under no circumstances is it
permissible for a just governmenti.e., that of a free society-to
violate such basic natural negative rights. But for individuals these
rights may at times have to be disregarded.
Which is the position Lomasky claims is indefensible? I assume
that since he is defending welfare rights and since rights are what
a just government is established to protect, he would hold that
government may protect welfare rights. This would imply clearly
enough that Lomasky not only defends the occasional violation or
disregarding of such rights but their violation by the government.
Let us now see what Lomasky has to say in defense of his soft
libertarianism or restricted welfare statism. He argues that the
strong libertarianism he finds indefensible "disconnects the theory
of basic rights from its foundation in a theory of practical reason
for project pursuers."(p.127) He goes on with his argument:
Individuals have reason to value the maintenance of a regime
of rights because they value their own ability to pursue
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~ r o j e c t s . Should that ability be placed in jeopardy by a

system of rights such that one can either continue to respect
others'rights or be able to pursue proj~ectsbut not both, then
one would no longer have a rational stake in the moral
community established by that system of rights....lp.1271
From this it seems to me what may follow is just the thesis Mack
and I defend. In other words, from what IJomasky says it is permissible on occasions to disregard the rights of persons. But it does not
follow from this that administrators of th~elegal system ought to do
so. The police, the courts, the legislatures, etc., have no reason to
grant welfare rights. Yet this does not iimply that persons always
act in such a way that rights are decisive in what they will do.
Here is why the extension of the occasional permissibility of
the private disregard for rights to public policy is wrong. First, just
government has as its function t o uphold (protect, maintain,
promote) broad principles of community life, not the exceptional
or emergency policies that may befall certain individuals. Second,
the rights individuals have cannot be in an irreconcilable conflict
with each other-because (a) rights claims are truth claims and
truth claims must be consistent with each other, given reality's
character of not admitting contradictions or inconsistent state of
affairs or principles, and (b) to act under the guidance of general
political principles would not be possible if one set of them contradicted another set-i.e., liberty rights vs. welfare rights. (I take
it that it is clear that ifA has the liberty right to build and keep a
fortune through his or her honest effort and succeeds, then the
protection of this right is in practical conflict with protecting B's
welfare right to some of this fortune.)
Let me now suggest why Lomasky falls prey to the theory of
welfare rights. He does so, I believe, because it is indeed true that
sometime-as he puts it, "in cases of extreme exigency-one may
steal from others. But this does not show that one has a right to
(some, even if ever so little of) the proplerty of others. Rights are
precisely general political principles, not principles guiding bits of
rare actions individuals might have to take.
Admittedly-and this is where I think Rothbard is mistakennot all normative principles are equal. Some are fundamental, some
are virtually universal, while some may be rather specifically
applicable. Aprinciple ofhuman conduct as such is going to be more
fundamental than a principle ofhuman political conduct. And while
the agency established and committed to upholdingthe latter ought
to take those principles as absolute within the context of politics,
people in general need not do so, especially when they find them-
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selves outside situations where, according to Locke (as quoted by
H.L.A. Hart) "peace is possible."
To put this another way, there are varied dimensions of human
life--personal, political, familial, fraternal, professional, etc.-and
the principles bearing on the narrower dimensions do not properly
apply to the broader ones. The dictates of personal morality--e.g.,
Aristotle's dictum of right reason or Rand's principle of
rationality-apply most broadly, universally So when appropriate
by rational standards, it would be wrong to adhere to a subsidiary
principle instead. So when in one's personal life one is facing the
exclusive choice of either to invite death or to steal, one ought to
steal. But this does not show that such a judgment should now
become a principle within the narrower dimension of politics, to be
enforced by political leaders.
One might model my argument on the familiar notion that hard
cases make bad law. Yet this does not show that even within the
operations of the legal system no notice may be taken of the
applicability of the unusual and rare edict to steal. When the
Donner Party engaged in cannibalism, because of the rare case it
would have made perfectly good sense for a judge to use judicial
discretion and pardon the culprits once they have been convicted of
the crime they committed. Similarly, someone who steals in a
condition of dire need, while subject to prosecution should not be
allowed to linger in jail as a common thief should be.
The reason Lomasky thinks that there arB welfare rights is that
he takes it as unjustifiable to expect someone whose "ability [to
pursue projects is] placed in jeopardy by a system of sights such
that one can either continue to respect others' rights or be able to
pursue projects but not both ...[to1have a rational stake in the moral
community established by that system of rights ....[p.l271 "He goes
on: "If acknowledgment of rights is rationally motivated by concern
for one's future as a project pursuer, it will be plainly irrational to
pledge support to a regime in which one's prospects for project
pursuit are extinguished"(p.127).
But all this can be granted without it being the case that persons
have rights to welfare. In short, nothing about the exceptional cases
demonstrates the existence of welfare rights. All it shows is that
those who are in such dire straits have reason to disregard rights.
Eomasky however goes on to claim that "State establishment of
a welfare apparatus is not inconsistent with, and may be required
by, the maintenance of a liberal order. Public institutions may
rightfully direct the transfer of resources among citizens. It follows
by similar reasoning that there can be a limited place within the
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law for 'Good Samaritan' (or, perhaps better, 'Minimally Decent
Samaritan') legislation" (p.128). This follows from the above argument for welfare rights, since rights are just what governments are
supposed to protect.
Now if my rejoinder is sound and all that Lomasky has shown is
that there are emergency case that support some persons' disregard
for rights, the welfare statist conclusionjust does not follow. One needs
to show that these exceptional cases create rights to services.
Of course, from a social contractarian position on rights, there
may be reason to think that Lomasky has a point. If rights are mere
strategic vehicles to get what one wants, then if a certain type of
right won't do this trick, some other type will have to be introduced.
So he is right from .within such a c~ntract~arian
viewpoint that what
individuals require "is primarily liberty, but that fact does not rule
out the need for a safety net that captures extreme cases"(p.128).A
similar conclusion would seem to me to follow from a utilitarian
theory of rights-see, for example, Russell Hardin's position in his
"The Utilitarian Logic of ~iberalism."~
But are rights grounded on social contract alone?Well, one might
think so from reading the bulk of Lomasby's book. Yet at the end he
does maintain that even though "the fact of commitment itself creates
personal value,...such personal value rests on a foundation of preexistent impersonal value" (p.241). So Lomaslcy says "a rational agent is
not merely someone good at getting what he wants; he is someone who
wants what is good to get" (p.241). It seems to me, then, that there is
more to Lomasky's view than even a strong contractarianism that
rests merely on commitment. There is, behind the commitment,
objective value that is worth being cornmiitted to.
But once we begin with objective value, we must also do justice
to certain ontological or metaphysical principles--e.g., the law of
non-contradiction. Thus it seems to me that even from his own
framework Lomasky cannot tolerate that his instrumentally conceived basic rights come into fundamental conflictwith one another.
Yet welfare rights and liberty rights dojust that. If 1have the liberty
right to pursue my projects, based on the objective value ofpursuing
some projects that I ought to commit myself to pursue, then someone else could not also have the welfare right to violate my liberty
right. And welfare rights would easily enough violate liberty rights.
Consider that a person in dire need for medical care has a
welfare right to such care from those who can provide it. Another
person is a doctor who has the skills to provide the medical care but
has a serious project he is pursuing at the time which he also has
the liberty right to pursue. One or the other right must give. To put
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it more harshly, both rights cannot exist.
If it were all just a matter of social contract, the contract could
be renegotiated for purposes of this particular situation and no
conflict would be generated. But if the rights in question rest on
something more basic than mere contract or convention, I see no
way that this option could arise.
Perhaps, then, we ought to give up the natural rights approach
in favor of the exclusively contractarian one. No value base is
possible, since the moral-political problems we need to solve are
insoluble. Since ought implies can, it follows that it could not be the
case that a theory of rights issuing in the basic conflict sketched
above rests on objective values.
But this move would be premature. As I noted at the outset, a
natural rights approach does have adequate solutions for the moral
problems that arise. Of course, it does not guarantee that such
solutions will in fact be reached by the persons involved. But all we
need is that the solution could be reached.
And it seems to me that the solution to the problem of emergency
cases can be reached without any resort to welfare rights. We can
consider the situation from the point of view that is advanced in
some earlier libertarian work, work that seems to me to merit
reconsideration before one accepts the seeming impasse I think we
find in Lomasky's theory.

1. (Oxford University Press, 1987). All parenthetical page references are
to .this work.
2. James Sterba advances a very similar argument to show why natural
rights libertarianism implies the full blown welfare state. See, Douglas B.
Rasmussen and James Sterba, The Catholic Bishops and the Economy
(Transaction Books, 1986).I discuss Sterba's argument at some length in
my Individuals and Their Rights (Open Court Publishing Co., 1989).

3. Journal of Value Inquiry, Vol. 10 (1976),
4. The Personalist,Vol. 54 (1973).
5. The Personalist, Vol. 58 (1977).

6. Ethics, Vol. 97 (1986).

AGAINST AGENT-NEUTRAL
VALUE
ERIC MACK
Tulane Univeri~ity
B o t h the distinction between personal value and impersonal value
and the claim that value of each sort exists are crucial to the argument
of Loren Lomasky's Persons, Rights and the Moral Community. In the
early chapters of the book, the prominence ofpersonal value motivates
the rejection of utilitarianism and kindred doctrines and the adoption
of a conception of rational social rules asl mutually profitable accommodations among individuals each of whose profit lies, at least largely,
in the Wllment ofhis separate projects. The fix-xnationof impersonal
value also plays a number of roles. First, within the argument for basic
rights, the call of the impersonal value of others' project pursuit is
supposed to reenforce purely modus vivendi argumentsfor respect.for
mutually beneficial interpersonal rules. Second, again within the argument for basic rights, the representation of our moral psychology as
somewhat responsive to the impersonal v i h e of others is supposed to
assist modus vivendi arguments escape from an overly Hobbesian
psychological ground. Third, the ascription of impersonal value to
project pursuers is supposed to lend support to the inclusion a modest
welfare component in the specification of basic rights. And, fourth, the
adoption of impersonal value is the form in which Lomasky embraces
moral objectivism or realism; thereby dlistancing himself from the
subjecti~smwhich he associates with personal value.
Reason Papers No.14 (Spring1989)76-86
Copyright 01989.
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I have complained elsewhere about Lomasky's identification of
the personaVimpersona1 distinction (for which I will also use the
language of agent-relative value vs. agent-neutral value) with the
subjective/objective distinctione2And it is my sense that Lomasky
would now want to recogni'ze this distinction among distinctions.
But it is also my sense that Lomasky wants to affirm not only the
existence of objective values (which can, however, still be persona%,
agent-relative, values) but also agent-neutral values. In this paper
I criticize the &mation of agent-neutral values. Consideration of
space and time limit me to two lines of argument. First, and
extremely briefly, I assert the mysteriousness of the agentneutrality of values by comparing agent-neutrality and agent-externality. Second, I consider and reject particular arguments for the
agent-neutrality of some values. Three of the arguments I consider
appear in Thomas Nagel's The View fromNowhere, but are arguments
of the sort that are attractive to Lomasky The fourth specific argument appears in Lomasky albeit with strong Nagelite coloration.

Agent-external value is value that would exist even were no agent
ever to exist and, hence, were no agent ever to encounter, or relate to
tho valuable object or proherty in any way3 Thomas Nagel believes
that "...the o b j e c m g tendency produces a strong impulse to believe
that there are [external vahesl.. Yet Nagel himself seems to think
that belief in such values can be plausible only if it,

."

...avoids the implausible consequence that;they retain their
practical importance even if no one will ever be able to
respond to them. (So that if all sentient life is destroyed, it
will still be a good thing if the Prick Collection supyi~es.)~
Yet, as far as I can see, being good even if no one will ever be able to
respond to it is the central necessary feature of any external good. The
question is what, if anything, distinguishes such externality of value
from neutrality ofvalue?I want to argue that ifavalue is not conceived
of as agent-relative, it must be conceived of as agent-external. 'I'hm
the sponsor of agent-neutrality has to choose between the enemy of
agent-relativity and the implausibility of agent-externality.
One might imagine a sponsor of agent-neutral value proposing
that a necessary condition of any X having agent-neutral value is
that someone, sometime, and somewhere stand in some relation to
X of the sort through which advocates of agent-relativity think
value arises. Given this necessary condition, for any X which
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qualifies as having agent-neutral value, it will not be the
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case that
the X would have that agent-neutral value even were no agent ever
to exist, etc. In this way, the sponsor of agent-neutral values may
seem to distance himselffrom sponsorship of agent-external values.
But what justifies the imposition of this necessary condition? We
might have here merely a stipulation that a putative value will not
be labeled an agent-neutral value unless someone, sometime, and
somewhere stands in some R relation to it. But such a stipulation
leaves open the question of whether that, value would exist-would
exist as an external value-even were the condition for its being
labeled a neutral value not satisfied. It leaves open the possibility
that the value which the sponsor of agent-neutral values wants us
to affirm (and to label as agent-neutral) is agent-external.
We can be sure that the value we are f i r m i n g (under the label
of agent-neutral) is not agent-external only if it is in virtue of X's
standing in relation R to someone, sometime, and somewhere that
X's value arises. The imposition of the ~;omeone/somewherecondition on X's having value will bejustified if it is thought that it is (at
least in part) through the satisfaction of this condition that X has
its value. But, if this is the way X's value is conceived, then it
appears that X's value is agent-relative-in particular, relative to
the agent who stands in relation R to X. For how, in turn, could the
satisfaction of the someone/somewhere condition give rise to X's
value? The only way I can imagine is th.at the value arises in and
through some particular someone's particular relation to X. And if
X's value arises in and through this piirticular relation to agent
A-by being, e.g., the object ofA's desire or need or ambition-then
it is A who can directly and especially be said to have reason to
promote X. That is to say, X's value will be relative to A. Only if
there is a sufficiently robust principle of transmission of reason
whereby A's having reason to promote Jr' by transmission leads to
B's having reason to promote X, will X's value re-emerge as agentneutral. We shall shortly examine and dismiss the idea of there
being such a principle of transmission. For now we can summarize
the present argument as follows: The satisfaction of the someonelsomewhere condition with respect to X either is not essential to
X's value or it is essential to X's value. If it is not essential to X's
value, thenX's value (if it exists at all) will be agent-external value.
If it is essential to X's value, then that vixlue will be agent-relative.
So the theorist who seeks to avoid the agent-relativity of all values
will have to affirm the agent-externalzty of some of them. This
conclusion should be of no surprise in li,ght of Nagel's own characterization of external value as "value which is not reducible to [its]
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value for anyone."" For, if a value is not external in this sense, the
value will be "reducible" to its value for someone, i.e., it will be
agent-relative.6

Some of these same points, and others, can be made more
c~ncretelyby examining NageYs own specific example of an agentneutral (dis)value;the purportedly agent-neutral badness of pain.
Nagel begins with the claim that,
...p rimitive pleasures and pains provide at least agent-relative reasons for pursuit and avoidance-reasons that can be
affirmedfrom an objective standpoint Ei.e., reasons that "can
be recognized...from outside] and that do not merely
describe the actual motivation of the agent.7
But does pain provide, in addition, an agent-neutral reason for its
avoidance? Although he is Mly aware of the difliculty of constructing
argumentsfor this conclusion, Nagel does offer three somewhat discreet
arguments? The first we may label %e dissociation argument? the
second we may call "the concern byjfor others argument;" and the third
we may designate "the impersonal hatefulness argument."

Dissociation occurs, according to Nagel, if I do not assign agentr
neutral badness to my pain. My objective selfwould become dissociated
from my subjective self because the latter would see that my suffering
should stop while the former,as objective spectator, could only and would
only acknowledge that EM, the observee, has reason to want it to stop?
My subjective self is, as my four year old daughter would say, "really
really" against this suffering, but my objective self is.. .well, objective,
disinterested. If only agent-relativebadness is assigned to my pain, only
the agent whose pain it is can take a substantive, contentiid, stand
against the pain. If only agent-relative badness is assigned to my pain,
the only judgment that the objective self can make is that this person,
EM, whom the objective spectator is observing, has reason to negate the
suffering. My objective self is, then, as distant from my subjective self
as other reason-acknowledgingagents are.
If I had an objective self, if I vvere in part an objective self of the
sort Nagel is imagining, then I might be concerned about being
dissociated from my subjective self.'' On the other hand, the
dominant strand within the dualist tradition looks with great favor
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upon dissociation. What's the point of hiwing two selves unless the

objective, rational, depersonalized,and diisembodied self can free itself
from, rise above, and view with detaclzment the concerns of the
subjective and particularistic self? To assert both the existence of two
selves (or two parts or aspects of the sel0 and a structure for value
which allows those two selves to live in h.armonymay be a matter of
wanting both to have and to eat one's n~etaphysicalcake. Furthermore, while in itself belief in the agerat-neutral badness of EMS
suffering will tend to align and associate my objective self with my
subjective self, belief in the agent-neutral,badness of others' suffering
will have the opposite effect. The agent-relative badness of suffering
tells me (or my subjective self)to focus on the reduction of my suffering
while the agent-neutralbadness of suffering at large tells me (or my
objective self)to focus on the reduction of suffering at large. In almost
all circumstances, one of these practices will have to be sacrificed to
the other. If I dispose myself to respond to the impersonal values
affirmed by my objective self, I will usually have to suppress the
counsel of my subjective self. The result may not be Nagelian dissociation of my objective and subjective selves. The result may only (!) be
the loss of an integrated (subjective) self. It is, however, precisely
because utilitarianism threatens this sort of loss that Lomasky rejects
it. One should expect a like reaction to the comparably threatening
demand for the unification of one's subjecltive and objective selves.

The second, "concern bylfor others," argument suggests that
plausible accounts of others being moved by our suffering and our
being moved by others' sufferinginvoke the agent-neutral badness
of suffering. Nagel argues that,
If. ..we limit ourselves to relative rea.sons,[the sufferer] will
have to say that though he has reaso,nto want an analgesic,
there is no reason for him to have one, or for anyone else
who happens to be around to give him one.''
This is partially correct; but mostly misleading. Clearly, if the
badness of suffering is agent-relative, the sufferer cannot say that
there is an agent-neutral reason for him to have the analgesic. But
that is not to deny the existence (or "objiectivity") of an agent-relative reason for him to have it. Nor is iit to deny the existence of
agent-relative reasons had by some of those who happen to be
A blissful cessation
around him to provide him with an an~~lgesic.
of my screams, or even my feeling better, may be among the states
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of affairs that are good for some or all of these agents. Nagel asks
us to imagine a fellow sufferer who,

...p rofesses to hope we both will be given morphine, but I
[the first-person, agent-relativist, sufferer] fail to understand this. I understand why he has reason to want rnorphine for himself, but what reason does he have to want me
to get some? Does my groaning bother hirn?12
That may be it. My groaning may be drowning out the answers on
Hollywood Squares. OF it may be that my groaning bothers him
because my being in pain, in a way that is vivid and present to him,
bothers him. Because I am near to him and he is a person ofnormal
sympathies, his sympathy extends to me and he is discomforted by
my suffering. So-he has reason to want it to stop-a reason which
does not extend to the suffering of those to whom, perhaps simply
because of their distance from-him,his sympathies do not embrace.
But implicit in NagelJsfinal rhetorical question is another, more
difficult, question. Does the fellow patient's reason for wanting my
suffering to cease rest merely on his tastes and distastes, e.g.,
merely on his distaste for my groaning or on his distaste for my
suffering? Nagel, as a "nonnative realistJ' wants to hold about
reasons for action that "...we have to discover them instead of
deriving them from our preexisting motives.9J13For such a realist
the suggestion of the rhetorical question is that it is the badness of
suffering that makes the preference for its disappearance rational
not the preference for its disappearance that makes the s a e r i n g
bad. It is this "real" or "objectiveJ9badness of my suffering that
underlies my fellow patient's discomfort at my groaning. This
suggested answer leads to an affirmation of the agent-neutrality of
the fellow patient's reasons given a fUrther, implicit, premise, viz. ,
that values which are "real" or "objectiveJ%othat the rationality of
tastes, desires, preferences, etc., depend on their fit with "realJ' or
"objective" values must be agent-neutral values. But this further
premise is clearly contentious and is one which, I take it, Lomasky
would not now want to invoke.
One further point needs to be made about the reasons that
others might have for relievingmy suffering. Even the total absence
of value-based reasons for others to alleviate my suffering hardly
entails the absence of all reasons; my doctor may have a duty to do
so whether he likes it or not, whether it advances his values or not.
To say that all values are agent-relative and that, therefore, all
value-based reasons for action are agent-relative, is not to deny the
existence of other sorts of reasons for or against action;in particular
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of deontic constraints on people's behavior.

Nagel's third, "impersonal hatefulness," argument urges us to
see a component of our rejection of pair1 as occurring on an i-mpersonal plane where objective self confronts agent-neutral value:

...the pain, though it comes attached to a person and his
individual perspective,isjust as clearily hateful to the objective
self as to the subjective individual. The pain can be detached
in thought from the fact that it is mine without losin any of
its dreadfulness. It has, so to speak, a life of its own.I!?
One response to this passage runs as follows: I understand, of course,
that pain which is not my pain can be as dreadful to the sufferer as
my pain is dreadful to me. I understand vvhat it is like to be subject to
such dreadful stuff. But except for those rare individuals who achieve
or succumb to an extraordinary identification with others (and who,
therefore, can say, 'Their pain is my pain'?, the discovery that an
impeding pain will be suffered by another and not oneself does
radically reduce its perceived dreadfulness.
Yet this focus on perceived dreadfuliness, i.e., on how fearfully
motivating a prospective pain will be, rnisses the real force of this
passage. The force lies in the simple idea that pain is dreadful. It
is dreadfui in itself so that the correct response to prospective pain
is dread; pain is the sort of thing that a. rational person wants not
to exist. This is the claim of the normative realist with respect to
pain. But is this force well directed? Does it specifically point to the
agent-neutral badness of pain? One can agree that the dreadfulness
of pain has "a life of its own1'-so that anyone facing the prospect of
pain has a reason to avoid it whatever his attitude toward painwithout agreeing that the "real" or "01)jective" awfulness of pain
gives everyone reason to want a specific prospective pain not to
exist. In recognizing the dreadfulness olf the pain faced by another,
I do more than understand his motivation in avoiding it; I also see
that he ought to want to escape it. But as a mere objective spectator,
I do not, thereby, have reason to prevent his pain.
However other passages within Nagel's "impersonal hatefulness" argument seem designed to block the idea that the awfulness
of pain may yet sustain only agent-relative reasons. This is how we
may read the argument that:
The [sufferer's] desire to be rid of pain has only the pain as
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object.... [Ilf I lacked or lost the conception of myself as
distinct from other possible or actual persons, I could still
apprehend the badness of pain, immediately.... [Tlhe fact
that it is mine-the concept of myself-doesn't come into my
perception of the badness of my pain.15

its

It is true that I do not have to register the pain as mine in order to
apprehend its badness. I don't have to say to myself, 'This is the pain
that I am undergoing," before I can recognize that it merits elimination. I simply indict pain as I immediately experience it. But the pain
that I indict is the pain that is immediate to me, which is to say, my
pain. ''Trlhe immediate attitude of the subject" of the pain is simply
that this current condition should.cease. The subject does not, within
that immediate indictment, address the issue of who has reason to
eliminate this suffering. But if it is his suffering that he indicts and if
he recognizes that others in parallel fashion indict the suffering
immediate to them, the natural conclusion is that each has reason,
assuming mutual disinterest, to eliminate his own sufFering.16

An argument offered by Lomasky, in the style of Nagel, can be
read as challenging this last claim in the name of the "transmissibility of practical reason." Lomasky claims that:
..Assrecognition that B has end E2 providesA at least some
reason to act so as to advance%2... [Olne who recognizesR
as a reason for E2 is thereby logically bound to admit that
it is not totally and in every respect indifferent whether E2
obtains. R is why E2 should obtain; otherwise R could not
be conceived to be a reason.17
Lomasky recognizes the likelihood of being charged with illicitly
adopting a neutralist "moral point of view" in the shift to t&,about
whether "it" is indifferent, whether E2 "should obtain." But Lomasky
thinks he has a non-question-beggingargument for transmissibility.

...it is being maintained that there are not two radically
different ways of understanding reasons for action: understanding a reason as mine, which is suffused with motivational force, and understanding it as thine, which is entirely
bereft of motivational force.''
However, there is no threat of "two radically different ways of
understanding reasons for action." If anything is suffised with
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motivational force, i t is A's reason; not his understanding of t h a t
reason. The reason, not his understanding of the reason, has
motivational force for A. Similarly, B'z; reason has motivational
force for 3.That A's understanding of B s reason "is entirely bereft
of motivational force" does not, thereforte, mark it off as a different
type of understanding of reasons than is exemplified in A's understanding of his own reasons for action. Understanding does not
become agent-relative just because reasons and values are.
Thus, two bases have been offeredl against the existence of
agent-neutral values: (I) Belief in agent-neutral values commits one
to belief in agent-external values; and (11) Four positive arguments
for the existence of agent-neutral valueis are deeply flawed.
1. Loren Lomasky, Persons, Rights and the Moral Community (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1987).
2. Cf., my review of Persons, Rights and the Moral Community in Reason
(January 1988) and "Moral Individualism: Agent-Relativity and Deontic
Restraints" in Social Philosophy and Policy (forthcoming).
3. To deny the existence of external values is not to deny the existence of
"external reasons" as that term has recently been used by Bernard Williams. An external reason is areason the having of which need not motivate
the agent possessing that reason. External values would provide agents
with external reasons. But an agent might :have an external reason, e.g.,
his (recognition of his) objective need for X, vvhich was not indicative of an
external value. Cf., WWiams, "Internal and External ReasonsninRational
Action: Studies i n Philosophy and Socia:l Science, ed. R. Harrison
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979)' pp.17-28.
4. The Viiw from Nowhere, p.153. The survival of the F'rick Collection might,
of course, fulfill the posthumous interests of various agents and, in this way,
be a good thing. But this would not support the collection's external value.
5. Ibid.
6. Moreover, it does not seem that X's external (and, hence, fully intrinsic
and self-contained) goodness as such would provide reasons for action
among such agents as might appear on the scene. Property G (or whatever
it is that purports to be intrinsically good) will provide such agents as
appear with reasons for action only insofar a.s the realization of G in some
way fulfills or is constitutive of .their desires, projects, or selves. But, in
that case, the agents' respective reasons for action will correspond to the
agent-relative value of diverse realizations of G and not to the supposed
external goodness of G. Even should it exist, the intrinsic good would be
too dissociated from the life of flesh and purpose bound agents to provide
those agents with reasons for action.
This conclusion may be too quick. Perhaps the perception (veridical or
not) of the Form of the Good could itself motivate an agent. In such a case
it would be putting the cart before the horse to say that the agent's reason
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for action corresponds to the agent-relative value of his participation in the
Good. Of course, the agent will not be acting with reason unless his
perception of the Good is veridical.
7. Ibid., p.158. In the uncut version of what appears within the brackets,
Nagel (p.150) speaks more portentioudy of reasons that "can be recognized
and accepted from the outside."
8, bid. Nagel precedes his arguments with the daim that he has already
argued that "the possibility of assigning agent-neutral value to pleasure and
pain should be admitted." (p.160) But this, I think, is mistaken. He seems to
be referring to arguments made in a section Iabelled "Antirealism." (pp.143149)Yet in this section Nagel's target seems to b "disbelief in the reality of
values and reasons" and, clearly, this can be rejected without embracing even
the possibility of agent-neutral values and reasons. (The situation is fkther
complicated by Nagel's characterizations of %ealismn(p.139) which suggest
that realism takes one a step beyond reason-acknowledging,objectivity-incorporating, doctrines such as "the position that each person has reason to 'do
what will satisfy his desires or preferences." (p.149)
9. The relevant couple of sentences in Nagel, bid., read:
The dissociation here is a split attitude toward my own suffering. As
objective spectator, I acknowledge that TN has a reason to want i t to stop,
, evaluation
but I see no reason why i t should stop. My evaluation [ i . ~the
of the "objective spectator"?] is entirely confined within the framework of
a judgment about what it is rational for this person, to ~ant~(p.160)
10. Perhaps the reason that Nagell thinks that this intra-personal dissociation is worrisome is that, although my objective self acknowledges that E M
has reason to end his suffering, the inability of my ~bjectiveself to share
this reason suggests that its existence is an illusion, i.e., suggests the
Humean subjectivism according to which there are motives but not
reasons. This suggestion runs counter to Nagel's recognition that even
agent-relative reasons count as r e d reasons. Nevertheless, Nagel does
continue to flirt with his earlier view that the only real reasons are
agent-neutral ones. Cf., the next passage from Nagel in the text.
11. bid., p.160.
12. Ibid., p.160.
13. Ibid., p.139.
14. Ibid., p.160
16. Bid., p.161.
16, Moreover, it is implausible to imagine, as Nagel does, that a n agent
who lacked or lost the conception of himself would form the sophisticated
judgment, "This ezperience ought not to go on, whoever is having it." bid.,
p.1161,
14. Lomasky, Persons, Rights and the Moral Community p.63 and p.64.
Latter emphasis added.
18. E d . , p.65.

LOREN LOM.ASKY'S
DERIVATION OF
BASIC RIGHTS
CHRISTOPHER W. MORRIS
Bowling Green State university
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
I n Persons, Rights, and the Moral ~ornmunit~,'
Loren Lomasky
develops a general theory of basic rights and traces some of the
implications of the theory for various contemporary controversies.
The implications of the theory are for tlhe most part liberal, fn the
classical sense of the (much abused) term. Even where not Dersuasive, the conclusions 'lomasky &raws are interesting i n d
provocative. My interest, however, is the!"derivation ofbasic rightsJ'
that is meant to support many of the ;political conclusions of the
work. If Lomasky succeeds in his derivation, then this part of his
work alone is a significant contribution to moral theory. I shall,
then, critically examine the derivation of basic rights.
Aproject is an end that "persist[sl ithroughout large stretches
of an individual's life and continue[sl to elicit actions that establish
a pattern coherent in virtue of the ends subsenred." (p.26) Projects
give personsJlives a certain structure and coherence they would
otherwise lack. People, Lomasky convincingly argues, are project
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"Project pursuit, though, is partial." (p.27) That is, projects
provide their pursuers with personal standards of value. Such
standards provide only "reasons-for-that-individual" (p.49); in
the language of contemporary value theory, projects provide
agent-relative value^.^ Consequently, there is conflict between
agents (pp.47, 55). "Philosophical normative ethics", Lomasky
believes, "is the search for rationaIly justifiable standards for the
Lomasky's basic
resolution of interpersonal conflict'"(g.47).
rights are the most important standard for the resolution of such
conflict. Basic rights3 protect project pursuers by delineating a
sphere in moral space where each may act unconstrained by the
demands of others.
Lomasky argues that project pursuers must value their ability
to pursue projects (pp.56m. '?"hiat means that they value having
moral space." (p.60). But this cioes not suffice to generate basic
rights. For it only follows that individuals value moral space for
themselves (pp.60-61; see also p.36). The problem is clear: '%ow
can one go beyond the bare recognition of others as project
pursuers to a rational motivation to respect them as project
pursuers?" (p.62)
The problem appears to Lonnasky to be that of the celebrated
Is-Ought distinction ("How can id be crossed?" Lp.621). I do not think
that the problem need be so co~nstrued.If the Is-Ought problem
concerns the relation between facts and values, descriptions and
prescriptions, then it is unclear that this is what is at issue here.
For Lomasky's problem is to show that agents who have reasons to
pursue their projects also have reasons to respect one another's
liberty. That is, given certain values (reasons of one sort), how is it
that others (reasons of another sort) follow? The problem is an
Ought-Ought, or Value-Value, one.
Lomasky proposes three "paths" to enable us to cross what he
takes to be the Is-Ought divide. He is unsure which to take, adding
"Perhaps some one of them can be validated, perhaps, luckily, the
passage is overdetermined, or, what I suspect to be the case,
perhaps the most credible account of the grounds of rational
motivation involves elements of each." (p.62) Although perplexed
by these remarks as to the nature or structure of the derivation, I
shall attempt to outline the three arguments or parts of the
"tripartite derivation of rightsJy.
The first argument or "path" consists in noting that humans
characteristically are social animals, that is, they tend to be "moved
by the needs of others, especially the needs ofkin" (p.62). This fact
about humans does not, Lomasky rightly points out, suffice for a
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derivation of basic rights; a causal (e.g., sociobiological) explanation

of other-regarding sentiments does nol; provide a justification of
these sentiments, much less a justificat;ion of rights. What it does
show is that humans are capable of respecting the rights of others;
thus "Anecessary though not sufficient basis for grounding rights
has been uncovered." (p.63)
I concur with Lomasky's claim that humans are characteristically moved by the needs of others. The contention is true,
and I think that moral theories ought inot to begin with assumptions that deny ies truth.4 I shall, however, make two critical
remarks about the first argument or ]part of Lomasky's derivation. If all that is established by the ;altruism characteristic of
humans is this necessary condition for the respect for rights,
then it is unclear why Lomasky regards it as one of three possible
paths to his conclusion that persons have certain basic rights. At
most it establishes only one, amongst many necessary conditions
for his conclusion.
More importantly, it is not clear that altruism is a necessary
condition for respect for the rights of others. That depends only how
we understand such respect, and this is an important matter.
Lomasky notes (and I quote at length),

If it is the case that people ought to acknowledge and
respect the rights of others, then it must be true that people
generally can respect the rights of (others. They can do so
only if the recognition that others crave moral space within
which to carry out their projects will somehow provide a
motivation to cede that space. (p.63)
This will not be possible if psychologica7, egoism6 is true.
What constitutes respect for the nigllts of another? Let us distinguish between what might be called intensional and extensional
respect for rights. Suppose that Albert has a right to do x and that
Beatrice has a correlative duty to refrain from interfering with
Albert's doing x. Suppose that Beatrice cares about Albert and so
refrains because she so cares. Then Beatrice has respected Albert's
right only extensionally. Suppose that she doesn't care about him,
that she is indifferent or unconcerned about his interests; nonetheless she refrains from interfering with his liberty to do x because
she believes that she is so obligated. Then Beatrice respects Albert's
right both extensionally and intensionally.
If respect for rights is to be intensio:nal as we'll as extensional,
then the altruism characteristic of h~unansis not a necessary
condition for respect for rights. For such altruism only motivates
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agents t o pedorm the acts required of them, not to perform them
with certain intensions or for certain reasons. The distinction
between the two different understandings of respect for sights is
crucial to the question of the nature of moral obligation (and of
rights), as we shall see presently.
I move now to the second argument or part of the tripartite
derivation of basic rights. This "second line ofapproach"is complementasy9Lomasky claims, to the first and is suggested by Thomas Magel
i
n his well-known T h Possibility of~truism.6The basic idea is that
of the' "transmission of practica3 reason"(pp.63El. If Albert has a
particular end which provides him with a reason to act, then
Beatrice's recognition of Albert's end also provides her with (some)
reason to promote Albert's end. The reason for this (as far as I can
make out) is that one cannot recognize something as a reason for
someone without recognizing that there is a reason. If Albert has
a reason to do x and Beatrice recognizes that Albert has a reason
("understood personally") to do x, then there is a(n "impersonal")
reason to do x ; from this it follows that Beatrice has some reason
to advance Albert's doing x.
I am not sure that I understslnd the argument fully, and I shall
leave further explication of it to Eric Mack and to our discussion of
his critical analysis of Lomasky's theory.? Let me simply remark
that the premise that seems to be doing most of the work of this
argument is an assumption of impersonal value. Thus P interpret
Lomasky's second "line" to involve appeal to such value.8 Critics,
such as myself, who deny the existence of what is normally called
agent-neutral value will consequentIy not be moved by the argument, until Lomasky is able to persuade us that such value existsg
In any case Lomasky notes that the argument from impersonal
value does not necessarily lead ibo the conclusion that he wishes to
derive. For it is possible that agents not have suficient reason "to
accord rights to others" (p.65), although they have some reason to
do so. At best, then, the second argument is incomplete.f0
I turn now to the third argument or part of the tripartite
derivation." Lomasky asks what strategies should project pursuers adopt faced with morally unconstrained interaction with
other persons? He analyzes the situation in which such agents find
themselves as a Prisoners' Dillemma (PD). Agents might choose
which he labels Active
from amongst three possible ~~trategies,
Aggression, General Neglect, and Active Deference. I shall recast
his argument in terms of two strategies, which I shall label C and
D respectively.12 The preferences of agents are the normal PD
preferences: (C,C) or "universal cooperationyyis ranked by each
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agent above (D,D)
or "universal defectilon", but each agent ranks
"unilateral defection'' in the first place. In a single-play and in a
variety of repeated-play or iterated PDs,the rational strategy is D
and the outcome is universal defection. But another outcome,
universal cooperation, is ranked by each agent above the outcome
achieved by rational action. The proble~nis familiar to all contemporary moral and political theorists.13
Lomasky argues that no solution is available"from a startingpoint
of nakedly egoistic agents for whom all vsllue whatsoever is personal"
(p.69). As he argued above, humans are not egoists. I do not understand the point here. For the denial of egoism certainly does not entail
the denial that all value is personal.14 More importantly, the PD does
not require that agents be egoists in the sense characterized by
Lomasky. All that is required for agents to find themselves in a PD
is for them to rank the various outcolnes in the usual manner;
whether their rankings are self-regarding or other-regarding,
whether they are based on subjective 01. objective values, whether
they presuppose a ent-relative or agent-neutral standards of
value is irrelevant
In any case, Lomasky appears to argue that the situation in
which agents find themselves in the absence of basic rights is not
that of a single-play PD. The analysis that he defends has agents
repeatedly interacting. Readers may co~lcludethat the situation is
essentially that of a repeated or iterated PD.But I think thatkhis
would be an incorrect interpretation of Lomasky's analysis. In
repeated PD, agents find themselves in a series of PD.Lomasky's
agents, by contrast, find themselves repeatedly interacting, albeit
in situations that gradually change as tlhey interact. What is novel
about Lomasky's analysis is that he suggests that rational agents,
capable of other-regarding sentiments, will empathize with those
with whom they interact; further, cooperative behavior elicits increased empathy.17 Thus, cooperative interactions lead agents to
change their rankings of the outcomes and eventually to come to
prefer cooperation to defection (or rather, to prefer cooperative
outcomes to non-cooperative ones).'' The result may be the
('rudimentary mutual acknowledgement of moral space...[that is1
the result of a natural process in whichi project pursuers confront
each other and achieve a modus vivendd." (p.74).
To summarize my interpretation sf the third argument: rational
agents who are moved by the needs of others may find that their
rankings of outcomes change as they interact with like-minded
agents and that they come, by empathizing with others, to prefer
cooperation (C)to unilateral defection (D). Repeated interactions
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between such agents may, then, under certain conditions, result in
the mutual acknowledgementof nnoral s ace. Lomasky's derivation
8
of basic rights is essentially complete. 1
I shall now make some critical remarks about the general
derivation. First, it should be noted that Lomasky does not provide
a theorem, that is, a conclusion which is derived from clearly laid
out premises. Rather, what is provided is a sketch of such a theorem.
This is unfortunate, because one of the virtues of theorems is that
the conditions for their truth-their premises-are more easily
ascertained than with argument sketches. This criticism, it should
be noted, is complimentary. For. if my general interpretation of
Lomasky's third argument is correct, it should be possible to prove
its conclusion as a theorem. This criticism is minor.
Secondly, and more importantly, it is important to understand
clearly the conclusion Lomasky is entitled to by his argument. Rational agents, moved by the needs of others, interactingover time will come
to respect each other's liberty ancl thus create a type of moral space
within which each may act freely. Note that if we wish to identifjr
this "moral space" with respect for rights, the latter can only be is
extensional. Albert and Beatrice, interacting over time, come to
respect one another's rights because they come to care about one
another. Their rankings of the various outcomes change with
repeated (cooperative) interaction. They start in a PD but end up
in something more akin to an Assurance game.20 Such agents do
not respect other's moral space because they believe that they are
obligated to do so. They do so because their rankings of the
outcomes have changed.
This is important because one might claim that moral obligation
requires intensional rather than merely extensional compliance.
One might claim this because one might believe that if one is
genuinely morally obligated to dox, then one is so obligated whether
or not one most prefers to dox. F'urther, one might claim that if one
is obligated to do x, then one has a reason to do x which constrains
one's preferences. Lomasky's conclusion do not allow us to say this
about obligations.
I am consequently puzzled why Lomasky's agents would be
interested in using the language (ofmorals. For such agents "respect
rights'' only insofar as doing so is the most efficient means to their
(non-egoistic)ends. At no point does the "respect for rights'' that
Lomasky is able to derive from his assumptions allow one to say
that someone morally ought t,o refrain from interfering with
another's liberty even when so refraining is not the most efficient
means of realizing one's (personal and impersonal) values. Appeals
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t o non-moral reason suffice at every p ~ i n tto do what appeals to

Lomasky's "obligations" do, given that the latter are never able to
secure compliance with constraints that would have one refrain
from pursuing one's most preferred outcomes.
The usefulness of the single-playPD is that it illustrates, with
unyielding clarity, the problem posed by accounts of obligation such
as Lomasky's. Let us understand apreference to be a ranking of two
outcomes: to say that outcome x is preferred (by someone) to y is to
say that it is ranked (by that person) higher than y . Preferences can
be self-interested, but they need not be, in this sense of 'preference'.
Suppose that we are able to determine how two agents rank a
number of outcomes (the feasible set) in terms of their ends, values,
tastes, desires, sentiments, and the like, excluding only their moral
principles and moral values. Let these rankings be based on objective andlor impersonal (or agent-neutral) value. Suppose that our
two agents find themselves in a situation characterizeable as a
single-play PD, given their preferences. Suppose that they realize
they find themselves in such a situation. In order to achieve the
cooperative outcome (where each chooses C), they invoke a moral
device, promising. They promise to one another to choose C.
Promises create obligations. Let us understand the obligations
created by promises to bind promisors to do something, whether or
not so acting best satisfies their non-moral preferences as characterized above. Agents capable of so acting will be able to cooperate
in single-play PDs. Lomasky's agents will not. I would claim that
s nothave available to them the
this shows that Lomasky's a g e ~ tdo
resources of moral obligation.
Thirdly, it would appear that the account of agents as project
pursuers does not play an essential role in the derivation of basic
rights. (This makes me unsure of my interpretation of the argument.) The assumptions that appear to be doing the important work
are (1)the claim that humans are not purely self-interested and (2)
the claim that people come to take an interest in the interests of
those with whom they interact, especially if the latter are cooperative. Both of these assumptions seem to be true. h d they are what
make Lomasky's argument original. However, if the conclusion
about respect for rights follows, it would seem to do so independently of the assumption that agents are project pursuers. The
assumption is used to establish partiality (p.27) and presumably
conflict (p.47). But presumably many other features of agents
establish this. Further, the fact that people pursue projects does not
entail that the only values that move tlhem are those provided by
their projects. Thus an understanding of the projects of agents
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might be insufficient to determine how agents will or should act in
situations such as the PDs above.23
The account of agents as project pursuers might, however, be
used to address the problem of compliance discussed above. Project
pursuers are agents capable of acting according to plans and thus,
we may presume, of acting counter t~ their occurrent preferences.
Now the alleged irrationality of counter-preferential choice is what
leads agents to defect in (most) Prisoners9 Dilemmas, as those
agents are usually characterized. Lomaskfs project pursuers, however, have available to them the means to commit themselves to
conditional cooperation (choose C whenever you believe others are
so disposed); they can act counter-preferentially when so acting
accords with their plans (and intientions). Lomasky thus has in his
account of agents the resources to address and possibly to resolve
the problem of compliance discussed above.24
Fourthly, we should note that the respect for rights that Lomasky
derives a t most prox6des reasons to respect the moral space of those
with whom one "interacts". Reasons to respect the rights of others
depends on the development ~f the requisite other-regarding sentiments. Presumably this depends on proximate interaction. If that is
so, then agents who do not inter13ctproximately--e.g., most market
interactions?--do not have a reason to respect the rights of others.
Lastly, I have concentrated on Lomasky's derivation sf basic
rights in part because I view it as the foundation of the conclusions
he draws about various moral and political controversies. But I may
be mistaken about this. For he may be a coherence theorist, appearances to the contrary. In the last chapter he claims that "Moral
theories are tested in the first instance by how we11 they fit and
systematically account for strongly held pretheoretical intuitions."
(p.196) If this is the case, we must ask about Lomasky's theory*as
we must about Rawls', what then is the.purpose of the d e l ~ v a t i o n ? ~ ~
The text of remarks made at the American Association for the Philosophical
Study of Society Symposium on E'ersons, Rights, and the Moral Community, held at the meetings of the American Philosophical Association,
Washington, D.C., December 28,1988,
1.(NewYork: Oxford University Press, 1987),All parenthetical references
are to this work.
2. Impersonal value presumably is agent-neutral value, that is, value &om
any perspective. I am not completely confident in my understanding of
Lomasky's notions of personal and impersonal value, For in the last
chapter, he argues that personal value presupposes impersonal value
(pp.233ff);the text there suggests that impersonal value is (merely?)
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(agentrelativity vs. agent-neutrality) and independence of subjective ends (inherent vs. "subjective") are being conflated. Insofar as this is possible, I
leave these issues to Eric Mack's discussion.,
3. The set of moral rights is a proper subset of that of basic rights
(pp.lOlff). We may, however, suppose that ithe latter are moral rights in
the sense that they are rights granted by morality. Lomasky's unusual
terminology may mislead.
4. I argue elsewhere that contractarian theories of justice should not
assume that people are self-interesteai. If, despite appearances,
Lomasky's theory is not contractarian, my arguments nonetheless supplement his contention. See "The Relation between Self-Interest and
Justice in Contractarian Ethics", Social' Philosophy & Policy 5, 2
(Spring 1988): 119-153.
5. Lomasky characterizes psychological egoism as the thesis that "nothing
can possibly move a person to action except; desires for his own personal
well-being" (p.63).
6. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970).
7. I might note that I find it somewhat odd to invoke an argument made
almost two decades ago by Nagel when the cionsensus in the field has been
for some time that the argument fails and when Nagel himself no longer
appears to endorse it. Had Lomasky clearly set out and defended Nagel's
position, the matter would be different.
8. This conjecture is supported by Lomaslky's claim a t the end of the
"tripartite derivation" that has been claimed that moral space will be
fenced off through individual's [sic] exercise of a practical reason that
recognizes both personal and impersonal value" (p.74).
9. On these matters I am in agreement with Eric Mack. It is important to
understand that one may deny that there are agent-neutral values without
denying that (some) values are inherent (or agent-independent). Further,
one can deny that values are agent-neutral. as well as inherent without
denying that value-judgments are objective, that is, judgments whose
truth-values can be ascertained.
10. I make this point in an unpublished essay, "Agent-Relative Value, a
Problem with Justice, and Contractarian Ethics".
11. An interpretative problem is created by the text's not clearly indicating
the beginning of the presentation of the third argument. I take i t that one
of the parapaphs in the second half of p.65 irltroduces the third argument,
although I am not certain. I hope that my uriderstanding of the argument
is not affected by this problem.
12. I do this in part because I am not sure that Lomasky's three strategies
are logically exhaustive, as they must be foir the sort of game-theoretical
conclusions that he wishes to draw. I do not believe that my recasting of
his argument adversely affects its cogency.
13. The matrix for a 2 x 2 Prisoners' Di1emm.ais as follows:
inherent or agent-independent value. I suspect that perspective
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Beatrice
D

C

(where 1 > 2 > 3 > 4). The problem is that although the (C,C) outcome
Pareto-dominates (DP), the former is not stable.
f 4. My suspicion that several diskinction have been collapsed is seinforced
by the discussion on pp.69-70.
15. Suppose that Albert and Beatrice each confront the choice of helping
him- or herself (C) or of helping the other (D). And suppose that, although
each most cares about the other, each is better off if both help only him- or
herselc their preferences over outcomes are then the following:
Albert
Beatrice
(D,C
(C,D
(C,C)
(C,C)
(D,D>
(D,D>
(C,D)
(D,C)
Then Albert and Beatrice find themselves in a standard Prisoners' Dilemma, although their preferences are not self-interested.
16. This is just as well. Contrary to what philosophers often think, it is not
the case that universal cooperation is to be expected in repeated PDs. In
his celebrated The Evolution of Cooperation (New York: Basic Books, 1984),
Robert Axelrod shows only that there are cooperative equilibria in PDs
where agents interact in pairs, results that are not generalizable to
n-person interactions. The conditions under which Michael Taylor
demonstrates the possibility of cooperation are restrictive; see his The
Possibility of Cooperation (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1987).
For a recent theorem that there are no cooperative equilibria in finitely,
but indefinitely,iterated PDs, see John W. Carroll, "Indefinite Terminating
Points and the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemman,Theory &Decision 22 (1987):
247-256, and "Iterated N-Player Prisoner's Dilemma Gamesn,Philosophical Studies 53 (1988): 411-415.
17. Edward McClennen, in "Justice and the Problem of Stability," in
Philosophy & Public Affairs 18 (Winter 1989): 3-30, argues in a similar
manner for Rawls' difference princilple.
18. A game-theoretic situation (e.g.,, a PD) is determined by the structure
of the agents' preferences. If the preference ordering change, the situation
changes.
19. The actual presentation of the tirgument in the book is in two stages:
a two-person version is first developed, foll~wedby a generalization to
n-persons. My neglect of the distinction of the two stages should not lead
readers to underestimate the difficulty of generalizing from the two-person
to the n-person case. I believe that Lomasky's generalization wilI fail
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because of the problem posed by coalitions; (p.77), but the argument is
insufficiently formal to be able to argue this here.

20. A two-person Assurance Game is represented in the 2X 2 matrix below:
Beatrice
C
D
Albert
D
(where 1> 2 > 3 > 4).
21. Or of a variety of repeated-play PDs, sucEi as finite series of PDs, where
the agents know when the series terminates;.
22. The criticism here is very similar to that commonly made of Hobbes,
that he lacks an account of moral obligation. It should be emphasized that
this hticism in no way depends on construing moral obligations as
categorical imperatives in Kant's sense.
In response to this criticismsit is often said that cooperationin one-play
PDs is uninteresting as we never or rarely find ourselves in such. This
response has always struck me as inadequate. For one, it may be that we
rarely find ourselves in one-play PDs simp1:y because we do whatever we
can to avoid them, and we might do this bece~usewe in fact are agents that
find it rational to choose D whenever D is the dominant act (or strategy).
Secondly, L) is the dominant act (or strategy) in a variety of iterated PDs;
if Carroll's theorem (see note 14) is significimt, then it is only in infinite
iterated PDs that cooperative equilibria can be expected. Surely the problem posed by PDs cannot be so easily dismissed.
23. It must be that this account of agents is to determine either the form
(basic rights) or the content (certain rights) of the "moral space" that is
defended by Lomasky. I would not think i t necessary for this purpose;
James Buchanan and David Gauthier each clefend rights theories without
appealing to such a view of agents. See Buchanan's Limits of Liberty
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975) and Gauthier's Morals by
Agreement (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986).
I might note that references to the Limittr ofLiberty are not to be found
in Lomasky's book, which is surprising give11how similar the theories are
in so many respects. Morals by Agreement: is reviewed by Lomasky in
Critical Review 2 (SpringISummer 1988): 36-49.Lomasky is skeptical
about Gauthier's theory, as he believes that "Gauthier's understanding of
rationality and morality are both too straitened to explicate adequately
what it is for someone to be a rational, moral person." This criticism of
Gauthier is ironic give my similar criticism of Lomasky (which Gauthier
would probably endorse).
24. These resources are also present in h t h i e r ' s revisionist account of
practical rationality as "constrained maximization". Lomasky appears to
be mislead as to the nature of Gauthier's theory by focusing on the latter's
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assumptions of self-interest and of subjective value, neither of which are

necessary or suff~cientfor his revisionist account of rationality.
25. I am especially puzzled by this matter, as I a k by a related query: why
isn't Lomasky's theory contsactarian? I t clearly is not a natural rights
theory, if by that one means a thealry which asserts that persons have
certain basic rights by virtue of their possession of certain natural attributes (e.g., rationality), independently of and prior to convention.
Lomasky's derivation appears to be an attempt to generate rights from
non-moral, albeit nornative, premises. The assumptions of other-segarding sentiments or of impersonal value do not make the theory won-contractarian, unless the impersonal vdue iricludes moral vdue (in which case the
assumption, unless defended,is question-begging). I f&il ta see how the theory
is not contractruSan in the manner in which Hume's account of justice and
property, Buchanan's account of law, and Gilbert Harman's general moral
theory are contractarian. (For the latter see "Relativistic Ethics: Morality as
Politicsn,in Peter A. French et al., eds., Midwest Studies in Philosophy, Vol. 3,
Morris, MN:University of Minnesota, 19781, pp.109-121. Regarding Hume,
se David Gauthier, "David Hume, Co1ntractarianw,Phibsophical Review 88
[19791: 3-38.) But this controversy is a matter for another time.

THE RIGHT TO PROJECT
PURSUIT AND THE HUMAN
TELOS
DOUGLAS B. RASMUSSEN
St. John's University
L o r e n E. Lomasky in Persons, Rights, and the ~oroml~ornrnunit~'
has written an important and yet problematic defense of individualism. His defense is important because he makes progress
in showing why there needs to be an irreducible moral concept of
"rights." His defense is problematic because he argues that the
justification of rights depends on the existence of ultimate value
that is independent of human preferences or desires2
According to Lomasky, human beings need rights3 because they
are individuals, and a crucial feature of being an individual is that
one has ends which are unique and boiund up in a person's very
identity. These ends provide the individuial, and only the individual,
with a reason for doing something. The8yare not transmissible to
others. The value of these ends may be based on nothing more than
an individual's commitment to them and is not necessarily objective. Lomasky calls these ends personal projects and describes them
in the following way:
Projects clash with impartiality. To ble committed to a longterm design, to order one's activities in light of it, t o judge
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989)98-109
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one's success or failure as an acting being by reference to its
fate; these are inconceivable apart from frankly partial
attachment to one's end. If EIis bound up with A's conception of the type of person he is and the kind of life he has
chosen to lead, then he cannot regard its attainment as
subject to trade-off with B's ,E2 simply on the ground that
some impersonal standard of value ranks Ez above El.
Rather, A will appraise possible courses of action by reference to a personal standard ofvalue. His central and enduring ends provide him reasons for action that are recognized
as his own in the sense that nto one who is not committed to
those very ends will share the reasons for action that he
possesses. Practical reason is essentially differentiated
among project pursuers, not merely contingently differentiated by the unique causal constraints each person confronts from his own distinct spatio-temporal location. That
El can be advanced by A might provide A overwhelmingly
good reason to act. That B coiuld equally effectively advance
El might merit vanishinglylittle weight in B's moral deliberations. To put it slightly differently, practical reason is inherent$ and ineliminably indexical. A will regard the assertion, "E
is my deep concern: as a sign%cant reason in itself for his
seeking to advance El rather than some competing end:

A system of abstract and universally categorical rules does not of
itself account for the possibility that A and B may give different
weight to El. Indeed, if those rules are themselves about various
"Es,"the opportunity for divergence on any E covered by a rule
vanishes. It is precisely the fad that individuals are different in
their values, circumstances, goals, talents, personalities, etc. 'chat
a term signifyingthe moral propriety of those differencesbe available. The general, the abstract, the universal does not capture what
is captured in the term "right,s." Am individualistic and hence
pluralistic component is missing. Basic rights, then, are needed in
order to protect human beings in the course of pursuing these
personal projects. Rights function so as to provide 1) the moral
sanction for an individual's activities-whether they be truly valuable or n o t t h a t do not invade the moral territory of others; and
2) the moral obligation of others to respect the moral territory sf
the individual.
Yet, Lomasky holds that the importance of protecting people's
status as project pursuers depends on the existence of objective
value. If all value is reduced to preference, what does it matter if
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~eople'sstatus as project pursuers is not protected? Lomasky
claims that the objective value ofbeing a project pursuer is presupposed by the personal value that accriies to me as I pursue my
project. If this is true, however, there seems to be a problem. Can
rights have the "deontic" force Lomaskjr wants4hem to have, that
is, can they be a moral side constraint on attempts to do good and
avoid evil, and yet, in terms of a deep justification, be based on
objective value? How can some activity or project whose value is
based on nothing more than a person's commitment to it and which
may in fact not promote the objective value of being a project pursuer,
be made untouchable if the justification for keeping that activity so
protected is the objective value of being a project pursuer?
In what follows I will first consider Lomasky's understanding of
the problem of reconcilingbasic rights with a deep justification that
is based on objective value together with his insights as to how a
solution to this problem might be found\. Second, I will argue that
the beginning of a reconciliation of rig5ts and objective value is
found in a conception of ultimate valiue whose nature is both
objective and individual, but not impersonal, subjective, and, most
importantly unrelated to human agency. It will be argued that an
Aristotelianti or, if some prefer, a quasi-Aristotelian,inclusivist conception of the human telos fits such a conception ofvalue and provides
a possible foundation for the rights Lomasky seeks to defend.

Lomasky realizes that the liberal desire to recognize the individual as sovereign with respect to his own ends cannot require
that a liberal regime be neutral regarding all ends that individuals
might choose to pursue.
No political order can vest in privat,e individuals complete
discretion to seek value wherever they choose. There will
always be those for whom nothing is more charming than
bashing heads, and neutrality towards that kind of end
would be ludicrous. It is tacitly assumed that liberal
neutrality ends where violation of rights begin, and that a
hands-off policy is appropriate only towards rightful actions. But once it is admitted that not everything is permitted, why should the line be drawn at rights violations?
Why should not it be the business of the state to pzomote
what is right rather than merely respect for rights?
There are, of course, many practical objections to the state taking
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on the function of directly promoting virtue, but as Lomasky observes, "objecting on grounds of practicality to direction by
Philosopher-Kings tacitly admitre that such a state would be the
best regime if only it were attainable, and that thus liberal individualism is no more than a second-best solution to the problem
of civility."' He further notes that a denial of any knowledge of what
is truly good or valuable is a two-edged sword, While it may leave
the Philosopher-King without any knowledge of the good, it also
leaves the right to project pursuit without moral foundation. Thus,
Lomasky is looking for a conceptlion of the good that will allow for
a morally principled defense of the liberal claim that the state
should only prohibit and punisth rights-violating activities and
leave to individuals and non-governmental institutions the task of
commending and condemning various modes of life.
Lomasky raises the foregoing problem at the very end of his book
and thus does not try to provide a definitive solution. Yet, he does refer
to the old adage that no one can he compelled against his will to act
virtuously. Given that E* is of luminous worth according to some
objective standard of value and that E is what one desires but is
only a middling valuable end or even not valuable at all, Lomasky
notes that

.

if one is made to advance Ekwhen it is really E that one
wamts, one's efforts on behalf of E* are not directed by the
value that is in E* but instead by the whip or by its civilized
equivalent, tax preferences.. ..There are some things that
persons must do for themselves, and do freely, if they are to
be worth doing. This is not rs new and radical proposition
but one of the oldest verities of moral philosophy. It finds its
fullest and most consistent expression in the theory of
liberalism.'

Virtuous living cannot exist if one does not choose such a way of
living for himself.
Is the claim that self-directednessor autonomy is necessary for
virtue to exist sufficient to estsiblish the claim that government
should not have as its task the direct promotion ofvirtue but instead
only the protection of rights? This depends entirely on how directing
and using one's own mind to take action to achieve ends is related
to an individual Iivingvirtuously. Iffollowingone's choices is merely
the necessary means to virtue, then in those instances where an
individual's choices are clearly not going to realize his good, it
cannot be claimed that the individual has a right to have these
choices protected from coercive interference. In such situations his
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choices are, ex hypothesi,not going to result in the realization of his
good and so protecting these choices is nod necessary for his realizing
his good. Trying to base the right to project pursuit on self-directedness
being the necessary means to a life of virtue is not going to work.
Henry B.Veatch has expressed this viewpoint clearly. "A
person's rights are strictly conditioned upon that individual's life,
liberty, and property being the necessary means of his living wisely
and responsibility and of his becoming and being the person that a
human being ought to be." Thus, if one engages in conduct that is
not, to use Veatch's terms, perfective ofone's nature, then one would
not have a right to engage in such contluct. "The actions that he
takes and the conduct that he pursues rue then no longer right at
all; nor can his natural right to life, liberty, and property be said to
entitle him to live in the way he has foolishly and unwisely chosen
to do. In other words, that one should abuse one's right Eviz., engage
in nonperfective conduct1 must not itself be taken to be right, or
even one's right in any strict sense."1° Government would not in
virtue of a right possessed by an individilal, then, have any duty to
refrain from interfering with a person's nonperfectivebehavior. For
Veatch, rights are not an irreducible moral concept. Aperson's right
to X-ing is but a short hand for saying two other things: (1)it is
right that the person X's, or X-ing is necessary to Y-ing which is
right for the person to do, and (2) in virtue of the rightness ofx-ing
or X-ing being necessary to do what is right, say Y-ing, others
(somehow)have the duty not to interfere with a person's X-ing.

If an irreducible right to project pursuit is to be based on
objective value and if the liberal claim th~atthe state should not use
its coercive power for directly promoting virtue but only for rightsprotection is to be defended, the relationiship between self-directedness and what is of objective worth neecis to be more intimate and
vital than has so far been conceived.
What follows is an account of the hunnan good that I believe will
prove helpful to the defense of the right to project pursuit. This
account is of Aristotelian inspiration. It lholds that human flourishing or living in accordance with virtue to be the human telos and
thus the ultimate, objective standard of value. It makes the following claims about the character of the human telos:
(a) The human telos is "the most final end and is never
sought for the sake of anything else because it includes all
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final ends.'' As such, the human telos is an inclusive end,
not a single dominant end which competes with all other
ends and allows no other ends to have value except as a
means to it. Thus, it is possible for an activity to be done for
its own sake without just bein a necessary preliminary or
means to human flourishing. 1E

(b) The human telos is an activity, and other final ends or
virtues are "included" in it not as things might be included
in a box but as expressions ofit. They are the very activities
that constitute the activity that is human flourishing.
(c) The human telos is an i.ntegrated set of activities or
virtues, not merely a collection. As an integrated set of
activities each of which is vailuable as an essential feature
of this way of living and not mere1y as a means, human
floerrishing has a unique exc:ellence--a fmdamentalIy essential activity which makies possible and explains the
existence of all the others activities which constitute human
flourishing. This arete which unifies the human telos is the
activity of human reason or intelligence.

(d) Human reason or intelli.gence is not automatic. Be it
speculative or practical in clharacter, effort to. initiate and
effort to maintain human rationality is required. Autonomy
or self-directednessis the ece,rciseof human intelligenceand
thus is at the very core of Emrnan flourishing-it is what
makes human flourishing htcman.
Eric Mack has expressed point (d) as follows:
The centrality of autonomy, as a property necessary to any
activity's being constitutive of living well, allows us to be
more specific about the (proper) function of a person's activity, capacities, etc. It is the (proper)function of a person's
activities, capacities, etc. to be employed by that person in
(toward the end of)his living well. The function of a person's
activities, etc. is individualiized not, only with regard to
whose well-being it is the en.d of the activity (capacity, etc.)
to sene but also with regard to who must employ the
activity (capacity, etc.) for it to fulfill its function. The
activity (capacities, etc.) ofA must be employed byA if it is
to fulfill its fimction of contributing to the active, ongoing,
process ofA's living well. (AndA's activities, capacities, etc,
have no %igkerWend.)13
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Self-directedness or autonomy is, therlefore, no mere means or
necessary condition for human flourishing. Rather, it is the central
necessary feature of human flourishing which is and indeed must
be present in all other activities which constitute the human good
that is human flourishing.
According to this conception of the hurnan good, self-directedness
is not only necessary for human flourishingto exist; self-directedness
is necessary for human flourishingto be human flourishing. It is not
external to the essence of human flourishing, but is the very form,
the only form, in which a life in accordlance with virtue (human
flourishing) can be lived. In other words, if I am not the author of
the activity,that activity is not good or right for me even if it should
nonetheless be true that if I were the author of that activity it would
be good or right for me.
Since the human telos is an inclusive end, one can know that
certain activities are good or right for rnan by an analysis of the
nature of human flourishing and not by merely appealing to
whether the consequences of followingthese activities will promote
the natural end. An Aristotelian conception of the good does not
require a consequentialist theory of obligation. Thus, the moral
justification for the protection of one's self-directedness is not
merely consequentialistic in character. Yet, since self-directedness
is the very form in which human flourishing exists, neither is the
protection of it to be morally justified in the manner by which the
practice of a constituent virtue is moralljrjustified-namely, by the
obligation to live a life in accordance with virtue. Letting the moral
justification for protecting someone's self-directedness rest on the
duty to perfect one's nature would make t;hejustification for protecting self-directedness dependent on whether the exercise of this
power in a particular situation was morally appropriate. If this
were so, then the liberal's traditional wlony about finding a principled basis for legal tolerance of activities that are not authentically good would be well-founded. How could there by any moral
justification for legal tolerance of morally inappropriate conduct if
such tolerance is based on a theory of the human good? There has
been ample theoretical reason for liberals to traditionally avoid
accepting the claim that there is a human telos.
However, if self-directedness is the one and only form in which
human flourishing exists, that is, ifvirtuoils life must be self-directed
life, then the moral justification for protecting self-directedness is
much different than has so far been conceived. What many advocates
of natural end ethics have failed to realize and what some liberals
come very close to seeingbut do not quite see is that to hold that the
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human good is to perfect one's nature in accordance with the

standards of human flourishing is; also to hold that the human good
is a life of self-directed activity*Before ever addressing questions of
what someone should think or how someone should act, an analysis
of human flourishing shows that human beings ought to live their
lives according to their own judgments. Human flourishing, excellence, or well-being cannot be what it is without self-directedness
or autonomy. This is the most crucial insight we have into the
character of human well-being: because it allows us to see that just
as human flourishings is the ultimate end or value of all human
choices, so it must be that individiual human beings following their
own choices (and not those of others9 while engagingin the concrete
activities that constitute their lives among others is the most
important social/politicalvalue.14
Indeed, once we abstract from the central virtues called for by
human rationality and the specific activities for concrete goods a
particular human being's reason or intelligence tells him he needs
to take because of the circumstances in which he finds himself, we
have the exercise of human reason or intelligence itself-that
exercise, that power, is self-directedness or autonomy. Self-directedness is the activity of human flourishing most abstractly and
universally conceived. The protection of self-directedness or
saeatonomy is, therefore, to be morally justified simply because the
human telos is to be protected.
This most universal and abstract characterization of an Aristotelian conception of the human good would not, however, have a
point'if it were not the case that this conception did not also
recognize (1)that human beings are social and political animals
who can onIy flourish among others; and (2) that the human good
is always and necessarily the good-foran individual human being.
This most universal and abstract characterization of the human
good in conjunction with the rec~opitiowof the social/political and
individualized character of the 'human good allows us to see the
fundamental need for an irreducible moral concept of "rights." This
need stems from the twin recluirements of providing a legal
framework for a human community within which project pursuit
and the protection of the autonomy of each and every person can
simultaneously occur. To better appreciate this point, however, we
should consider the individuali:ced character of the human good
more carefully.
Though the social and political character of an Aristotelian
conception of the human good is generally recognized, the individualized character is generally not. Yet, it must be remembered
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that the human good is not some Platonic form. The good of any
human being is to that human being as act is to potency, and since
the actuality of a human being is but the actuality of that human
being's very potentialities, the good for a human being is not
something abstract. One has potentia1,ities not only in virtue of
what one is but also in virtue of who one is. Indeed, human beings
cannot actualize their specific potentialities except through an
actualization of their individuative potentialities. The human good
neither exists apart from the choices and actions of individual
human beings nor independently of the particular "mix" of the
goods that the individual human must determine as appropriate
for his circumstances.16
Does this mean that this Aristotelian conception of the human
telos does not provide any unequivocal guidance regarding human
interests? This depends, of course, on w!hat it means for there to be
"unequivocal guidance regarding human interests." If, on the one
hand, it means that there is no comnion set of virtues that all
human beings need to possess and follow if they are to find fulfillment, then the answer is "no," because if an Aristotelian conception
of the human good means anything, iit is that there are certain
virtues with which all human beings, simply because they are
human, need to conduct their lives. If, on the other hand, it means
that what the virtues which constitute human flourishing call for
in terms of concrete action can vary in the lives of individual human
beings, then this is not saying somethingwhich is inconsistent with
this conception of the human good, but :indeed something required
by it. As Henry B. Veatch has observed regarding the doctrine of
the mean, "the whole point of the doctrine of the mean is that in the
very nature of the case it will be related to the particular situation,
the principle being that how we feel and,react to a situation should
not be a mere uncritical and undisciplined response, but rather the
sensible and intelligent reaction which tlhe particular situation calls
for."16 We may conceptually distinguish between the potentialities a
human being has in virtue of what and who he is, but they are never
separate in the individual human being. Though it may not have
always been recognized, there is plenty of room for pluralism and
diversity within an Aristotelian conception of the good.
Though the human good is indeed objective and universalizable
and something all men are obligated ,to pursue according to an
Aristotelian conception, it is instructive to note that the principle
of universalizability need not be interpreted so as to require that
none of the individuative features of himan beings be allowed to
impinge on our moral reasoning. It must be remembered that the

.
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principle of universalizability in an Aristotelian ethics does not
operate as some a priori principle. This principle is justified only to
the extent one can through an act of abstraction conceive ofhuman
nature and truly predicate this nature of individual human beings.
Though the concept of human nature does have a foundation in
reality, that is, it is based on features that all human beings through
an act of abstraction can be seen t;o share, these features are always
and necessarily individualized., Human nature does not exist
abstractly or universally--either ante rem in a Platonic manner or
in rebus in a Porphyrian manner as the "universal part" of an
individual human being. Accordi,ngly,when it comes to developing
a conception of the human good based on our knowledge of human
nature, it would be a mistake to treat the human good as if it were
something that was not always and necessarily the individual
human being's own good. Thus, the principle of universalizability
cannot function in an Aristotelian ethics as a principle of impartiality-that is, as a principle {;hat requires moral reasoning to
ignore those ends which are miclue to the individual.
According to Lomasky, to say that a standard of value is impersonal is to say that it is a standard of value that is impartial among
persons. What this implies is that the fact that "E is my end; it is
what I most ofalk care for provides no moral reason for my choosing
~1."'~ The only moral reason for my choosing E l is one that
everyone else could share. Personal projects clash with theprinciple
of impartiality. Personal projects; and the partial attachments they
involve do not, however, clash with an Aristotelian account of the
human good. As already implied,,the principle of universalizability
need not be interpreted as implying either that one man's good is
another's or that the moral point of view requires that he has no
more moral reason to pursue his own good than that of any other
human being.
As is well known, Robinson Cjrusoe without Friday has no need
of the moral concept of "rights," but when they meet, there is the
possibility of the one interfering with the autonomy of the otherthat is, using the other for a purpose the other has not chosen-and
thus destroying any possibility of the other flourishing. Such conflict, however, need not be simp$ the result of some moral failing
on the part of the parties involved, it could also stem from the fact
the what is objectively good for Friday and what is objectively good
for Crusoe may not be the same when it comes to concrete actions.
Morally speaking, Friday may have no objective interest in Cmsoe's
end and vice-versa. They may even conflict. Given such potential
for conflict, there needs to be a moral principle which protects the
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autonomy of each so as to allow for the possibility that each may
flourish in his own unique way-that is, pursue personal projects.
According to this Aristotelian concep1;ion of the human good, the
legitimacy of an irreducible moral concept of "rights" is founded on
the moral propriety of individualism or ]pluralism and a principled
commitment to human flourishing which recognizes the need for
producing a compossible set of moral territories, what Nozick calls,
"moral space," consistent with the diversity of human flourishers.
Rights are the principles used to create alegal system which defines
a set of compossible territories that provide the necessary sociallpolitical condition for the possibility that individuals might
carry on a life in accord with virtue. They establish the legal limits
in which pluralism may express itself in relation to others. They
provide the moral side constraint on attempts to promote good and
avoid evil that would require using perrrons for purposes to which
they have not consented. So construed, rights are nothin less than
the social and political expression of h u ~ n a nflourishing.5s

1.(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987).
2. Lomasky states: "If all value reduces to preference, then there can be no
reason at bottom to prefer one thing to another No meaningful content
could be found to the proposition that satisfying desires is better than not
satisfying desires. For if the good for a periaon just is, definitionally, his
getting what he happens to desire, then to assert that satisfaction of desires
is good (and dissatisfaction of desires is bind) is logically equivalent to
saying that getting what one desires is getting what one desires (and not
getting what one desires is not getting what one desires). Arid tautologies
can do no justificatory work If there is no vailue antecedent to desire, then
the desire for X is desire for the valueless, and satisfaction for the desire
for X is valueless satisfaction." Ibid., pp.251-252. Regarding what Henry
B. Veatch has called the "Euthyphro test," Lomasky would seem, then, to
hold that Xis not valuable because it is desired, but rather desires are for
the sake of what is valuable.
3. Though Lomasky does make some provisiol~for positiverights minimally
conceived, I am only concerned with his.argwnentfor, what rights theorists
call, "basic, negative claim-rights."
4. "Personal Projects as the Foundatiol~for Basic Rights," Social
Philosophy & Policy 1(Spring 1984):pp.40-4c1.
5. I use this term to designate a broad tradition rather than an individual.
It includes such diverse thinkers as Thomas Aquinas, various contemporary Thomists, Henry B. Veatch, Ayn Rand,Alasdair MacIntyre, Jacques
Maritain, John Finnis, David Norton, and the like. In other words, this
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approach takes its inspiration from {;histradition but does not claim that
every position taken is located within the text of Aristotle himself.
6. Persons, Rights, and the Moral Community, g.250.
7. Ibid., p.251.
8. Ibid., pp.253-254.
9. Human Rights: Fact or Fancy? (Baton Rouge and London: Louisiana
State University Press, 1985), p.205.
10. Ibid.
11.J.L. Ackrill, "Aristotle and Eudaimonia," in Amelie 0.Rorty, ed. Essays
on Aristotlek Ethics (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1980), p.23.
12. This point is crucial because it rneans an Aristotelian account of the
human good does not generate a cunsequentialistic theory of obligation.
One does not determine what ought to be done by merely asking what
conduct will produce consequences that maximize the good. Rather, a n
analysis of the human good reveals tlhe virtues that constitute
the
human good and thus what one's oblj.gationsare. See John Cooper, Reason
and Human Good in Aristotle (Canibridge, Massachusetts and London:
Harvard University Press, 1975), pp.87-88 and chapter two.
13. "How to Derive LibertarianRights,"in Jeffrey Paul, ed. Reading Nozick
('lbtowa, New Jersey: R o m a n and Iittlefield, 1981), p.290.
14. Also, as I have note& "Nor can a world which compels people to do the
'right' thing be viewed as a morally justifiable means to creating a world
in which human beings choose the right thing; for it is the individual human
being's self-initiated and self-maintained achievement of his...potentialities that is the moral standard employed here and not some reified or
collectivized version of human flourj.shing." The Catholic Bishops and the
Economy: A Debate (Bowling Green., Ohio: Sodal Philosophy and Policy
Center and New Brunswick, New Jersey and London: Transaction Books,
1987), pp.59-60.
15. Further, an individual's very owl insight and judgment are absolutely
crucial to knowing what is the i.iiht thing for the person to do i n the
concrete situation.
16. Rational Man (Bloomington, Indiana and London: Indiana University
Press, 1962), p.93.
17. Persons, Rights, and the Moral C!ommunity,p.25.
18. I have only tried to offer insights which might prove helpful to
Lomasky's argument for the right of project pursuit and have not, of course,
presented a complete argument on behalf of basic rights. This task is
undertaken in Towards Liberty: A 2Veo-Aristotelian Approach to Natural
Rights (forthcomingfrom Open Court) from which parts of this essay were
taken. I coauthor this work with Da~uglasJ. Den Uyl. This essay has also
benefited from his suggestions.
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Douglas B. Rasnaussen
"The Right to Project Pursuit
and the Human Telos"
T h e r e are two strings to Professor Rasmussen's bow. The first
is the response of a sympathetic critic: sympathetic in endorsing
rights protective of individuals' project pursuit but critical of the
strategy employed in Persons, Rights, and the Moral Community
(hereafter PR&MC) to undergird them. The second string is
aErmation of an Aristotelian human telos for which self-directedness is a necessary constituent and from which strong liberty
rights fall out. There is much that I find attractive about
Rasmussen's approach, but I doubt that the road to rights is as
smooth as he suggests. I begin by spelling out what I see as
obstacles along the way. The argument of PR&MC was constructed as a deliberate attempt to evade those obstacles. I will
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say a little about how it differs from Rasmussen's and then
indicate why I believe that it does not jeopardize the rationale of
rights in the way he suggests.
Rasmussen maintains that self-directedness or autonomy is
imperative for human flourishing. In his paper, the two terms are
presented as equivalent. I think t,hisis a mistake, if not philosophically, then at least tactically. That, though, is a hobby-horse I shall
ride on some other occasion. Here I strongly second his claim that
self-directedness is not to be conceived simply as a necessary
means to an end that lies outside!of human activity, or even as one
among several gems in the package of intrinsic human goods, but
rather, as he nicely puts it, "the .veryform [Rasmussen, p.1041" of
a flourishing human life.
From this he believes that rights to noninterference follow
fairly straightforwardly. These itre such sights because usurping
the self-directedness of someone in order to steer that person to
his proper end is necessarily se1.f-defeating.Whatever the end is
toward which another directs me, we know that it cannot be the
end which is specifically my human good. It cannot be that
because, insofar as I am rendered a patient rather than an agent,
I fail to achieve the good of activity in accord with reason. Secondhand eudaimonia is no eudaimonia at all. Thus, a necessary
precondition of human flourishing is the maintenance of a regime
of studied noninterference.
I think this is right as far as it goes. The problem, as I see it,
is that it does not go nearly fa.r enough. Specifically, it doesn't
explain why we should endorse rights that serve as side constraints
rather than accede to an impersonal standard of value that directs
us to maximize human self-directedness. It may seem that these
are equivalent: to violate the moral space of someone is to thwart
self-directedness and thus to fail both the side constraint and the
maximization requirements. Unfortunately, that is not quite accurate. It is true, ceteris paribus, that to compel someone to "do
something for his own good" is t;o impede self-directedness. However, as ~ozick'and many others have observed, all else need not
be equal. Suppose that by interfering with Emily I can prevent
Edna from interfering in an equally grave manner with five different people. Or suppose that by interfering on this occasion with
Walter I can render him capable of effective self-direction on many
subsequent occasions. In each a~fthese cases, the side constraint
view forbids my interference but the maximization view commends it. Which is correct?
If you believe that there are non-derivative rights, that is, if
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you believe that rights are not simply handy rules of thumb in
the service ofmaximization, then you are committed to defending
the sideconstraint view in preference to the maximization view.
That is what I attempt in the book, and I assume that it is also
Rasmussen's position. The problem is that his Aristotelian argument provides no obvious basis for taking that position. In fact,
I am strongly inclined to believe that an unfortified Aristotelianism will give the nod to maximization. I shall subsequently offer circumstantial evidence to that effect.
What, from the perspective of Rasmussen's version of an
Aristotelian telos is wrong with the exercise of paternalism?
Well, for starters we can say this: a life of constant paternalism
by one's "betters," perhaps by a coterie of Philosopher-Kings,
would be intolerable for the readers of this journal. It is the life
of a slave, and although Aristotle h301dsthat there do exist
natural slaves, they are hardly a model of human flourishing.
That, though, is not the point. Rather, the question that must
be addressed is this: what is wrong from the Aristotelian
perspective with a little paternalism--or even with a great deal
of paternalism-just so long as its long term product is more
self-direction exercised by the individual in question? So far as
I can see, nothing.
The best life, all else equal, is one of uninterrupted self-direction. That, indeed, is the sort of life an Aristotelian might characterize as "godly." However, the divine state is not ours to attain.
The currency in which we reckon our successes is the coin of more
and less. More self-direction is better t l ~ a nless. Therefore, paternalism is, in principle, entirely justified. I say "in principle" because, of course, we can present a long list of ways in which
well-intended paternalistic intervention can go awry. We need
merely borrow the list from J.S. Mill. I cannot recommend such
borrowing because interest on the loan is reckoned in utiles. The
problem is to find an approach that does not presuppose the
consequentialist maximization we are keying to evade.
Similarly, a permission or even duty to sacrifice one person's
self-directedness for the sake of salvaging several other people's
self-directedness also seems to be entailed by this Aristotelian
line. There is a response that will nat~urallysuggest itself to an
Aristotelian. It is to object on grounds ofjustice to a sacrifice of
one for the many. In effect, that is to endorse an understanding
of justice in which it figures as a side constraint, specifically a
side constraint against trading off one person's good for other
people's good. As an exponent of rights; as side constraints, I am
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very muchin sympathy with this response. However, merely to cite
justice as barring such tradeoffs is conspicuously to beg the question at hand. What is needed is a defense against an omnivorous
maximization requirement. I do inot see where such a defense can
be found in the Aristotelian position put forward by Rasmussen.
Of course, it would be a different sort of violation of justice to
hold Rasmussen responsible for not having done everything
required for the development of a complete theory of basic rights
in this essay. He will, I am sure, have more to say along such
lines in his forthcoming book with Professor Den Uyl. I look
forward to reading it. However, unless they supplement their
Aristotelianism with foreign pirinciples, I am pessimistic concerning their prospects. Previonsly I said that I would provide
circumstantial evidence supp~ortingsuch pessimism. I now
proceed to do so.
One conspicuous proponent of an Aristotelian theory of the
human telos is Aristotle. Indeed, tlhere are some who would maintain
that, in this respect, he occupies a privileged position. It might,
therefore,be suggestive to glance at Aristotle's own characterization
of the status of liberty to see how rigorous he takes the demand for
unimpeded liberty to be. When we do, the result is not heartening
to the would-be Aristotelian liberal*As Fred Miller observes:
Aristotle is a trimmer om the subject o%%ibertyo
We tends
to regard it as only an external good and not as essential
to the good life Freedom"' was a catchword for Greek
democrats, who, Aristotle says, defined it as "living as one
wants*...Aristotle objects against this conception of .
freedom on the grounds that it is inimical to a life of moral
virtue and leads to the violaptionof the rights of ~tkaers.~

..."

Rasmussen could object, and with cause, that he has not
presented his views as the inenrant writ of Mstotle. Rather, he
explicitly characterizes his theory as "Aristotelian or, if some
prefer, ...qu asi-Aristotelian CRasmussen, p.1001? Quite so. My
hunch, however, is that if he is to steer his way clear of the sorts
of difficulties I have identified, he will have to resign himself to
being a good deal less Aristotelian and a good deal more quasi.
That may or may not be a p~roblemfor him; for me it is not. I
believe that I possess non-Aristotelian resources adequate to
meet his challenge: "How can some activity or project whose
value is based on nothing more than a person's commitment to
it, and which may in fact not promote the objective value sfbeing
a project pursuer, be made mtt~uchable...? [Rasmussen, p.1001"
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The short answer-and I must now keep it short-is that individuals have reason to adhere to a standard of mutual noninterference, and that this reason has (virtually) nothing to do with
their judgment that other people's projiects are objectively valuable, that their exercise of self-directedness is necessary to their
attainment of the human good. Instead, it has (almost) everything to do with the fact- that, from the perspective of individuated practical reason, one has reason to demand liberty to
pursue the ends that one takes to be constitutive of a meaningful
life for oneself. I say "takes" because whether one in fact has
reckoned well or ill is irrelevant to the fact of one's commitment to
those ends. They are simply the ends one has and, as such, they
will present themselves as worth fighting to preserve. Because
practical reason is essentially individuated across persons, your
rational stake in seeing to it that I hew to what you believe to be
the Good, the True, and the Beautiful is less than your stake in
seeing to it that you are able to serve those ends. This is, admittedly, more Hobbes than Aristotle. It is not, I believe, coincidental
that Hobbes is the father of liberal political theory and Aristotle,
despite his many achievements, remains distant from liberalism.
As both Rasmussen and Mack note, I do concede in the final
chapter of the book that a system of rights responsive to the
claims of personal value ultimately rests on a presupposition of
impersonal value. It does so, however, not in the way that a
theorem rests on the axioms from which it is derived. We do not
deduce our projects from an antecedently held theory of the good.
However, to regard one's projects as Legitimately directive for
oneself, one necessarily takes them to be more than appetites,
that is, more than an expression of the desires with which one
happens to be blessed or burdened. Rather, one regards one's
projects-and thus oneself-as controlled by a good which one
has rightly apprehended. Project pursuit is to desirous craving
as perception is to hallucination. Of course, individuals do sometimes confuse their fantasies with reality. The point, though, is
that unless one takes what one experiences as a veridical representation of the way things are, one will not judge that the
experience provides adequate grounds for belief. Similarly,unless
one is convinced that what one values represents with tolerable
accuracy what genuinely is valuable, one will not hold that these
valuations provide adequate reason for action.
Suppose you knew that tomorrow when you awoke you would
loathe that which you now prize, esteem that which you now
scorn. However, you will be a t least as capable tomorrow of
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advancing that reversed set of ends as y ~ are
u now with respect to
your current ends. How pleased ,wouldyou be with that prospect?
Would you maintain that the worth ofyour life will be unimpaired?
Or would you regard that prospect as the greatest of misfortunes
that could befall you, one that renders worse than useless any
successyoumight subsequently experience in your pursuit ofthose
different projects? If the latter, lhen you, like me, believe that the
value one assigns to one's projects is not foundationless but rather
rests on a conception ofimpersonalvalue that those projects serve.
That is not, however, to accept Rasmussen's characterization
of my account as depending on "the existence of ultimate value
that is independent of human preferences or desires [Rasmussen, p.981." I certainly do believe that value is not merely a
function of the particular desires one happens to have: that is,
one may desire that which is in fact disvaluable. Alas, people do
it all the time. However, and here I quote the book, "I do not
understand the sort of value that could subsist in a world without
consciousness and desire [PR&JMC, p.2401." I have no truck with
what Eric Mack, following Nagel, refers to as 'agent-external
value'. I now turn to his piece.

][I
Eric Mack
"Against Agent-Neutral Value"
In setting himself squarely against recognition of agentneutral value, Mack broaches one of the most important and
most difficult topics in moral plhilosophy. It is not possible here
to do more than begin to identify the crucial issues, let alone
satisfactorily resolve them. In particular, I shall make no attempt to defend Nagel's views except insofar as they seem to be
equivalent to something I have maintained. Nagel is quite
capable of coming to his own defense, and, frankly, I am not
altogether confident that I can satisfactorily carry off my own.
This is an area in which my first thoughts routinely give way
to second thoughts, and then to thirds. The best 1 can do is
exhibit, in all their nakedness, the views to which I am currently drawn. I shall simultaneously indicate where I think that
Mack might also be feeling a draft.
In PR&MC I deliberately avoided using the term "gent-selative value' and its contrary, 'agent-neutral value'. I did so to evade
ambiguity. An agent-relative value is, according to the usual
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definition, that which is valuable for some particular agent. However, two distinct interpretations of that characterization come
readily to mind. It may pick out that which the agent takes to be
of value, such as my taking it to be of value that I receive rare
lamb chops for dinner. Alternatively, it can be construed as that
which is of value for someone, whether he takes it to be valuable
for himself or not. In this second sense, my health or honor may
be of agent-relative value for me although I am delighted to
jeopardize my health by eating those cholesterol-laden lamb
chops and think that "honor" is a sorry relic of antediluvian moral
codes.3 Clearly, the two senses of 'agent-relative value' not only are
different but may conflict: that to which I am wholeheartedly
devoted may be very bad for me, and not;just instrumentally. More
confusing still, they can give birth to a third, hybrid sense of
agent-relativity: V is a value of magnitude M for P if, in virtue of
P s commitment to V, V therefore is of value M for P, although,
absent such commitment, V would either not be of value for P or
else would be of only lesser value than JMfor P.1 believe this to be
an extremely important species of agent-relativity but will not
argue for that position on this occasion.
As I said, because of the potential far ambiguity I refrained in
PR&MC from characterizing value as "agent-relative" or "agentneutral." Instead, I distinguished between "personal" and "impersonal" value, meaning by the former that value which is consequent upon an agent's commitments taking the particular form
they do. That, though, is to fall into an ambiguity between the first
and third senses of 'agent-relative'. MJhat is worse, on several
occasions, especially in the final chapter, I employed 'objective
value' as a synonym for 'impersonal value'. However, agentrelativity in both the second and third senses are properly held to
be "objective" in a non-deviant use of that slippery term. Mack, and
also Christopher Morris, call me up on failing to make the necessary distinctions, and I am prepared to plead guilty. On some
future occasion I would like to draw many such distinctions and
try to work out their consequences, bul; this is not that occasion.
Instead, I shall address just one of the issues Mack puts on the
table: interpersonal transmission of rational motivation. Does, say,
the fact of someone's awareness that I am in great pain thereby
constitute a reason for him to do anything?
Mack admits that it may. My gralaning may interrupt his
enjoyment of Hollywood Squares. More centrally: "Because I am
near to him and he is a person of normal sympathies, his sympathy
extends to me and he is discomfortecl by my suffering [Mack,
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pp.811." The problem with this errplanation is that it ducks all the
important questions. The first of them is: how are we t o understand
the reference to normal sympathies? By 'normal' we can intend
either mere statistical frequency or the satisfaction of some normative standard. For example, it is "normal" in the former sense
to be discomfited by the sound of chalk scraping on a blackboard.
However, the minority of individuals who don't mind that sound
are not deficient with regard to some norm (second sense) of
perceptual acuity Conversely, those whose vision is worse than
20-20 fail to satisfy a perceptual norm, although they may be a
majority of the population. When Mack speaks of "normal sympathies," which does he have in ]mind?
If it is the latter, 'normal' ac; connoting a norm, then he has
essentially abdicated his por;ition of opposition to agentneutrality. I therefore interpret him as conceding only that most
people, most of the time do not, find themselves entirely indifferent to the circumstance of someone next them groaning in
agony. That, though, raises the further question: what are we
to make of this statistical regularity? Is it analogous to our
wincing when the blackboard squeals, a more or less direct
physiological product? Or is it, better accounted for after the
fashion of explaining the tendency of most people to arrive a t
an answer of "12" when they add 7 and 5 as their successfully
following an arithmetic norm? Again, it seems that Mack must
adopt the former approach.
That, though, is to place himself in a statistical minority. It is
fair to say, I think, that most of us believe that our perception of
the agony of someone else does not operate as a brute cause of
whatever helping activities in which we may subsequently engage.
Rather, if we elect to aid the slflerer, it is because we take his
suffering as a reason to alleviate his distress. It is one of those
things thatnormatively-csunt as providing a potential basis for
action. I say "potential" because, of course, there may be other
reason-givingfactors that override any tendency one has to extend
relief. Most obviously, one may dlesire the pain killer for oneself or
for one's suffering friend. If one feels spitehl toward the sufferer,
one may smash the vial contahing the analgesic although it means
that none is available to relieve one's own distress. Note, though,
that even in this case the awareness of someone's pain does indeed
provide a reason, albeit a malicious one, to act. The apprehension
of another's pain is not motivationally inert.
Many facts are motivationally inert. That today is Wednesday,
or that Brenda is wearing designer jeans are two such facts. They
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do not, in themselves, afford me reason to do anything. Of course,
when coupled with other circumstances,,they might. I may believe
that Wednesdays are terribly unlucky ar loathe designer jeans. If
so, I could have reason to cower under my covers all day or throw
an inkwell at Brenda. But then it is the special belief or loathing
that carries the motivational weight. If you ask me why I am
trembling under the bed sheets, and I answer, "It's Wednesday," it
would be entirely proper for you to respond, "So?" However, if you
asked me why I provided the suffering individual a dose of morphine, and I told you that it was became he was in excruciating
pain, it would be remarkably obtuse of you not to understand me
as having provided a full explanation of my action. If you are
puzzled about why someone else's pain should count more for me
than the initials on someone else's jearns, one of us has missed
something important.
It is open to Mack to respond that the difference between
these two cases represents nothing more than a difference in
degree of statistical likelihood: many people are disposed to
respond to others' suffering while very few are terrified by Wednesdays. That is why we don't need tlne background conditions
spelled out to us in the former case but do in the other. I find this
response distinctly unilluminating. It does not illumine because it
declines to consider that there may be some further and more
revealing fact behind the statistics. Specifically, it does not acknowledge that there may be a reason-tmd not merely a cause-to
explain why we are disposed not to take another's pain as motivationally inert. Against Mack, I maintain, that the best explanation
we can give for this statistical regularity is that we recognize that
the sufferer's pain is a misfortune for him, and that in virtue of
our correctly apprehending its badness for him we thereby understand that we have (some)reason to dis~raluethe occurrence of the
pain, and thus (some) reason to take action to alleviate it.
Admittedly, this is not a knock-down deductively valid argument. It is rather of the form of an inference to the best explanation.
You may be unpersuaded, believing instead that a better explanation is that others' pain is to be accountetf on the model of squealing
chalk. I think that is wrong. More to the! point, I suspect that such
an account conflicts with other things that you believe, at least if
you are among those possessed of "norm.al sympathies."
If squealing chalk drives you up the wall, then you would do well
to extinguish the reaction. That portion of your life conducted in
proximity to blackboards would be more pleasant, and at no epistemic loss to you. That is, extinction of the chalk response would
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not render you oblivious to something that remains genuinely an
evil. There is no "fact of the matter" concerning the badness of chalk
squealing independent of the subjective tinge of your experience.
Would it correspondingly be a pure gain to extinguish your sympathetic response to the pain of others? You would thereby avoid
some emotional distress and would free up your busy schedule by
removing pain-alleviation from your to-do list. Those are genuine
benefits. Why, then, might you be disinclined to adopt the sympathy-extinction strategy?
I suggest that it is because you find that strategy permeated by
irrationality. It would be akin to your deliberately refusing to read
the newspaper in order to persist in the belief that the lotto ticket
you bought yesterday has made you a millionaire today. That is
irrational if what matters is no%simply or primarily the state of
your consciousness but the way things are in the world. 'Similarly,
the extinction strategy is irrational because it would be to take a
capacity for apprehending what is valuable and disvalue in the
world as if it were only a spotliglit on one's own psyche.
I have not argued that there exists agent-external value or
that one is rationally obliged to adopt a stance of impartiality
between one's o m pains or projects and those of someone else.
Rather, I advance only the much more modest claim that apprehension ofthe pains and projects of others is not to be classified
as among the motivationally inert facts that continually assail us.
One's recognition of reasons for others is recognition of reasons for
oneself. They can, of course, be overridden by other reasons one
has. In particular, the fact that some end is mine may zifFord me
overwhelmingly good reason to pursue it rather than the conflicting end that commands your allegiance. Nonetheless, my capacity
to respond to you as another project pursuer, and not simply as a
very complicated mechanism that can afTect me for good or ill, is
consequent upon my taking what you have reason to do as thereby
relevant to what I have reason to do. Importantly, the relevance is
not simply instrumental in the l a y it is when one engages with a
machine: e.g., the temperamental cash-dispensing device that
dined on my plastic last week.
As Mack writes elsewhere, "Some difference in one's actions
must be called for when one moves from the solipsistic conviction
that the only real values in the universe are one's o m (agent-relative) values to the equal existence of value-for-others. It would be
bizarre for such an enormous shift in one's normative convictions
to have no implications for one's views about how one should act.'*
I fully concur. Mack proceeds to maintain, however, that the shift
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has no implications for one's ends but only for the justifiability of
deontic constraints governing how they may be pursued. I have at
least as much difficulty making sense of deontic constraints entirely divorced from judgments of value as he does with making sense
of agent-neutral values. I therefore redirect my incomprehension
away from Mack toward Morris.

111
Christopher M. :Moris
"Loren Lomasky's Derivatio:~
of Basic Rights"
Christopher Morris asks, 'What constitutes respect for the
rights of another? [Morris, p.881" and then offers us a useful
distinction between intensional and extensional respect for rights.
He writes:
Suppose that Beatrice cares about Albert and so refrains

because she so cares. Then Beatrice has respected Albert's
right only extensionally. Suppose thak she doesn't care about
him, that she is indifferent or unconcerned about his interests; nonetheless she refrains from interfering with his
liberty.. .because she believesthat she is so obligated. Then
Beatrice respects Albert's right both1 extensionally and intensionally Morris, p.881.

I suspect that this does not quite succeeti in stating the distinction
that Morris intends. Suppose that Beatlice refrains from interfering with Albert because she solemnly promised Clarence, whom she
admires and would hate to disappoint, that she will leave Albert
alone. Beatrice's noninterference can then be explained as consequent upon her sense of obligation and therefore, on Morris's
definition, is intensional. However, that vvould seem to be the wrong
kind of obligation to establish the distinctively moral basis of
respect for rights that Morris believes t o be requisite. There are two
respects in which he might claim that it is deficient. First, it
mislocates the ground of the obligation by placing it in Beatrice's
relation to Clarence rather than her standing vis-a-vis Arthur. And
second, it leaves her compliance a matt~er'ofaltruism, albeit with
respect to Clarence, not Arthur, rather than the product of a
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nonderivative sense of obligation.
A different way of making Moirris's point then seems necessary.
While I do not mean to foist on him some particular understanding
of what that way should be, it is hard to escape the impression that
he is adverting to a Kantian distinction between actions that are
(merely) in accord with duty and those that are motivated from a
sense ofduty. Such an interpretation fits his subsequent suggestion
that "one might claim that moral obligation requires intensional
rather than merely extensional compliance," and his puzzlement as
to "why Lomasky's agents would be interested in using the language
of morals [Morris, p.911." The point seems to be that an order of
extensional rights compliance can-or, perhaps, must--do without
any specifkally moral sense of reasons for action. And this, of
course, is reminiscent of Kant's classification as pathological' of
actions motivated by inclination. For Morris, as for Kant, love of
self is a source of pathology, but so too is action predicated on one's
taking an interest in the well-being of others. That is because "such
agents 'respect rights' only insofar as doing so is the most efficient
means to their (non-egoistic) ends.[Morris, p.911"
The comparison with Kant not only helps us better understand
the nature of the problem Morris is attempting to present but also
gives us fair warning that it is one that stands at a critical divide
in moral theom It is a divide which, I suspect, may be of more
difficult passage than any "Is-OugW gulff FOPwhat it presentsand this is more clear in Kant than in Morris-is a dilemma for
practical reason. If one's motivations to cede moral space to others
is understood as in any way a fimction of one's concern for those
others, that is, if it involves my ti~kingwhat is a value-for-them as
thereby being a value-for-me, then there is nothing distinctively
moral about one's response to them. Rather, one is, as Morris puts
it, efficiently pursing one's ends. Or, as Kant would put it, this is
an instance of the exercise of practical reason, but not of pure
practical reason. On the other hamd, if the purity of one's practical
reason is impeccable in the sense that the circumstance of one's
valuing or disvaluing an outcome is studiously excluded from one's
reason to act, the difliculty beeom.esto understand how such reason
can be practical. What reason do 1:have not to encroach on the moral
space of others if such restraint neither directly nor indirectly is a
product of that which I find to be of personal value? Mack maintains
that a rational being acknowlediges purely deontic constraints on
his conduct. His is, in a t least this respect, a fairly straightforward
Kantianism. Morris, would seem to have situated himself similarly,
but since he does not explicitly draw such a conclusion, I shall not
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proceed further with hypothetical Morris exegesis. Instead, I shall
try to state how I prefer to confront the dilemma.
I am, as I stated earlier, pessimistic concerning the prospects of
any account of rational motivation that does not ultimately rest on
agentsyconsiderations of value. Therefore, I am obliged to concede
that whatever moral motivation is, it too is necessarily grounded
on whatever it is that individuals have reason to acknowledge as
valuable. Critics who hew to a Kantian line can then charge that
this is to abandon what is distinctively moral about a certain subset
of our motivations. Quite possibly they are correct; two centuries of
post-Kantian philosophy may have rendered this a linguistic truth
about how the term 'moral' functions in, at least, the idiolect of a
certain segment of the academy. If so, I would respond: all the worse
for morality. It may be a fit subject for noumenal egos but not for
us lesser folk. I suspect that, in this respect, Rasmussen and
Machan stand closer to my approach than they do to that of Mack
and Morris.
That is not to maintain, of course, that one has reason not to
invade the moral space of someone else if and only if one stands
toward that person in a relationship of special affection or esteem.
That would indeed be to cast ourselver; back into the Hobbesian
state of war, with only the slight difference that one is possessed of
an ally or two instead of perpetually flying solo. Instead, arationale
for respecting rights can take this sort of turn: I have reason to
value the maintenance of a regime of secure moral space for
individuals, both so that I can pursue those projects that are of
special concern to me, and also-these are not exclusive-so that I
am able without severe loss to my own standing as aproject pursuer
to display empathetic concern with those individuals for whom I
hold a motivationally fecund degree of such concern. Thereforeand, of course, I am omitting the crucial intermediate steps-I have
reason to accede to an order in which inciividuals generally forbear
in their relations with all other project piursuers, irrespective of the
particular appreciation one has for them or their projects. This
understanding of the basis of rights is firmly value-based, but it
does not crudely suppose that one has reason to acknowledge rights
for all and only those toward whom one is brimming with altruistic
concern.
Morris asks what special role the account of agents as project
pursuers plays in the derivation of basic rights in PR&MC. There
are several respects in which it figures. First, project pursuit is
pivotal in explaining why it is that individuals are not rationally
obliged to acknowledge some one impersonal standard of value as
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incumbent on all agents alike, Second, it explains why rights take
the form of an acknowledgment of claims to moral space, and
especially the form of rights to noninterference. I believe that these
two strands are developed in PRbMC with adquate emphasis. His
remarks have made it clear to me, however, that a third strand of
the argument was not presented with equal clarity6 I should like
to take this opportunity to pursue the response that he suggests.
Project pursuers are not beings who, as it were, are born afresh
each moment. They are not a collection of person time-slices, not
what I have called "Indiscriminrite Evaluators." Rather, their actions are shaped by a persistent pattern of directive values that
constitute for them what will and will not be a possible source of
motivation for them. When project pursuers acknowledge the
demands of rights, they do not 610 so as would person time-slices.
For time-slice sets, it is on each occasion of action an open question
how they are to comport themselves. If they are instrumentally
rational in the standard decision-theoretic sense6, they will calculate afresh on each occasion whether value-for-them is best served
by respecting or obliterating the moral space of others.
For project pursuers, things will be different. If they have reason
to acknowledge the existence of rights, that acknowledgment will
serve as a standing commitment, a disposition brought to their
various encounters with others. Their respect for rights ow some
particular occasion will be explained as the result of their being the
sorts of people rationally dispatsed to forbear in relations with
others, not vice versa. That is not, of course, to advance the
ludicrous claim that such individuals will invariably displayfidelity
to the rights of others. We know better than that. What it does
indicate, however, is that the prsblem of accountingfor compliance
looks far different when one is considering it as a problem posed
specifically for project pursuers than when it is taken to be a
nostrum for the reform of "intelligent devils."'
Will Morris allow that a theory of rights consequent on one's
reasons to be generally disposed to respect the moral space of
others, those reasons in turn resiting on one's valued ends, deserves
the honorific title of "moral theory?" I shall not hazard an answer
on his behalf, I freely admit on my own behalf, however, that I aspire
to no more than this,
At least that is the case with respect specifically to the theory
of rights. I believe that, both within and outside of professional
philosophy, we are bombarded with a sensory overload of
apostrophes to rights. In large measure that is due to tacit acceptance of an imperialism of rights within which respect for rights is
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taken to constitute virtually the whole ofwhat has moral standing,
or at least its most portentous feature. Against that, I wish to put
forward an understanding of rights as doing no more than setting
the boundaries of minimally adequate conduct toward others.
Within those boundaries, much room remains. In particular, rights
as such answer few of the most difficult and important questions
concerning how one is to direct one's life. So I strongly sympathize
with Morris's concern that the book presents at best a pallid
conception of ethical life. I can only plead in self-defensethat I have
not attempted to survey the entire moral landscape, but only its
outer perimeter. Tibor Machan complains,however, that the boundary markers have been sorely misplacetf. It is to his criticism that
I next turn.

N
Tibor R. Machan
"AgainstLomaskyan Welfare Rights"
Professor Machan believes that to aocord to welfare rights any
legitimacy, even if only that of a contingent claim to provision in a
strictly limited range of cases, is to sin against the logic of rights.
It does so in two respects:
1.To acknowledge the existence of welfare rights alongside
of liberty rights is to land oneself in a contradiction. For
example, one simultaneously ack~iowledgesthe liberty
right of the physician to lead his life! as he sees fit but also
a conflicting welfare right on the part of the ill individual
that medical services be extracted from the physician.
2. Rights are to be understood as "'general political principles, not principles guiding bits of rare action [Machan,

p.721." Because conditions of desperzition are rare, they are
not properly a ground for rights.

I shall presently state why I believe that Machan is mistaken
with regard to both of these claims. But .first,in a spirit of conciliation, let me note one crucial respect in which Machan and I are
thoroughly in accord. He and I agree that an individual whose
existence as a project pursuer cannot be maintained without the
provision of goods held by others may have overriding reason to act
to acquire those goods, irrespective of the propriety of the claims
other people have to possess those goods. This agreement is not
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trivial. Both Machan sand I will Be opposed by those who maintain
that liberty rights be upheld though the heavens may fall. Indeed,
I suspect that such Kantian or Rothbardian absolutists will invoke
Professor Ewing's dictum against Machan. They will contend that
acceding to the violation of rights, no matter how urgent the need,
is itself an egregious blow to integrity. How morally elevating, they
will ask, is one's commitment to respecting rights if it can conveniently be forgone when the going gets rough? That, though, is
their question, not mine: as noted above, I am moved by a spirit of
conciliation.
Conciliation has its limits. In particular, contradictory propositions are not reconcilable. So if recognition of both liberty rights and
welfare rights is inconsistent, one or the other must be surrendered.
Machan9spreference concerning which it should be is clear. It is also
my preference: if one of them is to go, it is welfare rights. That is
because claims to positive provjision are contingent, coming into
effect only in those circumstanace!~
in which individuals are unable
to provide for themselves and in .which private charitable provision
is not forthcoming. In contrast, the right to noninterference is
properly a claim that everyone can lodge against everyone else,
irrespective ofthe particular nature of the projects one pursues and
irrespective of their sympathies with those projects.
But is it the case that there is; a logical incompatibilitybetween
the two? If so, it would be a supprising fact that this disability
persistently eluded the gaze of those classical liberals intent to
argue the primacy of liberty yet who nonetheless accorded to
welfare claims a limited yet enforceable scope. From Locke to Kant
to Mill, state-enforced aid to tliose in distress was taken to be
consistent with, perhaps even requisite for, the maintenance of a
liberal regime. Of course, it is possible that these philosophers all
s d e r e d from a blind spot. I do not mean to assail Machan with an
argument from authority. Rather, I cite this tradition to suggest
that the inconsistency indictment demands a fuller and more persuasive brief than Machan provides.
If there are welfare rights, they limit the rightful liberties we
would otherwise enjoy In particular, my property rights are not
absolute, holding come what may. That, though, is far from the
demonstration of a contradiction, It cannot be news to anyone that
one person's liberties are limited by the liberties of others, It does
not follow, of course, that liberty rights are inherently self-contradictory. Rather, what we cmnot concede is that each person, in
the pursuit of his ends, must be afforded an unbounded liberty of
"doing any thing, which in his o.wn judgment, and reason, he shall
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Similarly, my rights
conceive to be the aptest means
to enjoyment of my property are limited by claims that others have
against me to provide rectification for trespasses that I may have
culpably or nonculpably committed. Machan does not tell us
whether he acknowledges the legitimacy of claims to rectification.
I suspect that he does, but even if that is not so, he will err if he
maintains that liberty rights and rectificatory rights are inconsistent. They are not, and neither are libe&y rights and welfare rights.
Rather, the scope of one adjusts itself to the scope of the other.
Machan's other objection is that putative welfare rights lack
generality because they are concerned only with exceptional cases.
As such, they lack political standing: "The police, the courts, the
legislatures, etc., have no reason to grant welfare rights [Machan,
p.721."
Like Machan, I believe that it will rarely be the case in a free
society that individuals will be constrairled to steal in order to live.
Rights to positive provision will then only rarely come into play. (At
least that is so with regard to unimpaired adults. If we lend serious
consideration to the status of children, those who are severely
disabled, and others who could not qualil? as heroes of an Ayn Rand
saga, welfare rights may not seem so anomalous.) Were individuals
in this society not hampered by restraints on their liberty of a sort
that both Machan and I deplore, e.g., I-estrictivelicensing, minimum wage laws, zoning, and so on, claims for state provision would,
I estimate, be closer to 0% of GNP than 1%.For this reason, I find
his reference to my "welfare statist conclusion" curious. Given the
particulars of Machan's objection, it is ironic: he rejects welfare
claims not because they are vast and thus oppressive but because
they are exceedingly rare and thus not properly accountable within
the domain of politics.
I believe that there are several respects in which this objection
is flawed. First, Machan errs in taking rarity to be contrary to
generality. To the contrary, a provision that only occasionally comes
into play can be entirely general. For example, individuals have the
right to use deadly force in order to thwart murderous assault on
their person. Only rarely is there call t c ~exercise this right. Nonetheless, it is of general application and properly a matter for
political recognition and endorsement. Provisions allowing the
quarantine of highly infectious persons are even more apt in this
context. They come into play only contingently and limit far more
drastically than does nugatory taxation to fund '6Lomaskyanwelfare rights" an individual's enjoyment oif liberty and property.
Second, Machan's characterization of'rightsas "generalpolitical
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principles [Machan, p.72, emphasis addedl" is unfortunate. The
rights we enjoy are, in the first instance, held against other individuals, not against the state. 'Eey are not born in legislatures
nor euthanized in courts. States are obliged to recognize the rights
we have, not create them ex nihi,lo.We have those rights because
we have reason to accord others the moral space within which they
are able to pursue their projects, subject to receipt of like forbearance from them. Thus, the thieory of basic rights is inextricably
tied to the theory of individual practical rationality. The job of
states, if one may put it that way, is to serve as instruments of the
reasons that individuals antecedently possess, not to manufacture
new reasons. Machan, however, maintains that a person may have
overriding reason to requisition tlne property of others, that each of
us may have reason to acknowletlge that that individual is acting
reasonably in so doing, but that it would be thoroughly improper,
even an assault on integrity, to) countenance affording political
sanction to such claims in extremis. I simply fail to understand the
conception of political justification that undergirds this position.
Third, Machan's recommended alternative is thoroughly mischievous. "When in one's person(a1life one is facing the exclusive
choice of either to invite death or to steal, one ought to steal
[Machan, p.731," he tells us. One ought, that is, violate rights but
never, not ever, concede the existence ofa night to positive provision.
Even setting aside what this says about the conception of rights as
especially stringent moral demztnds, the costs attaching to this
alternative are substantial. Burdens imposed by theft are highly
localized. The unfortunate person who is selected as victim will bear
all of it, those lucky or smart enough to be elsewhere none of it. It
is, therefore, far more likely in Machan's approved world than in
mine that the needs of some individuals will be translated into
disaster for others. The weak and the guileless are most likely to
be victimized but are least able to ensure their own survival should
they be in the position of needing to steal in order to live. People
possessed of special skills enabling them to relieve the distress of
others are also conspicuously a t risk. If Machan is genuinely
concerned for the liberty of the unfortunate physician, he would do
well1 to rethink his position,
Locke commends civil society as the appropriate remedy for the
"inconveniencies of the state of nature." Machan, in contrast, would
bring those inconveniencies to civil society. If each individual is to
judge in his own case whether he has sufEcient reason to violate
the rights of others, some will be rscrupulouslyimpartial. But others
will apply a magnifying glass to their own interests, seeing them
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as disproportionately larger than the liabilities imposed on others.
Even when they judge correctly that theft is requisite for them to
live as project pursuers, they may be inclined to take a larger share
than a disinterested adjudicator would allow. Potential targets will,
in self defense, expend resources to protect themselves from assault, very possibly launching preemptive sorties of their own. That
will, in turn, create further victims, thus escalating the spiral of
rationally justifiable rights violations.
If I possess rational warrant to violate rights when I am in great
distress, may I not similarly violate rights in the service of my
family, my friends, or even on behalf of anonymous individuals for
whom I happen to have some sympathy? That is what Robin Hood
did. The Sheriff of Nottingham objected, but he, after all, was
incurably statist. If lots of us emulate Robin Hood and violate lots
of rights to help out some destitute person, we may provide far more
than that person needs. In the process, considerable havoc may
have ensued. It will be even worse if co~npetingRobin Hoods have
different ideas about who the proper victims and beneficiaries are.
Someone could then alternately be stolen from and then stolen for.
These scenarios incorporate more than one coordination problem,
each largely solved through recognition of politically enforceable
welfare rights. Machan, though, demurs. This is privatization with
a vengeance!
The minimal state of classical liberalism claims for itself a
monopoly over use of force to protect the rights of all citizens. More
~
parsimonious is what Nozick calls the "ultraminimal ~ t a t e , "an
agency that provides enforcement and PI-otectiononly to fee-paying
clients. Machan, however, situates himself to the far side of even
the ultraminimal state. He bids state agencies to take their cue
from the Donner Party trial and "not allow to linger in jail EMachan,
p.731" someone who violates the rights of others in order to bring
himself up to a welfare threshold. Let us call this regime of rationally sanctioned and unpunished rights violations the "totally
ultraminimal state," or TUMS for shod,. For attacks on integrity,
Machan prescribes TUMS. TUMS promises fast relief from upsets
due to loss of generality and the distress that contradiction brings.
Unfortunately, it has pronounced sicle effects. These include
severance of the theory of rights from its base in the theory of
practical reason as well as normative disarray consequent on
returning welfare provision to the state of nature. All in all, I judge
TUMS to be a typical over-the-counter nostrum: overpriced and of
dubious efficacy.
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This paper derives from remarks presented a t the meeting of the American
Association for the Philosophic Study of Society, December 28, 1988.
Changes from that text are primarily stylistic. I would like to thank the
four presenters for useful stimuli to further thinking.
l.Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974), pp.28-30.
2. "Aristotle and the Natural Right~tTradition," Reason Papers f 3 (1988),
p.178.
3. The ambiguity is first cousin to that which philosophers have found in
expressions of the form "Xis areasort for person P,"and which they attempt
to disambiguate via a distinction between one's having a reason and there
being a reason.
4. In %oral Individualism: Agent-Relativity and Deontic Restrictions,"
forthcoming in Social Philosophy & Policy.
5. This was brought home to me also by David Gauthier's Momls By
Agreement (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). Unfortunately, I did
not see Gauthier9s book until after mine had already gone to press.
Although I see the approach of Persons, Rights, and the Moral Community
being, in some m d d respects, fundamentslPly incompatible with that of
Morals By Agreement, Gauthier9sis a work from which no one who wishes
to address himself to the theory ofrights can f d to derive benefit.
6, I believe that rationality so conceived is incapable of doing all the work
that properly can be required of a fill1 theory of practical rationality. That
is why I characterized Gauthier's account in the work to which Morris
refers in his footnote 19 as "too straitened ta explicate adequately what it
is for someone to be a rational, moral person." Morris finds that characterization of Gauthier9stheory ironic, presumab'Iy because he perceives
project pursuit to be carrying negligible weight in my attempted derivation
of rights. Although these remarks may remove some of that apprehension
of irony, the discussion of what EL non-straitened account of practical
rationality (and morality) will incorporate must await another occasion.
7. The phrase is from Kant's "l?erpet,ualPeace" i n Kant's Political WAtings,
ed, Hans %iss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), p.112. In
private conversation, David Gautlhier has accepted a depiction of his
project as being that ofreforming such a race of intelligent devils. Despite
Gauthier9sformidable talents as evangelist, 1have serious reservations
concerning the feasibility of generating born-again devils. That, though, is
Gauthier's project, not mine,
8. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Chapter 14, "Of the Erst and Second
Natural Laws, and of Contracts."
9. Anarchy, State, and Utopia, p.26.

Discussion

FOUNDATIONALISM
Steven Yates
Auburn Univer:j.ity
I n Consequences of Pragmatism y h a r d Rorty distinguishes between Philosophy and philosophy. Th.e former is a systematic
enterprise which seeks transcultural and extrahistorical foundations
philosoph as criticized in
for knowledge, morals, etc., i.e., systemati,~
Rorty's earlier Philosophy and the Mirror ofNature.HIt
sees itself as the attempt to undenvrite or debunk claims to
knowledge made by science, morality, art, or religion....
Philosophy can be foundationalin respect to the rest of culture
because culture is the assemblage of cllaims to knowledge, and
philosophy adjudicates such claims. It can do so because it
understands the foundations of knowledge.. .3
Systematic philosophy's (i.e., Philosophy's) representatives include
Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Locke, Kan t, the early Wittgenstein,
and logical positivists, among others.
The latter enterprise (philosophy, lower-case p) works under the
assumption that efforts to fhd the True, the Real, the Rational, and the
Good, have all failed and that these should be abandoned in favor of
edifying discourse, the aim of which is "to help (its) readers, or society
as a whole, break free from outworn voc&lularies and attitudes, rather
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring1989)130-136
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than to provide 'grounding'for the intuitions and customs of the present.'*
Edifj.mg philosophers-Rorty's 'neopragmatists' or 'hermeneuticists''think it will not help to say somethingtrue to think about Truth, nor will
it help to a d well to think about Goodness, nor will it help to be rational to
think about~ationality." he mainchampionsof edifyingdiscoursehave
been Rorty's threefavorite twentieth centuryphilosophers: Dewey,Heidegger, and the later W1ttgenstein, also ;lames, Niehsche and Gadamer; and
possibly by implication a lineage reachingback through Montaigne to the
ancient Sophists against whom Plata and Aristotle reacted.
In this note I intend to raise and discussin some detail a h d a m e n tal objection to Rorty's argument that systematic philosophy
(Philosophy) ought to be abandoned wholesale in favor of edifying
discourse. The objection I have in1 mind was raised in passing in a
recent article by Richard Dien Winfield, and implies that any effort
such as Rorty's to "deconstruct" the epistemological tradition and pave
the way for edifying discourse invariably must commit the very
mistake it attributes to others and thus fall prey to the very trap it
seeks to avoid. In Winfield's words, Rorty must assume that "his
pragmatic description of discourse accurately mirrors the reality of
conversation," and that therefore his position inevitably "reinstates
the dilemma of foundational arguments it wishes to overcome." I
wish now to develop this line of criticism in detail. If sound, it shows
that Rorty's position can be more accurately characterized not as
e-g
discourse but as a form of l~obzpldationalism,me%
that it c m o t
avoid being so ifits arguments are to have the force that Rorty wants
them to have. Rorty, I hope to show, has his own version of the "myth
of the given" 7;Rorty's "given" is discourseitself and the social practices
it embodies. As such, he writes undler the assumption that discourse is
transparent to the "eye" of the "deconstructionist" and the descriptions
thus obtained are consequentlytsue descriptions. Yet his position, iftrue,
undermines its own ability to account for this transparency.
Any meaningful discourse, phik)sophicalor otherwise, has a subject
matter or some intended scope of reference (however we flesh these
notions out). PMN and CP take as their subject matter or scope of
reference the totality of philosophical discourse, whether systematic or
editj.ing. They argue that in whatever form it takes, the view ofknowledge
as an assemblage of privileged nepresentations was the product of
accidental twists and turns of 3itellectual history? beginning with
Descartes's '"invention of the mind"rmd questfor indubitability,proceeding through KantJs"deduction" of a transcendental matrix ofcategories,
down to modern analytic philosophy's quests for commensuration,for a
privileged vocabulary and a standpoint"outside of history and culture."
with epistemology,formal semanSince our present-day preoccupatio~ns
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tics, philosophy of mind, and so on, are outgrowths of these quests,
if the former are accidental and optional, then so are the latter: 'The
moral to be drawn is that ifthis way of thinkingofknowledgeis optional,
then so is epistemology, and so is philosophy as it has understood itself
since the middle of the last century.'* The foundationalist's quest for a
privileged set of mental representations yielding privileged access to
"the world" thus collapses, leaving the hisItorical fact of conversation.
Rorty therefore prescribes that in this light, the whole cluster
of epistemology-centered preoccupations simply be dropped.
Philosophers, argues Rorty, should give lup trying to identify "marks
of the mental," stop trying to produce better "theories of reference,"
resist the temptation to eternalize histalrically particular language
games, and cease the quest for eternal c:anons of rationality for the
legitimization of all knowledge claims vvhatsoever. In other words,
the philosopher should give up Philosophy and instead become a
hermeneuticist, an "informed dilettante, the pol ragmatic,
Socratic intermediary between various discourses.. ."P
This position, I will argue, gets into trouble by virtue of its own
internal dialectic. Let us reconstruct this dialectic by stating Rorty's
main claim as precisely as we can and seeing what happens when we
develop its logical consequences.Rorty's main claim, on which the rest
of his position depends, can be most concisely stated as follows:

(1)No discourse occupies a privileged, foundational status,
has privileged access to the world\," or special means of
"representing" it.
This is what Rorty seems to be afte~rwith his denial that there
is an ontologically special entity, the "xnind," which represents or
"mirrors" nature (cast in linguistic terins, of course). It should be
clear, though, that this claim-and the arguments used to present
and defend it, are part of the totality of philosophical discoursewhether systematic or edifying. Thus Rorty's position cannot avoid
the property of being reflexive or self-referential.Indeed, any piece
of philosophical writing which takes th~e&otulityof philosophy for
its subject matter will be self-referential. So if Rorty is to present
and defend (1)above, he must also be willing to agree to (2):
(2) PMN and CP do not occupy a privileged, foundational
status, have special access to "the world," or special means
of "representing" it.
So far, there is no reason to think Rorty would object However, he
followsQuine and countless othersin holding that discourseis a natural
phenomenon no di£Ferentin kind from any other natural phenomenon;
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just as with "mind," there is nothing ontologically special about discourse, no 'language-fact distinction."Therefore, discourseis part of the
world and not something standing separatefrom it, '60ver"or "above" it,
as it were. This, though, pennits uc;to recast (1)above as (3):
(3) No discourse occupies a privileged, foundational status
with respect to the rest of disc:ourse, has special access to it,
or means of "representing" it..

And from (3), we can infer (4):
(4)PMN and CP can occupy no privileged status with
respect to the rest of discourse, have privileged access to it,
or special means of "represen.ting"it.
(4),I submit, is where serious diff~icultiesintrude; (4)has direct
and paradoxical implications for the status of Rorty's own position
Rorty is aware of the
and the force of its arguments. l?ul%l%ermore,
paradox. As Charles B. Guignon recently reported
Asked about the status of his own philosophy, Rorty replied
that it is an interesting move in the latest language games,
but that 100 years from now it may come to be seen as
having no point whatsoever.. .Rorty's own writings seem to
be pushed into an impossibly awkward position, In order to
work out a conception of con~versationwith. no referent, he
has to describe a saying whic!h is not saying anything about
anything. But this means that he has to use language to
convey information about the impossibility of using language to convey information about anything.''
Rorty himselfhas been surprisingly untroubled by this. I shall now
argue that he should be troubledi, because the internal dialectic of
his position has led to a result tihe very intelligibility of which is
suspect. We seem entitled to ask, By what means does Rorty have
access to the rest of discourse jin such a way that he can make
assertions about it and argue in their defense? By allowing the
inference to (4) Rosty has umdermined a crucial necessary con&tion for his talking about discourse or indeed about anything else;
as Steven J. Bartlett recently ptet it,

If we assume we want to talk:about a collection of objects of
various sorts, we are compelled to allow some means for this
thinking of talking about them to proceed-we must be permitted somehow to refer to what we want to think or talk
about. This is trivially true, and therefore P take it as basic,'2
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Rorty must therefore avoid the consequence described by Guignon if his thesis about the hopelessness of foundationalism is to be
more than an exercise in futility. Let us consider briefly some of
the strategies he might take.
One obvious strategyhe might take is to maintain that.workssuch
as PMN and CP are of a higher type that$the works of Descartes and
.Locke down through contemporary analytic philosophy of mind and
representation (though, of course, Rorty would not put the matter this
way). Yet there are reasons why this kind of move will not work. Had
it been successful, the Theory of Types (where all such strategies
originate) would have prevented any sentence, theory, or discourse
from referring in some way to itself, or irlcluding itself in the domain
to which it applies. But as both F'rederic 1).F'itch and Paul Weiss were
able to show, the Theory of Types and all strategiesbased on it quickly
get entangled in the very difficulties w'hich they were designed to
avoid.13 These would have precluded .reference to the totality of
discourse by banning from philosophy all propositions of unrestricted
scope. Weiss had no difficulty in showing,however, that the Theory of
Types must be formulated in propositionrs of unrestricted scope. Thus
it fails; and all derivative strategies for avoiding the self-reference of
a philosophical discourse about philosophy fail.
A more promising move Rorty might make is to offer a better
interpretation of the claim that his work has no privileged status,
where by "privileged" is meant ahistorical. This would involve his
maintaining (as indeed he does, following the later Wittgenstein)
that the meaningfulness of a contribution to the philosophical
conversation as regards its having a suhject matter, etc., is dependent on its place in the conversation. Thlerefore what is meaningful
and appropriate at one time might come to lack all meaning and
appropriateness later, perhaps due to changes in the rules of the
language games during the intervening period. Even if we make
this move, though, it does not solve the basic problem implicit in (4)
above; it does not show how, in Bartlett'rs sense, we are permitted to
refer to philosophical discourse at all if&lrty's theses are right. It does
not answer the question ofhow his descril?tionsof discourseatpresent
acquire their validation and provide the basis for a way of philosophizing that has advantages over foundationalistcompetitors. I submit that
Rorty's position is trapped by its internal djialectic, no matter what move
he makes. By granting (4)he effectively removes his means of referring
tohis subjectmatter and thusundermines itheforce ofhis entire position.
Of course, this result is unacceptable. As stated above, Rorty intends to
refer us to philosophical writings, and we are expected to be persuaded
of the soundness of his arguments. He nnust therefore reject (4) and
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implicitly (and, on his own terns;, illicitly) adopt an assumption of
a precondition for reference (5):

(5)PMN and CP have at least some privileged, foundational
status, special access to the rest of discourse, and means of
"representing'" it.
With his illicit but nevertheless necessary presupposition of (5),
Rorty reinstates foundationalismin f i e very senseWInfield mentions,
and which he himself criticizes. For (5) is clearly a foundationalisfs
thesis; it offers Rorty the equivallent of a transcendental standpoint
from which he can survey the whole of discourse and declare that it
does or does not have certain prop~erties--anddeclare that we should
cease philosophizing as we have been and begin philosophizing in a
new way (that is, give up Philosophy and simply do philosophy).
To summarize, Rorty's position fails in that in the act of attempting to persuade us of the hopelessness of foundationalism it cannot
avoid reinstatingfoundationalisn~.Rorty soughtto "deconstruct"our
contemporary preoccupationre with theories of knowledge,
rationality, mind, and reference, only to end up with the equivalent
of a transcendental philosophy ky misadventure. As such, his own
position is subject to whatever criticismscan be validly made against
transcendental philosophy generally, the prototype of which is
Hegel9scritique of Kant. According to Hegel, k t ' s transcendental
turn faced the problem of being unable to account for its own
standpoint: if every act of cognition presupposes the categories, thenhow, by what means, do the categories themselves become
transparent to cognition?14 Following this prototype we can conclude that Rorty's arguments fail the same way, by assuming the
transparency of discoursefrom a standpoint "outsideJ'of it combined
with an inability to account for that standpoint.
There remain, of course, many legitimate questions about the
possibility of systematic philosophy, beginning with the question
of whether systematic philosophy can be done in the absence of
"foundations." There is also the question of the role of edifying
discourse in conveying philoso hical insights. But these topics
must wait for another occasion.P6
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IN MY OPINION,
THAT'S YOUR OPINION:
IS RORTlii?A
FOUNDATIONALIST?
William H . Dalvis
Auburn University
R c h a r d Rorty is well known for his sophisticated presentation
of the idea that systematic philosophy has failed and should be
.abandoned. For our purposes here I will call Rorty's position skepticism, though he prefers the term pragmatism. Steven Yates argues that just as the systematic philosopher attempted to step back
from human subjectivity and determine the real truth about real
reality, so Rorty is attempting to step back and give us objective
truth about the history of philosophy, which after all is an aspect of
reality too. Rorty's attempt to tell us something objectively true
about the history of philosophy is supposed to put him in the same
boat with the other philosophers whose efforts to deteimine some
important truths he is criticizing. Yates says that Rorty is attempting to give us an objective truth in the very saying that the attempt
to achieve objective truth has failed.
It is an old objection to skepticism, going all the way back to
Plato, that it is self-referentially incoherent. The objection is that
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989)137-142
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if a skeptic so much as speaks, he implicitly betrays his position. In
speaking he is presumably enunciating something he believes to
be true and he is making an implicit and sometimes explicit
argument for the thing he is sayi:ng.On this view, however little we
may be said to know, it is incoherent to say we know nothing. This
is the essence of Yates' and Winfield's and Guignon's objection to
~ort~.'
But it is unlikely that skepticism is so easily refuted. In the first
place, note that skepticism has a10 burden of proof. The skeptic, if
he chooses, need only sit in Buddha-like calm, observing the "strife
of systems", waiting for the philosophers to satisfy their own collective minds, waitingfor them to quit their mutual refutations of each
other. The skeptic need not refute the dogmatists so long as they
are refuting each other. In the meantime he merely observes that
nothing of philosophical interest has achieved even the appearance
of satisfactory resolution. One hiight note that this observation is
itself a knowledge claim of some philosophical interest, rendering
the observer a minimal dogmatist himself, with implied standards
of knowledge, etc. But this is not necessarily so as we shall see
shortly, and even if it were, it is really to no great purpose to admit
we can know nothing except that we can know nothing.
It is as if a man were lost at sea, who knows he is lost, who is
told, the knowledge that you are lost shows an implicit recognition
of the lack of certain landmarks or other reference points. Since you
see that no reference points are present, you also see that they are
absent. In that respect then, you are not essentially lost; you know
you are away from all your reference points and it is thus selfreferentially incoherent to say "1[ am lost". This speech is of course
small comfort to the man and does not address his central plight.
Similarly, Yates and many others admit that knowledge is not yet
satisfactorily grounded, but wish at the same time to deny that we
are essentially lost. We are not eirsentialky lost, they think, because
we can recognize that we are lost, This line of reasoning may be true
as a technicality, but it evades the skeptic's real contention and
man's essential plight?
For now we note only that the skeptic has no burden of proof
and Rorty does not trouble himself with elaborate efforts to prove
the skeptical conclusion (such an attempted proof would be doing
systematic philosophy all over again). In effect he merely invites us
to survey the history of philosophy and open our eyes to the evident
chaos. The conclusion that the enterprise has failed should be
manifest. Rorty explicitly deplores positive efforts either to underwrite or to debunk claims to knowledge. So he is not in the uncom-
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fortable position of refuting knowledge claims with positive argu-

ments. He merely observes the devastation all about.
Now it is true that when a man sjpeaks, even to affirm the
skeptical position, he does necessarily presupposes some considerable mass of shared meanings and standards with his audience.
But this necessity hardly prevents the expression of the skeptical
position. The skeptic implicitly prefaces all his remarks with a
statement something like this: "Assuming for purposes of this
conversation a great mass of shared mewings and standards, and
standing thus on a provisional platform presumably largely shared
The skeptic therefore must
by you, my hearers, I would say.
speak as i f reason enjoys some competence, as if we had some
standard for distinguishing the meaningfbl from the meaningless,
the probable from the improbable, the true from the false. He
believes that ultimately all is at sea, but; this does not prevent him
from performing the experiment of thinking. In fact, everyone
perforce is in this position since reason, whether inductive, deductive, or abductive, has not been grounded in a way that meets even
its own demands (and if it were it would then only circularlyjustify
itself or claim a minimal self-consistency), so everyone who reasons
necessarily does so in the mere faith that reason will be vindicated
by and by. If the word faith alarms, we xnay put it another way. In
conversing and arguing we act as if we had foundations upon which
we stand together, we suppose various things for purposes of discussion, etc. In talking and thinking we hope for insights and even
perhaps convincing conceptions to appear, notwithstanding that
much is being presupposed in the convlersation. Nothing hinders
these modest hopes, since skepticism merely doubts that anything
can be established objectively. But since something is always being
presupposed in any argument, an;y conclusion is always
provisional, even skepticism itself if it endeavors to base itself on
arguments.
It certainly appears that we can only talk about anything by
presupposing numerous other things. VVe can only critique some
subject matter by standing on the ground of other things not at
present under scrutiny. The examined subject matter, having been
scrutinized and perhaps improved (by standards held in the background), can then become part of the presupposed background as
some other subject is examined. We are [obligedto lift ourselves by
our own bootstraps. Though we have no objective referent for the
word "lift", our interpretation of things may grow in apparent
breadth and coherence. But so far as we can now see, interpretations can never be grounded outside themselves, and they are prone
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to ('revolutions" in which they collapse and are replaced by wholly
other interpretations. Our reason for rejecting one interpretation
in favor of another is that it fails to satisfy in some particular, as
often as not a non-rational particular. In the contemplation of
scientific,religious, and especially metaphysical theories, we necessarily presuppose a background of meanings and standards of a
very primitive nature, so primitive that they are themselves elifficult to isolate or critique. And if they are doubted in a living way
the result is what we are liable to call, alternatively, madness, or a
"crack in the cosmic egg" (Joseph Chilton Pearce), or, in other cases,
prophetic revelation and revolution.
My purpose here has been to defend Rorty's right intelligibly to
affirm that philosophy has failed, or more specifically that epistemology has failed. But whereas I conclude from this that we have
aright to continue our speculations,I am not sure what Rorty would
have us do. Ifhe is saying that we may proceed with all aspects of
philosophy, but only in the light of the fact that we are not 1&e$
ever toground these speculations in objectivity, then I would agree
with that. He does wish for the conversation to go on. But if he goes
further and says that we should abandon speculative philosophy
altogether*then I demur from t h a t and am left entirely puzzled
about what intellectuals should be talking about. In that case I
would endorse Guignon9scriticism that Ro+s proposed conversat
to specdate about
tion "has no referent". l[f we are n ~permitted
some supposed actual something2say reality, then our talk must be
a pure spinning of wheels, a phenomenon hard to imagine were it
not almost perfectly exemplified in the writings of the Continental
philosophers most admired by R,orty.
In any case I would defend R~rty'sright to speculate on the
nature of human "conversation", and his right to observe that it has
never been grounded. Certainly Rorty would not argue that he can
demonstrate the truth of his view. He is expressing a viewpoint
which seems true to him and he is invitinghis readers to agree with
him. There is nothing in his denial of philosophical foundations to
prevent him from expressing an opinion, an opinion based no doubt
upon various considerations and, more dtimatelys upon certain
broad assumptions about stamdardsofmeaming and thought which
he presumes to share with his readers. If he is wrong in that
assunlption, well, excuse him. He surely has no illusions about
proving his thesis.
One may proceed with argument and conversation in the hope
of achieving a perspective on the world which is highly satisfying
personally, One may search for interpretations which are intrigu-
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ing, mind-expanding, satisfying, edifying, even apparently true, all
without pretending that any of them rest upon unshakable or even
fully stateable foundations. The satisfaction aimed at can be aesthetic, moral, intellectual, or the best balance of all such factors,
"all things considered" in a favorite phrase of James'. Askeptic can
to him personally
have a viewpoint which is highly ~atis~factory
without pretending to be able to prove it either certainly or probably. Nor, I repeat, is he under any obligation to prove that no
viewpoint can be proved. Only if he takes such a burden upon
himself does he risk an unpleasant appearance of incoherence or
self-contradiction.
I am tempted to say that with effort we could probably find a
way of expressing the skeptic's position which evaded the selfreferential problem, something like "It seems that men probably
know nothing", or "It seems that men have no agreed-upon criteria
of truth". But, as a skeptic, I can foresee ithat one could write a book
exploring endless variations and possibilities along these lines,
exploring criticisms and counter-criticisms, the Theory of Types,
etc., the end result of which would be a morass of comple&ty and
confusion, concerning which there would be little or no agreement
among even the wisest readers of the book. And even if there were
a clear outcome, the investigation itself would have had to presuppose standards of meaning and reason such that the outcome would
be provisional upon those presuppositioms.
Finally, I would make this point. The skeptic is not the only one
with self-referential problems. The dogmatist has a corresponding
problem. If knowledge is supposed to exist, there must be some
standard or standards by which candidates for such alleged
knowledge are judged. Whatever these s standards are supposed to
be, they must be measured for their valiclity. But we should then be
in the position of judging the truth of our standards of truth by
themselves. This is self-referential in a question begging mode
(though not in a self-contradictory mode). According to Brand
Bianshard,
It must be admitted that no valid argument can be offered
for any exclusive criterion of truth. Fctr the supporter of such
a criterion is always in a dilemma: if'he rests his case upon
the use of his own criterion, he begs the question; if he rests
it on any other criterion, he is either admitting the validity
of that other criterion, and then his olwn is not the only one,
or else offering an argument that he! must grant as worthless.3
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This is the perennial problem of the criterion. It is exceedingly
difficult to imagine how it may be resolved. Certainly no answer to
this problem has achieved philosophical consensus. Further, the
difliculty appears to be substantive, not merely technical. It complicates wonderfully the predicament we are in: The claim to know
and the claim not to know are alike claimed to be self-referentially
incoherent. If both claims are incoherent, that would seem in a
left-handed way to favor the incoherence involved in the skeptic's
position more than the incoherence involved in dogmatism. If all
sense seems to collapse upon close examination of these issues, do
we not need a word to express this appearance?
In summary, (1)skepticism hardly makes an argument, merely
noting the appearance of devastation. (2) Skepticism speaks from
a platform of mere assumptions presumably shared by hearers. (3)
The skeptic is entitled to express opinions, and (4) equally entitled
to look for conceptions which are personally satisfying and which
are even supposed to be true. (5) The dogmatist faces the problem
of the standards used to establish his standards, a self-referential
problem of far more moment t h m that facing the skeptic. I thus
conclude: there is no real problem with saying, "In my opinion,
everything's a matter of opinion",

1.As noted in Yates' article.
2. Thisis only a rough analogy. I do not know how much weight it will bear.
3. Brand Blanshard, TheNature of Thought (New York: Humanities Press,

1939),Vol. 11, p.219.

THE SKEPTIC'S DILEMMA:
A REPLY TO DAVIS
Steven Yates
Auburn Univer:sity
T h e self-refutation argument has a long and controversial history beginning with Socrates' arguments against Protagoras in the
Thaeatetus down to the handful of sim:ilar efforts against today's
forms of relativism, skepticism, and nihilism. Arrayed on the one
side are- those who hold the self-rehitation to be a sound and
distinctively philosophical argument1; on the other are those who
either see a logical-linguistic sleight of h.and2--or at least see ways
of reformulating the positions at stake to avoid self-refutation.
Professor Davis's effort to defend Rorty-style skepticism3from me
seems to fall into this last group.
Davis seems to concede that if the skeptic is uttering genuine
categorical propositions then his position is self-refuting. But need
the skeptic utter propositions? As Davis puts it, the skeptic "has no
burden of proof.. .if he chooses, be1 need only sit in a Buddha-like
calm, observing the 'strife of systems9....('p.148). In other words, the
skeptic need only let dogmatic philosophers contradict and refute
one another. Thus his position need not be self-referentially incoherent.
Indeed the skeptic may take this stance--that much I concede.
But note that he is no longer an inquirer;he no longer seeks truth.
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989) 143-146
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Rather, the Buddha-like silent skeptic has opted out of the game,
so to speak, by virtue of his conclusion that inquiry is futile.
However, I as a systematic philosopher may simply elect to ignore
him and go about my business as if he wasn't even there. The silent
skeptic is therefore in a hopelessly awkward position: his "position"
is entirely compatible with my ignoring him. To my decision to
ignore him it seems he can have no response, for this would require
him to break his silence and thus fall back into self-refutation.This,
of course, is very strange: to my mind, giving up speech to avoid
self-refutation is not the best of all possible trade-offs.
But according to Davis, a skeptic need not be entirely silent.
Rorty, after all, has not been silent. (Indeed, he is among the most
widely published and anthologized philosophers of our time.) As
Davis describes him, the Rortian skeptic "invites us to survey the
history of philosophy and open our eyes to the evident chaos" (ibid.),
speaking the language of both analytic and continental
philosophers amd thus "presupposing some considerable mass of
shared meanings and standards with his audience" (p.149). Thus
his assertions will all be conditional. "The skeptic...must speak as
if reason enjoys some competence.. ."(ibid.).
I must submit the following, though: (1)This does not accurately
characterize Rorty9sposition, and. (2) even if it did, he would not be
significantly better off than the silent skeptic. Let me take these
one at a time. (1) One can hardly read Rortfs main tracts without
getting the impression that a sd,stantive position is being offered
about past and present philosophical discourse4-a position which,
moreover, Rorty wishes us to accept as true.6 Specific prescriptions
follow; these are intended to cure us of the "disease" of wanting to
do systematic philosoph% (2) But let us suppose for the sake of
argument that Rorty really is only making conditional assertions,
using the systematic philosopher's tools to undercut those very
tools. There are two ways we may read this. A conditiona1 is an
if-then statement, and so asserts nothing categorically~If this is
read as not really assertinganything the audience can take as true,
then it is likely that Rorty's position is that of the silent skeptic,
and my earlier criticisms apply* But a conditional does assert a
logical relationship between two propositions which can be given
truth conditions. In this case there are factual claims being made,
even ifonly about discourse, position (2) collapses into (I),and those
arguments apply. The skeptic still faces a basic dilemma-remaining silent and allowing inquirers to ignore him, or speaking up and
falling into ~ e l ~ r e h t a t i o n .
However, does the nonskeptic have related difficulties? Davis
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ends his paper by turning the argument the other way, observing
that if the skeptic has self-referential piroblems, then so does the
rationalist. As he explains,
If knowledge is supposed to exist, there must be some
standard or standards by which candidates for such alleged
knowledge are judged. Whatever these standards are supposed to be, they must be measured for their validity. But
then we should be in the position of judging the truth of our
standards by themselves. This is self-referential in a question-begging mode.. . (p. 151)
Space limits unfortunately preclude full discussion of this problem.6 SOI will simply suggest that a false dilemma is being posed
here. Davis suggests that we have the choice between skepticism
and a dogmatism forced to rest on intellectual foundations or
standards which we cannot adjudicate without begging the question. I propose, on the other hand, that some propositions need no
"adjudication" in this sense because they cannot be intelligibly
doubted or denied7;as well, recognition of their truth is involved in
their comprehension? Aristotle's principle of contradiction seems
a likely candidate for an absolutely basic proposition of this sort,
his having argued in the Metaphysics that the principle of contradiction is a presupposition for the intelligibility of discourse
itself. If something like this rationalist view can be upheld, we
easily pass through the horns of the dogmatist's dilemma?
'Ib sum up, Davis's effort to save skepticism does not succeed
because (1)the silent skeptic's stance is entirely compatible with my
deciding to ignore him; and (2) the stance of the skeptic who speaks
in conditionals either reverts to silence or ito self-rehtation. Thus the
skeptic's dilemma remains. Finally, the chzirge of dogmatism directed
at the rationalist does not succeed if we can demonstrate the existence
of absolutely basic propositions such as the principle of contradiction
which are necessary for intelligible discouirse.
One final remark seems in order. Davis's title, "In My Opinion,
That's Your Opinion," seems to capture one aspect of the skeptic's
stance-to wit, the view that philosophy 'has failed to move beyond
opinion despite over 2,000 years of effort. I will refrain from stating
that this opinion is self-rehting in order to wonder aloud: If
philosophy cannot move beyond clashing opinions, the "strife of
systems," then are philosophy's critics (who I suspect are more
numerous than most of today's professiorlal academic philosophers
realize) on firm ground when they ask, what, then, is the use of
philosophy?10
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1.See the Etch essay cited in n.10 of my "Rorty's Foundationalism" above;
for a tremendous bibliography dealing with self-referential and reflexive
phenomena of all kinds cf. Self Reference: Reflections on Reflexivity, eds.
S.J. Bartlett and P. Suber (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1987),pp.259-364.
2. E.g., Jorgen Jorgensen, "Some Reflections on Reflexivity," Mind 62
(1953): 289-300; or Michael Stack, 'Self-Refuting Arguments,"
Metaphilosophy 14 (1983):327-35.

3. For simplicity's sake I am following Davis's construal of Rorty's position
as a kind of skepticism. For some discussion of the senses in which Rorty
is and is not a skeptic see Richard Bernstein, "Philosophy in the Conversation of Mankind," Review of Metaphysics 23 (1980), pp.761-63.
4. I would maintain in addition tha.t Rorty is offering us a substantial
metaphysics as well-a form of eliminative materialism-but that must
wait for a fresh occasion.

5. Were he to offer them as anything less than candidates for truth in some
sense of this term,he would be in violation of basic conversational implicature. Cf. H.P. Grice, Zogic and Conversation," in The Logic of Grammar,
eds. Donald Davidson and Gilbert Harmon (Encino: California: Dickenson,
1975), p.67: "Try to make your contribution one that is true."
6. It is this problem that motivated ITinfield's project (see n.6 and 11-15 of
"Rorty's Foundation&sm"); cf. d s o Winfield's ?Logic, Language, and the
Autonomy of Reason,"Pdealistic Studies 17(1987): 109-21; and "Dialectical
and the Conception of Truth," Journal of the British Society ofPhemmeno1ogy 18 (1987): 133-48. Winfield attempts in these and other papers to use
some of Hegel's ideas to develop a foundationless systematic philosophy
which generates its own categories, content, and method from scratch, as
it were; though I find it rather baffling how such a mode of inquiry can
actually get off the ground, wnfieltK work is valuable for its powerful
criticisms of the standard analytic empiricism.

7.Cf. S.J. Bartlett, "Phenomenology, Self-Reference, and the Philosophy of
Science," Methodology and Science 13 (1980), esp. pp.148-51, and the
literature cited there. Cf. also the same author's "The Idea of a Metalogic
of Reference," Methodology and Sciezrce 9 (1976): 85-92.
8. I am grateful to Tibor R. Machan for his suggestion of a version of this
notion (private conversation).
9. Incidentally, this suggests that Davis's analogy between the skeptic and
the "man lost at sea" also fails; if there are absolutely basic propositions,
then i t is simply not true that we axe "lost," with none of our claims to
knowledge "grounded."
10. I am grakfbl to Professors Machan and Davis for valuable discussion
leading up to this paper. The results are, of course, my own responsibility.

Review Essavs

Love is a Many
Splintered Thing
Dreams of Love and Fateful Encounters: The Power of
Romantic Passion. By ~the'lSpector Person. New
York: W.W. Norton, 1988.
D r e a m s ofLove and Fateful Encounters is Ethel Spector Person's
attempt to remedy what she sees as this century's lack of serious
studies of love. Her approach purports ,to serve as an antidote to
the accounts of reductionistic rationalists and other bunglers who,
like early cartographers, mark love's territory with "here bye
savages" without troubling to travel its interior. Her study is
confined to the form of love most inimical to rational analysis,
romantic passionate love. Person, who teaches psychiatry at
Columbia, hopes through a combination of Freud, fiction and film
to present a lover's-eye view of this passion. Her approach is
seasoned with some philosophy, used not unlike the way the
Elizabethans used spices, to mask the taste of spoiled meat. The
resultant stew wants more seasoning, and far more simmering.
The central thesis of Dreams of Love and Fateful Encounters is
that love is a powefil agent of change. Person limits the discussion
to its passionate form precisely because she considers it "the most
complete form of love the one, above all, that allows for self-transformation and self-transcendence'' (p.50). By "self-transcendence"
she seems to mean the surmounting oiF ego bomdaries towards
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union with the other, usually effected sexually. She describes it
mystically, like a Buddhist describing Nirvana. This merger, as she
calls it, has plenty of potential for pathology, becoming not the union
of two souls, but the escape of one by submersion, surrender, or
enslavement. Person treats these pseudomorphs the same as the
genuine article without advice on avoidingthe former and attaining
the latter. These false forms, by th.e way, are explained admirably
in Sartre's Being and Nothingness, a work Person claims to have
read, as flights from self-responsibility into slavishness. Since they
are no cause for celebration, they must not be what Person means
by love's magical power of change.
Because self-transformation involves a real change m d not this
loss of self, it is the more promising phenomenon. While Person is far
from systematic in specifying change from what, to what, the central
notion seems to be that in passionate love we obtain a uqiquely
insighti3 perspective on another person. 'I'hrough love we can grasp
another, contra Sartre, not as object but as subject, a sod in its own
inwardness. One result of this perception is that we thereby soothe
the isolation inherent in the human condition. Person makes much of
Aristophanes' myth as told in Plate's Symposium. The story is a
charming one: Speedy eight-legged, carwheehg, spheres attempt to
roll up Qlympus and.are consequently punished by Zeus to surgical
halving; theredter, 'love is the longingforce by which these aboriginal
humms seek their better halves. She takes-this tale almost 'literally,
and, by ignoringthe rest of the Symposium, concludes that love arises
from deficiency and is driven by need. If romantic passion restores to
us, however fleetingly*this sense c~fwholeness, to her that is wonderwork enough. The conclusion,however, results from a flawed premise,
as we shall later see.
The lovers' unique perspective yields a more noteworthy result,
one that Person mentions but does not develop. The lovers incorporate each other into themselves; they see the world through each
other's eyes; they share an identity; both stand ready to waive their
own interests in behalf of the other. Lust and love contrast sharply
here: in the former the other is an object, a means to our own
gratification; in love the other is an end whose needs outrank our
own and whose joy it is our joy to give. Here is a genuine stretching
of ego boundaries, in both psychoanalytic a d ethical terms.
Nowhere is this phenomenon better described than by William
James in 'What Makes a Life Significant:"
Every Jack sees in his own particular Jill charms and
perfections to the enchantme:ntof which we stolid onlookers
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are stone-cold. And which has the superior view of the
absolute truth, he or we? Which has the more vital insight
into the nature of Jill's existence, as a fact? Is he in excess,
being in this matter a maniac? or are we in defect, being
victims of a pathological anaesthesia. as regards Jill's magical importance? Surely the latter; r~urelyto Jack are the
profounder truths revealed; surely poor Jill's palpitating
little life-throbs are among the wonders of creation, are
worthy of this sympathetic interest; and it is to our shame
that the rest of us cannot feel like Jack. For Jack realizes
Jill concretely, and we do not. He struggles toward a union
with her inner life, divining her feelings, anticipating her
desires, understanding her limits as manfully as he
can.. ..Whilst-we,dead clods that we are, do not even seek
after these things, but are contented that that portion of
eternal fact named Jill should be for us as if it were
not....May the ancient blindness never wrap its clouds
about either of them again!. .We ought, all of us, to realize
each other in this intense, pathetic, ,andimportant way.

.

This "ancient blindness" to others is our normal human state.
It is, as James suggests, a serious defect in us, the self-centered
stupor from which ethical systems labor to remove us. Toward one
other person at least, Jack has achieveld the moral point of view.
Stolid onlookers advance the notion that love is blind in order to
exculpate themselves; what Jack sees in Jill is both real and right.
The onlookers' dismissal of the level-s may stem from the fact
that Jack and Jill see in each other what we do not, or that they fail
to see in us that same specialness. But there is a more likely source.
Passionate lovers are notorious for their exclusion of the world
beyond that encircled by their embraces. Face to face, the lovers
block out the world, rendering it superfluous, an exile to which the
world does not take kindly. In this the lovers are at fault; but we,
who wonder "What does he see in her?," are worse.
What do the lovers see that we do not? Person is unsure. In one
sense or another, the lover has idealized the beloved. It could be
that he has heaped on her all the qualities his own fantasy
by Stendhal,
demands. This process is described as "crystallizationy~
and it ends badly, as it was begun, by the llover denuding the beloved
of the virtues he invented for her. (Person celebrates love's imaginative power because of events such as this,.)Alternatively, the lovers
could be seeing past the dross into some true best self implicit in
the other. In this vein, Person says:
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Because ofthe way in which each lover sees the other as his best

self, the worth of each, previously buried or unrealized, is
allowed to surface. It is this goodnesstowards which love strives.
The lover feels expanded, conscious of new powers and a newfound goodness within himself. He attempts to be his best
self.. ..The beloved sees good in the lover, of which the lover was
only dimly aware. Often what allows us tofall in loveisthe lovely
picture of ourselves reflectedin the lover's eyes. (p.68)
Although she doesn't say so, this is the Platonic view, and there
is no question that for Plato this true best self is real, albeit in the
mode of potentiality. The lover perceives truly; he does not invent.
If so, it is hard to see why Person believes that even this form can
end in deidealization. The other's good remains good regardless of
whether we remain in love with it. Yet there is a puzzle there, too,
for how can anyone, in Plato's view,fall out oflove with Good, except
through ignorance? Love-Eros--for Plato is the motive force of life
towards goodness, ever impelling us upward in the direction of
perfection. Were the beloved to forsake her own potential good by
lapsing into indifference to it oir by actively pursuing evil, these
would be excellent grounds indeed for disafTectionwith her. But this
is not, strictly speaking, a deidealization, since the beloved's good
remains good, although unactualized,
While Plato colors much of Person's discussion of love as an agent
of change, there is an acute divergence between them. In the above
quotation, Person seems certain love strives towards goodness. But
that remark is atypical, suffocated under numerous others wherein
love brings change for good OR ill. While Platonic Eros is always
agathotropic, growingtowards good, Person seems to applaud change
per se. Note that disease and disaster both wreak change, but only a
callous novelty-seeker would welcome them in themselves.
Whether love sees a true or false idealization of the beloved,
James is clear on the good use to be made of this superior insight.
Here again Person ambivalates. The lover may
...go so far as to renounce his very right to possess the beloved
or to be with her. In so doirlg he asserts his altruism, his
goodness, his capacityfor self-sacrificeon behalf of the beloved.
He achieves a kind of moral sluperiority and one of the 'purer7
forms of love: the ability to puct the beloved first. (p.118)
Thus granting the other's vilewpoint the same stature as one's
own is what James had in mind. But, accordingto Person, the lover
is as likely to see in the beloved's "palpitating little life-throbs" only
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the capacity to arouse and gratify his olwn. The lover has both "a
need t o love...a need to minister to the beloved," and the capacity
to "idealize" the beloved's usefulness to him: "It is not just the
physical or spiritual person per se who is idealized; it is the
potential ability of the beloved, as imagined by the lover, to gratify
him" (p.120). In addition, while the lover is ministering to the
beloved he is also identifyingwith her; thus, "through his identification with his beloved he shares vicariously in the pleasure of being
ministered to" (p.121), a kind of auto-eroticism. Self-sacrifice,
altruism's highest flying arrow, is liere bent back into the
boomerang of egoism, however indirect. Person will not say which
of these motivates true love, nor to which love ought aspire.
Perhaps Person conceives the enterprise of Dreams of Love and
Fateful Encounters to be strictly descriptive. I fear I find such
normative nonchalance offensive. Why write a book on love and why
read one except to sort out pathology fro~mparadigm? Our personal
experience of love is, of necessity, limited (unless we boast with Don
Juan "a thousand and three in Spain, alone"), and we seek to
supplement it. Love tainted or love true are equally instructive,
equally something to steer by, provided someone exercises the
judgment to label them both.
Dreams of Love and Fateful Encounters is fatally flawed by a
lack of this judgment. Hence, true Platonic idealization,
Stendhalian crystallization, and self-serving egoistic constructions
are all on equal footing. Similarly, while she vaunts love's power to
change the lover she is unconcerned with distinguishing better
from worse. At fault are several factors that conspire against the
inquiry at the outset.
The first is Person's practice as a psychiatrist. The "talking cure"
of psychoanalysis requires a disciplined inonjudgmental acceptance
on the part of the analyst, regardless of the patient's depravity.
While Person does not, for obvious reasons, include patient
material from her own practice, she makes use of that of other
psychiatrists. All of it is presented in the same supposedly
straightforward and descriptive manner with which she approaches fiction and film. Somejarring j~urtapositionsof street-talk
and muse-inspired poetry result. An unrlepentant rationalist would
note here that a sample drawn from psychiatric patients, Hollywood, and contemporary fiction is representative of exactly nothing. In fact, such samples are biased towards the crash and burn
victims. Combined with her 'let-it-all-hang-out" attitude is her
apparent belief that exhaustive description is the necessary purgative for the reductionism she attributes to other accounts of love.
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Consequently, the book has a catalogue qualit% Numerous pages
proceed "for some,...for others,...and still others," etc. in an
enumerative steeplechase that never sights a conclusion to merit
the hunt. This book romps over a lot of turf without covering much
ground. The struggle against reductionism need not condemn us to
such unsorted and amorphous heaps of multiplicity.
Secondly, there is Person's fixation on passionate romantic love.
In this stage, the lovers are where we left them, face to face, their
backs to the world. Falling in love boots us out of our self-absorption
into this rapt attention with another, where we are privileged to the
insight James describes. The process is aptly defined by Ortega as
a "phenomenon of attention" (On Love, Aspects of a Single Theme,
Chap. 2). Allowed to stay here, however, the lovers can expand only
so far as the egoism of two that Person describes. Normally, the
world intrudes: who, after all, is that endlessly fascinating? Simone
de Beauvoir, who also appears in Person's bibliography$is correct
in statingthat "two lovers destined solely for each other are already
dead: They die of ennui, of the slow agony of a love that feeds only
on itself" (The Second Sex, Chap. 23), a statement Person overlooks.
The lesson learned, we are meant to move on and make use of it.
The transition beyond the obsession of passionate love is often
accomplished through the birth of a child, although this is by no
means the only way h Person's view, this is hardly a blessed event.
Citing several convoluted psychological causes, and overlooking all
the obvious physical ones for the woman, Person has childbirth
spelling the death of sexual passion and the beginnings of disillusionment. The only reason to regard it as such, I maintain, is this
intransigent allegiance to love's obsessive phase. Notions of duty,
responsibility, and commitment enter with the birth of the child.
Person is inclined to use such terns pejoratively. For her they always
characterize passion's remains, the ashes and embers of wilsre
domesticated, what she calls "afpectionate bonding." On this subject,
Person does for once give us the benefit of her judgment: "In &ctionate bonding, the form of love most highly touted by mental health
professionals, a couple gradually develops deep and reliable ties of
mutual caring, interests and loyal@ They come to believe in one
another and to feel assured of the ongoing sustaining.nature of their
relationship," So far, so good; but she continues, "Not Romeo m d
Juliet, but Ma and Pa Kettle are the exemplary pair" (pp.51-52).
Having thus forestalled disagreement, who would dare to champion
"affectionate bonding"? Person is biased toward the preservation of
passion in a Peter Pan love that refbes to grow up.
While "mutual caring, interests and loyalty" are nice,
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throughout the book she regards them as tepid leftovers. She
underrates these virtues by comparing them, anachronistically, to
the intensity and excitement of passiort's stage. While lamenting
that passion is short-lived and unreliable, she is unwilling to credit
"affectionate bonding" with the concomitant virtues of longevity
and steadfastness. A lack of subtlety ,and a faulty quantitative
model seem to lurk behind Person's treatment of the birth of a child.
She envisages the lovers paring their po~.tionsof love for each other
in order to share with the child, thus diminishing their own store.
While the lovers' attention is distinctly divided by the child, their
love, I suggest, is increased. Love is not like money depleted by
spending; it is more like light played upon mirrors, magnified by
the number if plays upon. The child forces the lovers' attention
outward toward another. Now, in Saint-Exupery's phrase, 'love
does not consist in gazing at each other, but in gazing outward in
the same direction."Through this movement, love has qualitatively
improved, deepened, grown constant anid endlessly renewable in a
joint venture of unequalled importance. The insight into another's
subjectivity and specialness now extends to a third person. From
there, in thinking beings and in theory, it should be capable of
extension by inference to the vast portioin of the world not made up
of loved ones. Person construes this major moral work as a loss.'
Instead, she advocates desperate meiasures toward the preservation of passion. She offers this advice:
Excitement can be fostered by uncertainty, by periodic
separations, by unconventionality, and, most importantly,
perhaps, by ready access to the unconsdous and the primitive reaches of one's own and one's lover's soul. It can be
renewed by threats of triangulation [i.e., "&airs"l ....And
intensity can sometimes be maintained courtesy of particular neurotic fits (pp.330-331).
(Person is unaware of the ambiguity of "neurotic fits," by which I
believe she means neuroses tailored to the contours of one's own,
not contrived conniptions.) She speaks of a dance of give and take
in which the lovers alternate the roles of parent and child (p.122).
And she celebrates the "delights of regression" (p.336).
And that brings us to the final flaw of the book, Person's
relentless Freudianism. It is not possible in this space to investigate
the limits of the theory itself, but only to suggest the particular
ways in which it hobbles Person's enterprise. Primarily at fault are
the theory's developmental impoverish.ment and its inadequate
notion of health.
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Person credits Freud with "fleshing-out the Platonic insight"
(via Aristophanes' myth) that love is a re-finding. She says:
It was Freud's genius to see that all the lover's unfulfilled
yearnings are transferred to the beloved, who is as a consequence experienced as the reincarnated source of all that is
potentially good. The enormous power the beloved seems to
exert on the lover can in part be explained by the love object
having been invested with the mystique of all the lost
objects from the past (p.114).
Love "seeks (unconsciously)to undlo the losses of early life, to gratify
unfulfilled and forbidden childhood wishes" (p.115). What we hope
to restore through love is the purportedly Edenic state of childhood
where we basked in our own narcissistic perfection. Sane and sick
alike, we all seek to return to childhood, recover oneness with
mother, restore the infantile belief in our own omnipotence, and
resolve old Oedipal conflicts. Love lightens the load of the baggage
we bear from our pasts, by making pack-mules of our lovers, but we
are constricted by a "straightjack~etof repetition" (p.247).
Plato and Freud agree that Ekes is the force that propels us.
Here Person turns Whitehead's observation that everything is a
footnote t o Plato, and all of history9on their heads by remarking
that "The traditional philosophic view echoes the psychoanalytic"
(p.325, my emphasis). But the direction of Freudian movement is
backwards, regressive where Plato is progressive. As adults we go
back to the ideal state we imagined as infants. In what sense exactly
is this growth? We never outgrow this chrysalis; we are condemned
to creeping caterpillarhood. What is accomplished by this regression other than a return to the st,artingblock? Where ought we to
go from there?
The essential difference between children and adults in the
Freudian scheme seems to be only one of size. As children we stuff
the unconscious full of the slings end arrows of Oedipal misfortune.
As we grow larger, the unconscio~zsalso enlarges, much in the way
spleens and appendices do, stuffed full of inflamed repressions.
Dysfunction apparently results from something like a burst unconscious. On this view, "normal" people have the same repressions,
but not, by definition, more than the unconscious can handle.
Freudians posit repressions in the healthy by the evidence of the
sick, evidence which comes ex post facto. There is, then, a thin line
between normal and abnormal, and about the best we can say of
the former is "you haven't cracked, yet."
The interesting question is OIF course how some can cope with
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these repressions while others cannot. Similarly, how do some
lovers do more with love than daunt it with this dalliance with
childhood? Person, unhelpfully, credits chance. Never does she
discuss recognizably healthy forms of relationships without
employing the language of luck. For example, she says one can
overcome the power struggle she claims essential to love "only if he
has the good fortune to become his own authority" (p.183). IF one
has negotiated one's childhood dilemmas successfully, IF one is not
cursed with a harsh superego, IF one was blessed with particularly
understanding parents, etc., THEN it appears one can escape this
regression to make an autonomous authority of oneself. But if some
can escape these Freudian determinants, then surely others can,
too, a fact that repudiates their power as determinants at all. What
is a causal determinant in the dysfuncti.ona1patient appears as no
more than a factor in the functional.
It is interesting to note that passion happens to us; it is undergone; affectionatebonding, however, is willed, a work of choice, not
chance. While attempting to convince herself of some virtues in
affectionate bonding (she protests too ]much), Person notes some
interesting things. The first is that the envy which stokes those
Oedipal furies "may well have its origin in the feelings of exclusion
experienced by the child vis-a-vis his parents, particularly and
paradigmatically when the parents seek the communion of love
behind closed doors" (p.323). On the other hand, she notes that
children consider themselves fortunate if their parents' love is of
the companionate form, that is, affectionate bonding. She says,
parenthetically, "Perhaps the reason is that these relationships
leave room for the children while the more passionate variety
sometimes does not" (p.327). Taken together, these two observations would seem to suggest that the health of all concerned might
be obtained through the achievement of affectionate bonding. Because it is chosen, affectionate bonding is not the result of a
deterministic repetition of childhood. It is the work of autonomous
adults, an achievement, not an accident Because they have moved
on from obsession with each other, as parents they are capable of
including their children in their love. Z"he children, consequently,
need not compete like Oedipus or Electra for the love they require.
Thus, this whole Freudian cycle can be ;avoided.
Others have amply noted the scientific deficiencies of Freudian
theory. (See Ernest Nagel et al., in .Psychoanalysis, Scientific
Method, and Philosophy, edited by Sildney Hook, for example.)
Because it is a theory of unconscious motivation, it is not confirmable by observation. Its best evidence is that of the analyst's
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interview, evidence that is tainted by the analyst's interpretation
and that lies beyond objective scrutiny. Person employs the fallacy
of the invincible thesis throughout the book by claiming that a
complex exists regardless of one's awareness of it. Often the analyst
reads in the patient's resistance to the suggestion of a complex
further proof of its existence. In this regard the theory is also
uxifalsifiable, Add to these a view of love that renders us utterly
feckless, unlucky in love and life, Pray, why keep the theory?
When not overly stretched, Reudian metaphor can explain
much. In Person's hands it is Procrustean, demonstrating that it is
not reductionism she abhors, but only other people's. Bishop
Thomas Wilson is credited with the remark, "love is a talkative
passion." The length of this book demonstrates that. Perhaps Person hoped to effect her own "talking cure." But as % understand it,
the "talking cure" works, if at all, by bringing the dark demons of
the unconscious into the light of the conscious mind where they can
be dealt with. This view attributes certain powers to the conscious
mind, and chief among them must be the tools of reason. Only by
employing them-to sort out paradigm from pathology-can Person
enable her readers to achieve their growth.

University ofDelaware

The Rise and Decline of Westerrt Liberalism.
By Anthony Arblaster. Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1984.

A n t h o n y Arblaster has composed, mainly in the form of a historical account, a polemic against liberalism in all the conventional
senses of the term, but especially against classical liberalism. In
his preface the author declares that "liberalism has therefore had,
in my view, a rather better press than it; deserves," and it is clear
on practically every page that he intends to redress the balance.
Arblaster deserves credit for taking on a subject of the scope and
complexity of western liberalism; other recent writers in this highly
important area have either dealt with the topic all too briefly, or
concentrated on particular periods or national traditions. In the
end, however, the product ofhis efforts ishighly disappointing,with
occasional insights overwhelmed by massive prejudice, ignorance,
and outright fatuousness.'
The author correctly asserts: "There is a sense in which any book
about liberalism in general is bound to be a book about exploring
the definition, or the concept of liberalism.. ..For liberalism is not
reducible to a set of general or abstract propositions. It is a historical movement of ideas and a political and social practice." Still, as
he concedes, the recognition of "certain continuities and common
threads" is required in order to demarcate what, out of all the
thinking and events that have taken place in the past several
centuries, is to count as pertaining to liberalism. The question, of
course, is whether the author has hit upon the right "continuities
and common threads."
The book is divided into three parts, the first providing an
analysis of the philosophical foundations of liberalism and the other
two dealing with its history ("rise and decline*). In what follows I
shall confine myself to discussingArblaster's treatment of classical
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989) 167-168
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liberalism, in my view (for which I[ cannot argue here) the authentic
form of the doctrine.
. A major defect of part one is shared by other works in the field:
too much weight is given to technical philosophical thought. There
is a good deal of truth in Arblaster's statement that "at the base of
every major political doctrine" lies "a distinctive conception of man,
or human nature, and a general theory of human society logically
related to that conception." Much more dubious, however, is the
proposition that the coherence of an ideology's values "is derived
from the metaphysics or ontology lying behind them." Have liberals
then always, or almost always; shared the same metaphysics and
ontology? Arblaster seems to say so. He believes that while "this
relation between .political and moral values and ontological or
metaphysical theory is not always made plain," Hobbes and Bentham have the merit of having displayed "the structure of the
argument" (emphasis added).
Arblaster thus appears to assume that the foundation of
liberalism is the nominalist-atomistic world-view, with an empiricist epistemology and a utilitarian ethics. He then has the job
of trying to fit historical liberalism into this Procrustean bed. One
method is through omission. While Karat, for instance, i% referred
to on eleven pages, the only reference to his deviation from the
supposed philosophical foundation of liberalism occurs on page 334:
"Rawls's Kantian approach implies more respect for the rights of
the individual than classical utilitarianism allows for." There is no
mention of Kant's divergent metaphysics and epistemology. Some
other liberals who would not fit into Arblaster's stereotype are
simply never mentioned at all: Wilhelm von Humboldt, the French
Doctrinaires, and the F'rench Liberal Catholics, for instance. In this
way, the author makes the task of conforming liberal political values
to a particular philosophical outlook a good deal easier for himself.
Restricting liberalism in the analytical section to the tradition
of British empiricism, and then mucking about with the various
components of that tradition, .Arblaster succeeds in creating a
parody of "the" liberal world-view. In the liberal view, "desires are
taken as given.. .the whole process of socialization.. .is generally
ignored by liberal theory.. . Where is] a liberal suspicion of m y
intellectual developments which...suggest that the social conditioning of individuals extends as far as the shaping of their wants
and aspirations." Just what does the author suppose the whole
liberal distinction-from Benjamin Constant to Herbert Spencerbetween military and industrial societies was about? Moreover,
that he could believe that his description reflects the ideas of, say,
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Adam Smith or Tocqueville is incredible.:! This absurdity is appropriately followed by a discussion of the Marquis de Sade
lengthier than the book's treatment of Constant.
We then learn that in "the" liberal world-view "at its most
fundamental ontological level a man can be certain only of his own
existence--which means that solipsism is an ever-present threat in
this philosophy.'Tes, of course. Liberalismhas a "tendency to stress
the inherently anti-social,or at least, non-social character ofhuman
beings." Here Hobbes (who was not, pace Leo Strauss, the first
liberal, or any liberal at all) is the chief-really, the sole-exhibit
presented, and Arblaster displays a good deal of confusion in
arguing his point. He states, of "many liberals, from Locke to Mill,"
that, in contrast to Hobbes, "they simply denied that self-interest
necessarily ruled out either.individua1 benevolence or' the possibility of social harmony"; they entertained "hypotheses of a
natural harmony between the interests of individuals" and an
"optimistic account of the relation of the individual to society." Well
and good. Arblaster nonetheless concludes:"the difference between,
let us say, Hobbes and Adam Smith is not over the essential
characterization of human nature. They are agreed in thinking of
man as naturally non-social and egoistic." But what is the force of
this, given the liberals' belief in "natural harmony" and the "optimism" just mentioned? And what, for instance, of Smith's ascription to "human nature" of "the propensity of truck, barter, and
~ Arblaster's way of doing
exchange one thing for a n ~ t h e r " ?In
intellectual history, not even such ah obvious counter-example as
this need be accounted for.
Arblaster's donnish English parochialism is illustrated by his
treatment of the plight of ethical values. Part of the rising tide of
liberalism in the early modern period was the growth of the "orthodox outlook of modern science," which conceives of nature as
totally ethically neutral. This creates a problem, he feels: 'Where
do values go when they are excluded from the empirical world of
science? The answer of modern liberal moral theory is that they
become a matter of individual choice and commitment." Arblaster
follows these words with a quotation from-Iris Murdoch. Previously he had illustrated the liberal concept of the "individual" by
a quotation from E.M. Forster. It is an annoying habit of his to
bolster his interpretation of liberal thought at key points by citing,
not important and acknowledged representatives of classical
liberalism of the past and present, but various twentieth century
English writers usually novelists. (Forster is mentioned on
eighteen pages.)'
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What Arblaster is trying to demonstrate is that in a liberal
society man must suffer from deracination and anomie. His dialectical talents are insufficientfor his purposes, however. Consider the
following passage:

...the liberal conception of the moral life is essentially individualistic. Values are not woven into the fabric of the
universe, as they had been by Aristotelianism and medieval
Christianity. Nor can they be laid down by any form oftradiLional or institutional authority, whether secular or religious.
F'rom the beginning liberalism disputes the right of priests or
kings to force conscience. The individual must choose his
values for himself, and construct his own morality.
This clearly resembles the attitude of modern British academics
much more than it does that of.' most of the great figures in the
history of liberalism, or even many present-day classical liberal
philosophers who consider themselves in the Aristotelian tradition.
Note how the author takes the genuinely liberal principle that
priests and kings (and everyone else) are prohibited from forcing
conscience to be more or less equivalent to the notion that no
traditional or institutional authority may "lay downyyvalues.
Liberals who are Roman Catholics, Orthodox Jews, or Mormons
will accept the first proposition while without conka&ction denying
the second. Moreover, the claims in this passage simply have no
relevance to the history of liberalism even as Arblaster proposes to
recount it. Leaving aside the believers in natural rights (is it
possible to recognize John Lilbmne or John Locke in the above
description?), Arblaster himself has just cpoted Bentham: "Nature
has placed Mankind under tlie governance of two sovereign
masters, pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what
we ought to do, as well as to determine what we shall do. On the
one hand the standard of right m d wrong, on the other the chain
of causes and effects, are fastened to their throne." Ts claim, as
Arblaster implicitly does, that; this amounts to holding that "the
individual must choose his values for himself, and construct his own
morality," is nonsense,
In these musing, whose hidden agenda is what is currently
called "communitarianism," the author leans a good deal on mother
; states, for instance:
critic of liberalism, Alasdair M a c I n t ~ ehe
"liberal morality differs from both Marxism and traditional Christianity, which share the belief that questions about the nature of
the world and of human beings have to be asked and answered
before it is possible to amswer the question, 'But how ought I to live.'"
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Does this mean that liberalism must first pass judgment on the
existence of an after-life (as both Marxism and traditional Christianity, for instance, do) before it can deal with questions of social
ethics? MacIntyre and Arblaster seem to find it impossible to
comprehend an ideology that quite delib~ratelytakes no position
on the great issues of ultimate meaning. Liberalism functions on
a radically different level from all-encompassing religious, quasireligious, or philosophical outlooks, in that it refuses to propose an
answer to the question of how people ought to live. It may, in fact,
be viewed in its cultural dimension as a solution to the problem of
how society is to be organized once we realize that an abundance of
diverse responses to the great questions of ethics and religion is
here to stay.
As a communitarian, Arblaster wmts to deny the inevitability
of pluralism in modern societies, but he never clearly and
forthrightly joins issue with liberalism on this point. Instead, he
stresses the alleged drawbacks even of toleration of conflicting
religions: indifference and skepticism. "In practice the most
tolerant society is likely to be also the one which is the most aimless"
(emphasis added). But what would a modern society with a welldefined, comprehensive set of "aims" look like? How would it be
possible in the absence of a politically-empowered, ideologicallycoherent elite, of the sort that was available to traditional Christianity and that Marxist regimes find indispensable?
While the tendency to misanthropy, solipsism, alienation, anomie,
and sadism are among the major charges he levels against liberalism,
the author is willing to take up virtually any criticism he might find
lying around: e.g., 'liberalism has never developed a satisfyingtheory
of art and imagination." Presumably, he believes that conservatism
and socialism do have such satisfyingtheories. Such is the not merely
critical, but relentlessly captious and carping tone to which anyone
undertaking to read this book must resign himself.
Unfortunately, only a very few of the ]pointsmade in the historical section can be addressed here.
Arblaster begins by rejecting the "old Whig version of English,
and even Western history," which traces the roots of liberalism to
the medieval period. Instead, betraying again his preference for
high philosophy over institutional history and Weltanschauung
over politics and law, he claims that it was in the Renaissance that
the assembling of the liberal doctrine begins. Great stress is laid on
the humanist thought of Marsilio Ficino and his disciple Pico della
Mirandola. In Pico's Oration on the Dignity ofMan, God hails man
as "the maker and moulder of thyself," who is free to fashion himself
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"in whatever shape thou shalt prefer." This is doubtless a noble
celebration of the high human estate; yet not every such apotheosis
can be considered liberal-Marx's Promethean view of man, for
instance. When, as Arblaster notes, Tasso remarked that "there are
two creators, God and the poet," he was certainly glorifjling boundless human creativity in a certain sphere; but so far nothing at all
has been said on behalf of a liberal social order.
Already fatal to Arblaster's project is that he has gotten his
starting point wrong. What the disparaged 'Whig" historians,
above all Acton, understood was that liberalism was born in the
West, out of the womb of the Europe that was, or had once been, in
communion with the Bishop of Rome, nowhere else. It happens that
the history of this particular culture includes episodes like the
conflict of emperor and pope and the rise of the chartered towns of
the Middle Ages, the emergence of'representativebodies restricting
the royal prerogative, of declarations of rights like the Magna
Carta, and of a political discoursejustifying those rights. In general,
it comprises the growth of a system of divided and competing
jurisdictions, within which property rights and freedomof action could
find a haven, prove themselvesin practice, and furnish precedents and
models. This grand history, so far fom being irrelevant to liberalism's
storyBis the beginning and foundation of it.
More illuminating for the development sf liberalism than the
heroic humanism of Renaissance 1:talyis its evolution as "a political
and social practiceyy-in other words, how the institutions and ah
titudes bequeathed by the Middle Ages were transformed in a liberal
direction under the impact of modern conditions. Arblaster rightly
emphasizes the importance of the growth of religious toleration and
of the polity that first establishedit in western Europe, the commercial
republic of the ether lands? In a nice passage, he states:
in the difficult, piecemeal, haphazard process of the establishment of liberal principles in Europe, this middle-class
republic represents their first secure foothold in modern
history. And its national stiuggle against Spain rightly
became a potent symbol for liberals in later times. The plays
and music of Goethe and Schiller, Beethoven and Verdi, are
the noble salutes of liberal posterity to the heroic struggle
against Spanish absolutism.
After the successful war of liberation against Spain, no new
monarchy arose in the Netherland: "Holland provided a working
example of a headless commsnwealth," which, by combining
religious toleration, intellectual fieedom, the rule of law, and com-
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mercial prosperity, served as a highly aktractive model. Arblaster
quotes a passage from Spinoza, (reminiscent of Voltaire's remarks
on the London Stock Exchange):
The city of Amsterdam reaps the fruit of this freedom in its
own great prosperity and in the admiration of other people.
For in this most flourishing state, and most splendid city,
men of every nation and religion live together in the greatest
harmony, and ask no questions before trusting their goods
to a fellow-citizen, save whether he be rich or poor, and
whether he generally acts honestly, or the reverse.
Among the many liberal developments influenced by the evolution of Holland was the Leveller movement.' Arblaster is to be
.commended for emphasizing the significance of the Levellers. Contrary to the propaganda of their opponents, who wished to tar them
with the brush of economic equalizers, they were firm believers in
property rights. In fact, it is with the Levellers, advocates of private
property, religious liberty, and freedom of the press as natural
rights, and enemies of state monopoly grants and any church
establishment, that liberalism makes its debut on the stage of
h i ~ t o r yBy
. ~ the middle of the seventeenth century, it was possible
for the Levellers to assert that the unprecedented degree of emancipation they proposed was perfectly consistent with the continued
integrity and harmonious functioning of society. Arblaster would
have been well-advised to follow up this line of development, since
it represents the core of what has been characteristically liberal as
a "political and social practice." That line continues with the Real
Whigs and the late-18th century English radicals, including Price,
Priestly, and Thomas Paine. Arblaster does quote Paine's famous
dictum from The Rights of Man:
Great part of that order which reigns among mankind is not
the effect of government. It has its origin in the principles
of society and the natural constitution of man. It existed
prior to government, and would exist if the formality of
government was ab~lished.~
He does not, however, dwell on the statement, nor does he
appear to realize that it does not simply reflect Paine's version of
liberalism, but instead contains the central insight of authentic
liberalism: society must be understood as separate from and in
opposition to government, as a network of individuals interacting
within the very wide bounds of their natural rights, and, so understood, it is by and large self-regulating.10 On this basis, a kind of
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ideal-type of classical liberalism could be elaborated. The figures
and episodes who would then fit into the story would include
Jefferson and the American Jeffersonian tradition, Benjamin Constant and the Censeur group in France, the Anti-Corn Law League
and its counterparts i? France, Germany, and elsewhere, Bastiat
and the Journal des Economistes, and Herbert Spencer and the
radical individualists of the late nineteenth century. Other movements and thinkers could then be considered, as they were situated
nearer or further from this liberal central line. Following such a
procedure would have clearly delineated the features of a liberalism
that evolved but did not finally disintegrate into a meaningless,
featureless set ofmental attitudes and personal preferences. It would
have avoided the recourse Arblaster is compelled to adopt of "then
there was this, and then there was that," over three hundred years.
On the nineteenth century, hblaster is as tendentious as ever.
The Irish famine is laid d o m as a trurnp card against liberalism.
The author is obviously irked that while fascism and revolutionary
Marxism have been debited with millions of victims, liberalism has
gotten off rather easy. Insofar as the British stood by "the principles
of free trade and laissez-faire economics" and allowed the Irish to
starve, liberalism "also has its massacres and cruelties to answer
for," More to the point, however, would have been to confiont the
question, Why did Britain and the rest of western. and central
Europe not fall victim to a similar catastrophe? Here a rational and
balanced discussion of the Industrial RevoIution would have been
in order. Instead, Arblaster resorts to the latest dodge of the
anti-industrialists: the truth of what happened to the living standards of British working people during industrialization, it now
turns out, after generations of debate on that very question, is not
important. "Whether or not the living standards of the mass of
people rose or fell in real terms, the sheer visibility and extent of
urban poverty and squalor" and the disparity in wealth between
capitalists and factory workers led many to question the new
system. Arblaster shows no appreciation of the meaning of the
Industrial Revolution, that it was the West's solution to an unprecedented population explosion. As a recent historian has written in
assessing industrialization in Britain:

...what would have happened to Britain's teeming population had industrial growth not rescued it from a Malthusian
population trap? It is difficult to see how a "check'hn an
even more catastrophic scale than the Irish famine of 184547 could have been avoided, and to this not inconsiderable
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extent the Industrial Revolution brought the benefit of
permitting a much larger population to survive and, in the
long run, thrive."
Critics of capitalist industrialization like Arblaster might consider the likely results of having tried to keep the new tens of
millions in Europe alive through, say, the central planning of the
Saint-Simonians or the state-funded worker cooperatives of Louis
Blanc and Ferdinand Lassalle.
This is the fundamental economic condition that should be
borne in mind in considering the liberal fear of democracy-or the
"mob"-that emerged under certain circumstances, and that
Arblaster so enjoys gloating over. "In 1848 [in Paris]. ..the demand
was for social revolution, for the 'red republic.'" Tocqueville's horrified condemnation of the June uprising is, accurately enough,
taken as representative of the attitude of liberals of the time.
According to Arblaster, Tocqueville
feared the masses, and saw their rebellion in June as a
threat to the whole order of civilized society....when
democracy threatened to open the way to socialism, Tocqueville drew back and joined the side of "order," which, in
1848, was a euphemism for direct, brutal repression of the
urban poor.
But, in the first place, the June uprising was not a manifestation
of"democracy." Arblaster ignores the fact that the Parisian workers
and the socialist intellectuals who lead them were in conscious
opposition to the great majority of Frenchmen, who had made their
conservative sentiments clear in the elections of May, conducted
according to universal manhood suffrage.12 That, when it came to
an actual vote, the majority of the French could not be had for a
"social republic" annoys a writer like Arblaster, who consequently
directs attention to the anti-democratis;mof the liberals.
Second, Arblaster is justified in disparaging the liberals' fear of
the socialist-led "mob" only if he can show that liberals like Tocqueville were wrong in believing that the transformations proposed
by the socialists would have led to disaster for the great majority
of people.'3
On John Stuart Mill Arblaster is nut only better informed, but
much more interesting. This is largely because the author's policy
of undercutting liberalism is more refreshing when applied to the
"saint of rationalism," who enjoys a vastly inflated position in the
conception of liberalism entertained by English-speaking people.
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Arblaster points out that for MG11, "society" posed even greater
dangers for individual liberty than the state itself. This is a view
that leads to pitting liberalism against perfectly innocent, non-coercive communitarian values and arrangements, and is another
respect in which Mill was actually a "modern," rather than a
classical liberal. It also tends in the direction of forgoing an alliance
between liberalism and the statepower, since it is exceedingly
difficult to see how, as a practical matter, non-coercive social norms
are to be foiled except with the aid of the state. (Historically, the
chief method for counteracting "oppressive" traditional arrangements has been for the state to displace the church, particularly in
education.)
Similarly, as Arblaster states, "Mill is concerned to attack not
merely governmental action, but also any kind of action in which
individuals band together and act as a collective body." He adds:
"Liberal individualism has generated a widespread, and often
rather silly, suspicion of all forms of collective action, as if individuals, and individualism, were somehow diminished by the very
act of working together" (emphasis added). This is very much on the
mark, and what it shows is that it is not individualist and liberal
doctrine that is at fault, but, rather Mill's obsession with the
individual shedding the constraints of non-governmental social
institutions. In contrast to Mill, the indispensability ofvo%mtaryily-sustained traditions and freely associated "collective" action was
stressed, among others, by the post-Revolutionary French liberals,
such as Constant, the Doctrinaires, Tocqueville, and Laboulaye.
Much more exemplary of the spirit of liberalism than John Stuart
Mill is Wilhelm von Humboldt, who stated, in the work that was an
inspiration for On Liberty:

...indeed, the whole tenor of the ideas and arguments unfolded in this essay might fairly be reduced to this, that
while [men] would break all fetters in human society, they
would attempt to find as many new social bonds as possible.
The isolated man is no more able to develop than the man
who is fettered.. .unions and associations, so far from having
harmful consequences of themselves, are one of the surest
and most appropriate ways d promoting and accelerating
human development.14
As for Arblaster's journalistic diatribe against Hayek, Milton
Friedman, and Nozick in the book's last chapter, "Liberalism
Today," it is not worth answering.
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1. As for fatuousness, one example may stand for scores: when Arblaster
comes to discuss the rise of capitalism in the sixteenth century, the
ethical-theological voluntarism expressed by William Tyndale in his statement, "to steal, rob, and murder are holy, when God commandeth them,"
elicits this from him: "Such teachings were extremely congenial to the
development of the capitalist economic order." Can Arblaster really believe
that what early capitalism desperately needed was masses of people who
felt that stealing, robbing, and murdering were holy acts when commanded
by God?
2. Arblaster allows a glimpse of the cloven hoof when he complains: T o r
liberals, people's apparent desires are also their real desires and should be
respected as such." Presumably he does not; hold that people's "apparent
desires" deserve to be respected.
3. Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations, ed., R.H. Campbell, AS. Skinner, and W.B. Todd (Indianapolis:
Liberty Classics, 1981), I, p.24.
4. While George Eliot, Matthew Arnold, and Alexander Herzen are discussed and Virginia Woolf and W.H. Auden mentioned several times, there
is no mention a t all of the School of Salamanca, Grotius, Pufendort, the
Physiocrats, Destutt de Tracy, Say, Charles Comte, Dunoyer, Thierry,
Bastiat, Gustav de Molinari, or Auberon Herbert, among many oth.ers.
5. Cf. Ludwig von Mises, Libera1ism:A Socia-EconomicExposition, trans.,
Ralph Raico, 2nd ed., (Kansas City, Kans.: Sheed Andrews and McMeel,
1978), p.192.
6. The crucial role of Holland as a nursery of liberal ideas and an exemplar
of the liberal polity is sketched by Christopher Dawson, in "The Historic
Origins of Liberalism," The Review of Politics, vol. 16, no. 3 (July, 1954).
7. Cf. for example, Richard Ireton's citation ofthe Dutch example in arguing
against military impressment in A Removzstrance of Many Thousand
Citizens: "the Hollanders our provident Neighbors have no such cruelties,
Don M. Wolfe, ed.,
esteeming nothing more unjust, or unreasonable
Leveller Manifestoes of the Puritan Revolution (1944; reprint, New York:
Humanities Press, 1967), p.125.
8. Perez Zagorin's terminology is more confusing than helpful when he calls
the Levellers "the first leftwing niovement in English and, indeed,
European politics." Rebels and Rulers, 1500-1660, I1 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1982), pp.163-164.
9. Arblaster usefully underscores (although for his own purposes) the
acceptance by radical liberals like Paine and Jefferson of the economic
inequality inevitably generated by a liberal order. Paine is quoted, from
his Dissertation on E r s t Principles of Governiment: T h a t property will ever
be unequal is certain. Industry, superiority off talents, dexterity of manage-
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ment, extreme frugality, fortunate opportunities, or the opposite, or the
means of those things, will ever produce that effect, without having
recourse to the harsh, ill-sounding names of avarice and oppression All
that is required with respect to property is to obtain it honestly, and not to
employ it criminally." This point is relevant to the debate among German
historians revolving around Lothar Gall's assertion of a rupture in the
development of liberalism brought a b u t by the new "class society" resulting from the Industrial Revolution.
10. Cf., in regard to economic liberalism, Albert Schatz, L'Individualisme
iconomique et social, Ses origines, son Bvolution, ses-formescontempomines
(Paris: Armand Colin, 1907), p.32, states: "...little by little the idea will
emerge and spread that the economic order is no more the artificial work
of the legislator than the order that naturally reigns in the functioning of
an organism is the work of the hygienist that there is, in a word, a natural
economic order and that this order is capable of being substituted for the
artificial order of regulation The day that this idea is scientifically established one may say that the individualist doctrine was born."
11. Eric J. Evans, The Forging of the Modern State. Early Industrial
Britain, 1783-1870(Londonmew York Longman, 1983),p.153. That Evans
is in general critical of the Industrial Revolution makes his conclusion all
the more impressive.
12. Eighty-four per cent of those eligible voted in the elections for the
Constituent Assembly. The socialists won only one hundred out of 900
hundred seats. See Jean %lard, Les r6volutions de 1789 c i 1851 (Paris:
Fayard, 1985), pp.422423.
f 3. In discussing ~cquevi'11e9s
social thought, the author characterizes his
celebrated phrase, "the tyranny of the majority," as Ymelodramatic," adding
that "Tocqueville does not provide the evidence to justify it." This is
incorrect, and one might have expected Arblaster to be more sensitive to
some of the evidence Tocqueville does cite, including the prevention of the
publication sf freethought works and interference with the right of free
blacks to vote. Alexis de 'Ibcqueville, Bemocracy in American, trans., Henry
Reeve and Rancis Bowen, ed., Phillips Bradley (New York: Vintage, 1942,
I, pp.275 and 373.
14, Wilhelm von Humboldt, The Limits of State Action, ed., with introduction by J.W. Burrow (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, f 969), pp.98
and 101.
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The Libertarian Idea. Jan Narveson. Temple
University Press, 1988.

R o b e r t Nozick's widelv admired workdnarehv, State. and Uto~ia
brought libertarianism io the attention of thewphilosophicalcommunity. Most courses in political philosophy these days include a
discussion of "Rawls and Nozick" and scores of authors of journal
articles have found in the labyrinthine complexity of the book ample
material for discussion.
Although Nozick's powers of imagination and argument have
won him much praise, few philosophers have become libertarians.
Jan Narveson, influenced by Nozick and David Gauthier, is perhaps
the most distinguished exception to this generalization. His outstanding new book is a thoroughgoing defense of libertarianism.
Before turning to a discussion of the book, it is worth noting that
there is a group of philosophers sympathetic to libertarianism
whose work has been to a large extent independent of Nozick. The
thinkers in question will no doubt be familiar to readers of Reason
Papers. Under the influence of Ayn Rand, they have defended a
neo-Aristotelian basis for libertarian natural rights. Unfortunately,
Narveson does not discuss their arguments at length, except for a
few pages devoted to Ellen Paul's argument for property rights. As
we shall see, Narveson has little use for natural rights, but a fuller
examination of the Randian argument by an author of such
manifest critical powers would have been valuable.
The first of the three parts into which Narveson's study is
divided deals with the question: 7 s Libertarianism Possible?" Narveson offers very valuable classificationsof a large number of terms
vital to any discussion of political philosophy, e.g., freedom, rights,
intervention, acquisition, etc. After a definition of libertarianism as
the view that "the only relevant consideration in political matters
Reason Papers No.14 (Spring 1989)169-177
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is individual liberty" (p.1)' he develops in some detail a libertarian
position on the manner in which liberty should be pursued. He
strongly defends the right of individual ownership of property
against charges that this right unduly restricts liberty.
One can only admire Narveson's comprehensive and detailed
grasp of the literature on the concepts of ethics. At times his
speed in darting from one issue to another leads him into some
hasty formulations. In his discussion of freedom, e.g., he advances this definition: "Person A is [completely] free with respect to
S1 = S1obtains if and only i f A chooses that S1" (p.18). Suppose
that God determines everything down to the minutest detail
before he creates the world. Amoyg the states of affairs he brings
about are both A's choice that S and S1. Surely we would not
normally say thatA is free with respect to S 1 in these circumstances. But A is free by Narveson's criterion.
Again, suppose that A chooses S1,for some unproblematic case.
As an example, let A be Mike Tyson and S1 be the state of affairs
in which Tyson remarries Robin Givens. Tyson is then free to
remarry Robin Givens just in case that his remarriage to her
obtains if and only if he chooses to remarry her. So far, so good.
Now let us examine this question: was Tyson free to choose
whether to remarry Robin Givens? On Narveson's analysis, Qson
will choose t o choose to remarry her if he is free with respect to his
choice to do so. This hardly strikes one as a plausible account of
what is meant by A's being free whether to choose to perform S1.
Narveson probably would be able to 'fix this up' without too
much trouble, and for the purpose of his book the points just given
are not terribly important. But one still needs to avoid undue haste
in an effort to be comprehensive. On the whole, however, Narveson's
conceptual classifications are succinct and valuable.
He continues to raise a number of significant points after he
turns from definitions to an examination of libertarianism. As he
rightly notes, libertarians do not support maximizing liberty. This
goal might require that one interfere with someone's rights in order
to advance liberty overall. Instead, libertarians hold that one
should interfere with each person's liberty as little as possible.
(p.32; at line five from the bottom, '(2)' should be'(lY) An example
will clari@ the difference. It might be that giving a poor person a
few thousand dollars taken from ;a billionaire will increase the poor
person's liberty more than it will decrease the rich person's. The
former will be able to do a great many more things than before his
involuntary subvention, while the latter will hardly miss the
money. (I do not mean to suggest here that quantitative com-
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parisons of liberty are possible: this is just a 'rough-and-ready'

assessment for the sake of the example.) If, however, the rich person
has just title to his money, in the libertarian view one cannot take
it from him since doing so violates his rights.
Narveson's distinction is of crucial importance, but I do not
think he has matters precisely on target. On his formulation, one
would be allowed to violate someone's rights if doing so minimizes
the total amount of interference. Suppose that one imprisons
without trial someone who is very likely in the future to commit a
large number of serious violations of rights. One may well have
lessened the total extent to which people interfere with one
another's rights by doing so, but this violates libertarian principles,
as they are normally understood.
It is precisely examples of this sort that Nozick had in mind in
his contention that rights are side-constraints. Narveson wrongly
interprets Nozick's phrase as an endorsement of absolutism-the
view that it is always wrong to perform an act of a specified sort,
regardless of consequences (p.54). Instead, side-constraints address the same point as N a ~ e s o nhas in mind in his criticism of
maximizing liberty.The 'side-constraint&approach avoids the problem just raised for Narveson, sinceit does not allow rights violations
whose result is to minimize total rights violations.
Narveson presents very effectively the libertarian view that
each person has certain basic rights over his or her own body.
Whether one calls this view 'self-ownership,' or something else, the
position has compelling force. It hardly seems plausible to claim
that people are obligated to surrender a kidney or an eye because
someone else has a vital need for one of these. (After all, you have
two eyes. Isn't it unfair that a blind person has no eyes that see?)
As the author points out, the outstanding Marxist philosopher G.A.
Cohen has acknowledged the strength of the self-ownership principle (pp.66-67).
The road from rights over one's body to libertarianism still
remains to be negotiated. Some philosophers, such as Cohen and
Allan Gibbard, claim that libertarian property rights unduly
restrict liberty. The argument for this surprising thesis relies on
the fact that if one owns property, one has the right to exclude others
from its use. Does not such exclusion constitute a restriction on
other people's liberty?
Narveson skillfully indicates the defects of this argument.
Before people acquire property, no one has claim rights over it.
People are at liberty to use available property, but this liberty
guarantees them no access to anything in particular. I am at liberty
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to pick up a dollar on the sidewalk; but ifyou'beat me to it' you have
not violated any of my rights. Pncidently, Narveson himself prefers
to avoid the Hohfeldian terminology of 'liberties' and 'claim rights.'
Defenders of the anti-1iberta.rian position on this issue may
reply that individuals do have the right to use property, although
not to exclude others. But why should one start with a system in
which 'everyone owns everything? Unless Cohen and others who
employ the idea of initial collective ownership of property to criticize
individual rights to ownership advance arguments in favor of this
view, there is no need to regard it as an option available for choice
(p.731.
Narveson's point seems to me an excellent one. Individual
ownership of property restricts the freedom of action of the March
of Dimes, if one compares a libertarian system with one in which
all resources are assigned from the outset to that organization. But
unless there is something to be said for a particular non-libertarian
view, it does not require consideration.
Although the sum and subsLance sf Narveson's argument is
correct, one of his arguments .against Gibbard does not succeed.
Against Gibbard9sclaim that property rights are restrictions of
liberty, Narveson points out that restriction of other people is not
the essence of a right to property*Aright to property confers powers
of various sods on the owner t~use the propertyoProperty rights
cannot be equated.with restrictions: a Ilegislatnre, e.g..,can restrict
people from using property in various ways without itself owning
property.
All of Narveson's points are right; but unless Gibbard meant to
be offering a definition of properl;~,they leave his claim untouched.
All Gibbard needs is a premise to the effect that property rights
entail restrictions on other people. He need not claim that a full
analysis of property rights results in nothing but statements about
restrictions.
The reader of Part I will get an excellent grasp of the libertarian
position. In Part 11, "Is Libertarianism Rational?", Narveson discusses the moral justification of the view he has so ably presented
in Part I.
Moral arguments come in m,any shapes and sizes; and before
giving his defense of libertarianism, Naweson has a great deal of
interest to say about the nature of morality. For him, intuitionism
is the enemy. This position comes in two varieties, metaphysical
and methodological.
The first of these views is that "ood' (or 'right' in another
version)is a property that is directly apprehended. Perhaps the best
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known example of this view is G.E. Moore's contention in Principia

Ethica that good is a simple non-natural property.
Narveson gives this view short shrift. The entities that theories
of this sort conjure up are mysterious and he knows nothing of
them. People disagree about what is good: if goodness were a
property known by intuition, many people must be morally blind
since they fail to 'see' the things that these theories assure us are
there. Narveson believes that the claim that something is wrong
"isn't at all like the claim that grass is green" (p.119). Unlike factual
matters, moral statements are not matters of observation.
Although this is not the place to start an extended argument on
the subject, I think there is more to be said for this position than
Narveson allows. The position that moiral statements are true or
false judgments about the world entails nothing about invisible
properties. Whether a statement has a truth-value and how the
statement is to be analyzed are two very different matters. Moral
disagreements are of course a fact that proponents of 'metaphysical
intuitionism' need to explain. But the fact that disagreement exists
is not usually by itself enough to require abandonment of a contention.
Practically every important philosophical thesis is coritroversial.
Narveson's claim about observationaltestabilityrules out many mathematical propositionsthat are usually taken to be true. Are statements
about imaginary numbers observationally testable?
The foregoing remarks are not an argument in favor of the view
Narveson so speedily rejects: they merely question his attack on it.
Narveson, not content with the dismissal of a thesis that has few
contemporary advocates, proceeds next t;o much more controversial
ground. He also will not countenance what he terms 'methodological intuitionism.'
According to this view, people have pretheoretical moral
knowledge. We know, e.g., that cruelty is wrong. Theories of
morality can be tested by how well they accord with our pretheoretical intuitions. These intuitions, however, are not graven in
stone; our beliefs can be modified by our moral theories, as well as
vice-versa. By oscillation between theory and intuition, we will, if
'things go rights,' eventually reach a position that is both theoretically satisfactory and accords with ouir now-modified intuitions.
John Rawls' 'wide reflective equilibrium' is the best known case of
a view of this type.
Narveson's arguments against this kind of intuitionism again
emphasize the existence of moral disagreement. To grasp his position ftlly, it should be noted that he uses 'intuitionism' to cover a
wider range of options than one might expect. As an example, most

.
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of the neo-Aristotelian writers mentioned earlier reject what they
call 'intuitionism.' Instead of relying on beliefs that particular acts
are right or wrong, morality should as they see it be structured
around the question: What does an individual require for his
flourishing as a rational human being? But Narveson, if I have
understood him correctly, would include this position in his condemto attack because this view
nation of intuitionism. It falls vi~ct~im
rests on a notion, 'human flourishing,' which does not command
universal agreement. For the same reason, Narveson spurns any
appeal to natural rights.
Once again, a full examination of Narveson's argument cannot
be undertaken here. A reply to it would have to descend to the
details of particular theories. To answer him at his own level of
generality would merely substitute counter assertions for his assertions. It does seem to me worth saying,however, that he makes very
heavy weather over moral disagreements.
What does Narveson wish to put in place of intuitions? He thinks
that contractarianism, along the lines developed by David
Gauthier, offers an escape from arbitrary moral claims. In this view,
one starts with people who are lbasically self-interested but who
have some desire to 'get along wit11 others.' So that constant conflict
can be avoided, nearly everyone will wish to reach agreement on a
system of rights. The key question then becomes, on what terms
will these people agree? As Naweson puts the point, according to
contractarianism, the "principleis of morality are (or should be)
those principles for deciding one's conduct which it is reasonable
for everyone to accept" (p.131).
In reply to criticism from Arthur Ripstein, Narveson denies that
he has introduced controversial substantive views of morality into
his construction. Most people do have the desire he imputes to them
of willingness to cooperate with others as a means to best advance
one's own interests. Those who do not can be overpowered. There
are very few of them; and, as they will not agree with the rest of
society, on what moral basis can they complain over the way others
treat them?
Narveson has not fully dealt with the objection that his own
position includes controversialassumptions. The issue he considers
is whether what he "uts into9the initial situation of the contractors
is reasonable. But even if he is right that his assumptions about
people are acceptable, he has left the most vital issue unmentioned.
This issue is not, to repeat, that Narveson's assumptions~about
people's rationality and self-interest are questionable. Rather, the
point at which Narveson is hoist with his own petard is his implicit
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assumption that nothing else except the features he ascribes to his
contractors is relevant to morality. If Narveson wishes to 'throw out'
intuitionism as a method of argument,, very well then. But he
certainly cannot assume without support that the contents of
intuitionist theories are all false. All that the refusal of intuition
entitles him to do is to decline to assume the truth of theories of a
certain type. To say that the sum and substance of morality consists
only of what can be agreed to by rational contractors is a very large
extra step. Does it not rest on just the sort of controversial intuition
Narveson elsewhere so eagerly rejects?
Contractarianism of the kind Narveson favors also has internal
problems. Many of these have emerged from the widespread discussion that Gauthier's Morals by Agreement has provoked. As an
example, Narveson, here following Gauthier, likens morality to a
cooperative solution to a Prisoner's Dilemma (p.145). But not all
Prisoner's Dilemmas ought to be solved to the mutual advantage of
the parties to them. Morality does not require, e.g., that criminals
cooperate so as to maximize their 'take.' If one must already know
when cooperation is morally desirable in order to decide which PD's
should be solved, the attempt to characterize morality as a means
of advancing people's interests through cooperation does not look
promising. (This point has been raised b Peter Danielson.)
Also, on the contractarian view, one has no moral obligations at
all to people who will not 'cooperate.' No doubt one is justified in
using force to repel aggression; but it strikes me as implausible-to
say that one is free to kill anyone just because his words or behavior
indicate he has not accepted an agreement. Perhaps Narveson
would reply by saying this is a mere intuition. Ifhe is willing to 'bite
the bullet'by saying that non-contractors have no rights whatever,
I for one have nothing further to say.
In the course of his defense of comtractarianism, Narveson
briefly considers some competing moral theories. He makes an
excellent criticism of utilitarianism, a theory of which he was
earlier in his career an outstanding advocate. He notes that
utilitarians have failed to show why an individual should treat
someone else's utility as equal to his own in significance (p.152).
Henry Sidgwick, probably the most painstaking of all utilitarians,
had to resort to intuition to justify the assumption that individuals
wish to maximize total utility, not just ,their own. The reader will
by this time not have to be told what Narveson thinks of this
intuition.
Narveson also discusses an argument in favor of property rights
advanced by Ellen Paul. Her argument seems to me stronger than
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he allows, and one of his criticisms is particularly weak. She
contends that without property rights, people's survival is
precarious. To this Narveson rejoins: "But then one's survival is
always contingent in any case" (p. 173).True enough; but why has
Narveson not dealt with the.obvious next step in the argument:
survival is much more 'contingent' without property rights than
with them?
Narveson's defense of contractarianism has not been undertaken just for its own sake. He contendsthat from his starting point,
libertarianism is rationally supportable. His argument to this effect, although influenced by Gau.thier, differs substantially from
Gauthier's own variety of contractarianism.
Gauthier's contractors follow a very carefully structured path.
They adhere to a bargaining principle, the Maximin Concession
Rule, that prescribes how the gains from cooperation should be
distributed. For Narveson, the bargaining situation is fluid and
open. He rejects Gauthier's bargaining principle and substitutes no
other in its place.
Why then does he think his contractors will arrive at a libertarian exit from the state of nature? Narveson believes that one
cannot answer this by an a priori argument. It is a mistake in moral
theory to separate sharply issues afprinciple fkom factual questions
(p. 1839,The strength of the 1ibest:irian case becomes apparent only
after one considers how libertarian institutions will handle various
social problems.
This brings us to final part of the book, "Libertarianism and
Reality." Here Marveson gives us a wealth of original and insightful
remarks about various features of a libertarian society.
He boldly faces issues that many libertarians have found
problematic. Against those who support the free market but think
that the government must provide people with information in order
for the market to work, he notes that the provision of information
is itself a market good. It is up to, freely contracting individuals to
decide how much information they wish to obtain. The provision of
information is not a 'free good': like any other economic good, it has
its price (p.201).
Narveson's discussion of public goods is brief but effective. Me
maintains that voluntary agreements of a kind he describes can
overcome the 'public-goods traip' (p.235) Whether or not the
provision of aid to the needy is a public good, some have found in
this issue the Achilles heel of laissez-faire capitalism. Thomas
Magel, for instance, has argued that it is too much of a burden on
people to confront them continually with the choice of helping the
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poor o r spending money on themselves. If the government compels

donations to the welfare of the poor by means of taxation, people
will rest much easier. As Narveson aptly notes, those who in a
libertarian society wish to relieve themselves of the burden of free
choice are entirely at liberty to agree to have money deducted on
an automatic basis from their pay (p.248).
One suggestion Narveson advances will probably start some
arguments among libertarians. He thinks that the system of
government medical insurance in Ontario, Canada, where he lives,
has worked very well. People in a libertarian society might continue
arrangements like this, although of course dissenters would be free
to leave the system. Why cannot a health insurance plan be attached to one's protection agency? (p.252)
I see nothing that rules this out; although if I may be allowed a
guess, the free market is unlikely to arrive at this situation. At
least, there seems no more likelihood of this than that steel companies will be branches of protection agencies. But who is to say?
If, after reading Part 111, one retunns to the issue of whether
Narveson's contractors will agree to establish a libertarian set of
rights, can one now agree with Narveson that they will? Narveson
has certainly made a good case that a libertarian system can handle
problems often thought beyond its capacities. But it does not follow
from this fact that the contractors will agree to libertarianism. That
an alternative will 'work well' certainly tells in its favor, but the
lack of restrictions on the contractors leaves the outcome of their
deliberations indeterminate. Narveson himself thinks that there is
a substantial conventional element to the definition of property
rights. He fails to show that his contractors must be limited in their
decisions on this matter to results that are recognizably libertarian.
Narveson has written an original and important book that
opponents of libertarianism will have to study and that libertarians
will enjoy studying. No one who reads it can fail to be provoked and
enlightened.

DAVLD GORDON
Social Philosophy and Policy Center
Bowling Green State University
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Liability.. .The Legal Revolution ctnd its Consequence.
By Peter W.Huber. New York: Basic Books, 1988.
T o be informed that a hidden tax has been levied upon each and
every consumer of goods and services in the United States may be
somewhat of a surprise to most of the individuals who enjoy the
benefits of the free market. However, such a surprise will surely
pale when compared to the shock almost all will experience when
they are confronted with facts and arguments that support the
thesis that the tax, in being hidden, heu never been voted for, is
generally in excess of those taxes that helve been voted for, does not
clearly promote that for which it is employed, and is chiefly responsible for the elimination of many goods and services which might,
arguably, further that purpose for which the tax was initially
employed.
The above thesis is forcibly presented with a plethora of case
examplesand urgent argumentsby Professor Huber. Moreover, Huber
proffers an alternative approach desibmed to circumvent those
problems alleged to plague the method which brought about the tax
while also satisfyingthe social needs for which the tax was created.
According to Professor Huber, the hidden tax has been created
by the perhaps well-intentioned judicial usurpation of contract law
by tort law in the area of commercial relations. One would suppose
and traditional common law once paid respect to the idea that when
one party wished to secure the goods or services of a second party,
the law of contract would prevail and dictate the rights and obligations between the parties.
A contract is simply a promise or set thereof between two or
more parties, the breach of which the law will offer a remedy. In
order to have the sort of promise the law will enforce, there must
be both mutuality of assent and mutuality of obligation. Mutuality
of assent is satisfied in general by an offer and an acceptance of that
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring1989)178-183
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which is offered. Mutuality of obligation is the requirement that
consideration obtained between the parties. Thus, for example, one
party would make an offer, e.g., to c1o.Afor B, the second party would
accept doing B for A, and each party would perform what was
promised in the offer and acceptance and for which neither party
suffered a prior legal duty to perform but for their agreement.
Since the party who makes the offer is considered, at law, the
master of the offer, i.e., she may make any offer not proscribed by
law, and the essence of commercial relations is the contract role's,
the party who makes the offer is, generally, the master of the
commercial relation. This is not to say that common law failed to
protect the party accepting thie offer. First, the clause "not
proscribed by law" would, for instance, disallow the offer and
acceptance of criminal activity from being enforced. Second, in
order to have mutuality of assent, the parties had to be referring to
the same goods or services. Other than the proscription regarding
the making of certain contracts and the necessity sf identity of
reference w i t h the contract, any f b h e r protection derived for a
party in an "at arm's length negotiation" was to be secured by that
party. After all, nothing at law prevented the second party from
rejecting the offer made by the first party and making a counter
offer. If the parties enjoy capacity, i.e., are autonomous individuals,
the agreement is at a m 9 slength, e.g., there is no overreaching or
no undue influence, and the agreement is not dready proscribed by
the law, then the parties might arguably be said to have a binding
contract. Any further legal interference in such a contractual relation might reasonably be argued to be paternalistic.
Nevertheless, as Huber points out, the legal revolution brought
about just that further legal interference to ensure the mitigation
of the mastery of the offer by the party making the offer*The legal
interference came in the f o m of tort law. As Huber notes, 'Tort"
means "wrong." Actually the t e r n "tortmis derived from the Latin
"rortus" or %vistecl'' which is to say 'not straight9or 'crooked9,A tort
is an area of civil law which denotes the violation of a publicly-recognized right for which the law will offer a remedy if the right is
enforced by the injured private party.
According to Huber, tsrt law and contract law pose an interesting contrast. Contract law allows autonomous individuals to make
binding agreements, while tort Paw, at least in the appropriate
circumstances, allows individuals to recover for harms they suffered at the hands of their own autonomy When tort law is
employed simply in conjunction with old common law notions of
contract, since it is the party who accepts the offer who suffers the
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obligation or risk of failure to inquire, nothing is altered save a
showing of fraud, coercion or other ma'lfeasance. However, if tort
law is employed to ameliorate the common law of contract, then as
some have argued a more reasonable balance will be secured
between one party's claim to protectioli against damage and the
other party's claim to freedom of contract.
This, according to Huber, is what the civil law revolutionaries
(or as Huber calls them: 'the Founders') accomplished. One manner
of altering contractual relations between the offeror-producer and
acceptor-consumeris to grant the consumer the right to information
about the product they could not discover upon reasonable inspection. Thus, the obligation to ask the offeror-producer for information was eliminated in favor of a duty suffered by the offerorproducer to warn the consumer of dangers. But the obligation
suffered by the producer to disclose dangers to the consumer could
be discharged adequately or negligently. The consumer, therefore,
acquired a cause of action based upon the producer's failure to warn
extent.
in a satisfactory fashion or to a sufficier~t
The shift of obligation was initially based upon dangers not
obvious to the consumer. Dangers the consumer could not discover
and dangers the consumer would not, expect soon became the
borders of the producer's liability. That is to say, producers were not
only liable for the negligent warning of dlangers not expected by the
consumer,but producers soon became liable for harms suffered by
consumers from products that failed to function as consumers
expected. The producer was deemed to warrant the product. With
the warrant, the manufacturer is liable for harm that arises from
the failure of the product to perform in the manner ordinarily
associated with the product.
This did not mean that the producers could not disclaim such
warranties but in so far as the obligation fell upon the producer to
disclaim, the warranties were obviously implied or obtained unless
disclaimed. Moreover, not only did the plroducers suffer the duty to
disclaim but disclaimers were viable only if done under certain
formalities.
In the same spirit, the creators of the expanded tort protection
realized, accordingto Huber, that while the consumer didnot expect
the products placed in the market place to be dangerous, more than
an obligation to warn and warrant merchantability could be extracted from the producers. Thus, strict liability arose for injuries
suffered by the consumer at the hands of products that were
unaltered and used properly, but were dangerous because of a
nonnegligently-caused defect. "Unreasonably dangerous" simply
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came to mean that the danger was to an extent beyond that which
would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer possessed with
the knowledge common to the community. Defects are of two types.
The first and palpable sort of defect is one caused by mismanufacture. The mismanufacture of a good that subsequently causes
injury in the hands of the consumer who employed the product
properly and without alteration, has a cause of action against the
manufacturer. Nonetheless, what;if the product is new and has not
yet been subject to mismanufacturing risks? In such an event, a
second type of defect may be realized. A product infected with a
defective design is one that is simply unreasonably dangerous when
employed as prescribed in an unaltered condition.
Huber notes, in addition, that tort expansion enlarges the scope
of possible plaintiffs by eliminating the requirement of privity, i.e.,
the legal relation created by the contract.
Huber concludes his castigation of the Founders' program by
noting two paradoxes, one that is internal to the program and one
that is the result of the program. First, the Founders decided that
the average consumer is ill-equipped to negotiate a contract with
manufacturers, yet when it comes to judging whether a warning is
adequate, whether a contract is tenable, or even more amazingly,
whether a product is defective in design, a decision for which the
average consumer has abso'lutely no training, the average consumer$mow placed in the jury box, is very well equipped indeed.
The second paradox is that the Founders extended tort protection for the consumer in the area of commercial relations in order
to benefit the consumer. Yet what has been accomplished is just the
opposite. Rather than serving as an incentive for safer and less-expensive products, litigation and resultant insurance rates, have
simply eliminated the products. Thus, a product that, according to
the evidence, would be a significant improvement over the previously-accepted prototypes, is either not available on the market
or if available, is priced beyond the purchasing power of the consumer. This is all due to extended tort protection for consumers.
What are Professor Huber's proposals for dealing with the
lamentable situation? Generally, Huber's suggestionsfall into three
broad categories. First, as many states have already enacted, there
is tort reform, Huber suggests, for instance, abdication of the
collateral source rule. The rule forbids informing a jury that a
collateral source, e.g., insurance, has already compensated the
plaintiff-consumer for the hami suffered. The rule was a t least
initially thought to disallow penalizing the consumer who was
smart enough to purchase insurance. On the other hand it appears
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t o allow the plaintiff to recover twice for the same injury, once under

the insurance policy and once from the defendant-producer,However, not only does the insurer's right of subrogation place the
insurer in the legal position of the injured consumer, eliminating
the consumer from the suit, but when employed, the result of the
rule is reintroduced in a number of suits. Smart attorneys introduce
into evidence, where the jury has been made privy to the collateral
source, the amount of the insureds premiums and just how long the
insured has been making such payments. The insured then asks
for the total costs of such insurance prenliums payments. Although
generally not as high as the award for damages, the cost of
premiums need not be miniscule.
Huber's second general suggestion is to extricate damage
awards from tort law's appurtenance of 'wrong' and rather model
awards on worker's compensation programs. According to such
programs, employees are required to purchase insurance for
employees. Employees bargain away tort law suits against
employers for injuries suffered in th~ecourse of employment.
Employees bargain away common law defenses, e.g., contributory
negligence, the fellow-servant rule and rissumption of the risk. The
worker's compensation program places a ceiling upon the amount
of the award for the injured employee, Such an 'exclusive remedy
rule' might also be employed in pro dud;^' liability, state programs
and services.
Finally, Huber argues that the spirit of common law contract
ought to be exhumed. Respect for individlual autonomy, that respect
which gives rise to consumer rights to Ibe fully informed, must be
taken seriously. If a knowing consumer ]purchasesa product with a
discoverable disclaimer, the consumer ought to be treated as having
assumed the risk. It is arguably self-nugatory to allow one to enter
into a relationship with presupposes autonomy, and place at each
p a w s disposal a contractual remedy for breach yet also place at
each parws disposal, a tort remedy for an injury or damage one
contractually assumed. The argued conjunction of contract law and
extended tort law appears to be an oxymoron of sorts, an oxymoron
that is neigh humorous nor inexpensive.
Professor Huber's thesis that the Founders' amelioration of
common law contract with an extended1 form of tort law and that
such amelioration has not enhanced the consumer's position is
beautifully (and if not excessively) illurjtrated and almost always
cogently argued. Huber's command of the language and law is
laudable and very frequently entertaining. The combination
renders the book highly informative and eminently readable.
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Despite the well-deserved panegyric, there are just a few main
minor points one might wish to note. First, the oftentimes noted
sensational cases employed to support the thesis are never fully
explained. The arguments proffered by the court and never presented
but rather, only the holdings of the court. But a court's holding may
well seem disjointed and indeed odd when severed from its argumentative justification. (See Red Strasser. %I%Tales: Old Stories Never
Die", The National Law Journbl, 2-16-87).Acourt)s ruling, although
it enjoys stare deckis, is not itself self-justifjing.
Second, some of Huber's suggestive paradoxes and analogies
beg for immediate retorts. This is not to suggest that Huber could
not, with philosophical grace m d alacrity, extricate himself from
such retorts. Nevertheless, it might have proved beneficial to have
considered such responses and then done away with them. For
example, as noted above, Huber maintains bhat the Founders found
consumers incapable of understanding and negotiating contracts
yet decided that these same individuals were capable of making
dBcult technological decisions about safe designs for products. The
attractiveness of this suggestive comparison notwithstanding, it
might reasonably be argued that, the analogy fails because in the
case of contract, experts are not adversarially presenting the issues
and ramifications, whereas just this type of presentation is occurring in court. The better analogy, one might argue, would be
the tortuous language
between the consumer unable to ~~nderstand
of an adhesive contract and the juror prior to trial or the juror
subsequent to trial in which neither attorney employed language
or arguments the juror could understand.
Third, although always mellifluous, Huber is want to employ
terms and illustrations that win his case prior to and sometimes
unaided by argument. In Huber's defense the use of loaded Ianwage might be explained in terms of the passion with which the
work is written and perhaps the fear that the harm worked by the
Founders may not 'be believed in spite of the arguments he puts
forth.
On balance, Professor Huber's work is fantastic and should
prove to be thought provoking, and informative. The work is a very
nice piece of schdarship.

CLIFTON PERRY

Auburn University

Faith and Freedom: The Christian Roots of American
Liberty. By Benjamin Hart. Lewis and Stanley. 1988.
H a r t ' s thesis follows: God. the Bible, true religion, and the
federal relationship of primitive Christian congregat&ns constitute
the fountainhead of human rights, representative government, and
the Constitution of the United States. This mighty stream goes
underground during the early development of Catholicism (following the mistakes of Constantine and Augustine), but emerges with
Wycliffe and Tyndale, and becomes an irresistible force in English
Protestantism, particularly in the Puritan and Separatist traditions, from which it flows directly into New England with the
Pilgrim Fathers and even into ostensik~lyAnglican Virginia. This
stream offaith and thought, respecting the inalienable rights of life,
liberty, and property, antedates the Enlightenment (owing it nothing) and largely declines deistic and secular philosophical contributions. Thus, the Framers of the Constitz~tionbrought pure, Protestant, Christian theism to bear on their political creation and in
consequence gave Americans an inspired document whose provisions
for the separation of religion and government were intended to protect
religion from government (far more than vice versa), to prevent
government from advancing one Christian sect over others, and to
preclude a national (but not state) ecclesiastical establishments. The
virtues and benefits of the Constitution together with the benefactions
of biblically inspired capitalism,which halve made America great, are
now imperiled by skeptical, secular, pluralistic, moral relativists,
found everywherefrom the public schools to the Supreme Court, from
the ACLU to universities (harboring rlevisionist historians), from
liberal churches to socialists and commtmists, and worst of all, one
supposes, to card-carrying secular h~unanists.Unless America
awakens and returns to her spiritual roots, perdition awaits. This
thesis calls to mind an old refrain.
Reason Papers No.14 (Spring1989)184-189
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The eighth century Hebrew prophets (Amos, Hosea, Micah,
Isaiah), surveying the moral and religious conditions of their times,
called on Israel to forsake her wicked ways and return to the pure
paths of the Mosaic period when the children of Israel walked
innocently with their god. Unfortunately, the eighth century
prophets knew little or nothing of the thirteenth century (Moses'
approximate time) except by rumor and tradition, not a little of
which was distorted. To compound their confusion, these prophets
were, morally speaking, well in advance of the Mosaic period, yet
they were calling Israel back to what they mistook to have been an
ideal time in religion and morale. Readers of Hart's book will be
treated to similar confusions.
The concept of natural, inherent, universal human rights appears nowhere in the Bible. Conjugal rights are mentioned once in
the New Testament (I. Cor. 7:3), but only in passing and unrelated
to the general subject. The Interpreter's Dictionary ~fthe Bible (five
large volumes including supplement) contains hundreds of entries
(including a long one on slavery9 but none on rights. Hart, not
knowing Hebrew apparently and using only the King James Bible,
does not know that 'eved means slave primarily, not the euphemistic
"servant* of the King James. In tlie Old Testament human chattel
codd be capture in war (Beut. 20~10-141,purchased and inherited
(Leu. 25:44), bred (Ex. 21:4), m d acquired in the form of people
unable to pay their debts (XI Kings 4:1, Neh. 5:5). In the chapter
following the Ten Commandments (in Ex, 20) comes information
concerning a father's sale of his daughter into slavery (Ex. 21:7). A
slave who is still alive a day or two after being beaten needs not be
avenged (Ex. 21:21). None of this r;upports the notion that the Bible
teaches inherent human rights.
Hart knows not that the Greek, doulos, means slave. Paul was
well aware of slavery (I Cor. 7:22,12:13; Col. 3:11), counseled slaves
to obey their earthly masters in all things (Col. 3:22), and sent a
particular slave back to his owner (see Philemon). Slavery was so
much in his mind that he taught that human beings are either the
slaves of Satan or of God (Rom. 6:16-23). In this portrayal of their
condition, human beings have neither rights nor moral autonomy.
The Bible's failure to condemn slavery (in Jesus' day the High
Priest, no less, had slaves) and its failure even to introduce the
concept of universal human rights leave Hart unsupported.
Moreover, biblical society was patriarchal, hierarchic,
theocratic (under Samuel and Ezra), and monarchical (under Saul,
David, and the Davidic dynasty in the Old Testament and under
the Hasmoneans during the intertestamental period), not
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democratic. To make matters worse for Hart, Jesus' teachings are
set, in the synoptic gospels, in an eschatological (from eschaton, the
end time) framework which anticipates a quick, cataclysmic end of
the present, wicked world order (Mk. 13:24-33;Acts 2:17-21; I1Pet.
3:3-10). Jesus disciples will not have time to evangelize all the
towns of Israel (a small country) before the end comes (Mt. 10:23, I
Pet. 4:7), some standing with him will not die before the heavenly
kingdom arrives (Mt. 16:28;Jas. 5:8), the (then) current generation
will not pass away before all these things are accomplished (Mt.
24:34; Lk. 21:32). Paul is so convincecl of the speedy end of the
present world order that he advises married Christians to abstain
from sex with their spouses (I Cor. 7:28-31). Although it is unclear
what the historical Jesus was about, itt is clear that with such a
world-view he felt little if any need to address the major social,
economic, and political evils ofhis day and, accordingto the gospels,
did not. He announced, rather, a time close at hand when God's
perfect rule would break into the human sphere and when God's
will would be done on earth as it was already being done in the
heavens. If the parable of the talents (Mt. 25:15-30) seems to
endorse capitalism, what is one to do with Jesus' command (in Lk.
6:30), "Give to every man that asketh of thee; and ofhim that taketh
away thy goods ask them not again."'? If the statement (in Mt.
22:21), "Render. ..unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's; and unto
God the things that are God's," revealls Jesus' awareness of the
differences between government and reliigion, how can one find out
precisely who should get what? He does not say.
Paul's view of the proper relationship between Christians and
the state, colored no doubt by his eschatology, was one maintaining
the propriety of submission, servility, and political quietism (Rom.
13:l-4; Titus 3:l). John's gospel (19:ll) and the first Petrine letter
(2:13-14) agree. The Christian is simpljr to obey the authorities as
ordained by God. If the Pilgrim Fathers and the Puritan Divines
found political inspiration in the Bible for the construction of their
compacts, covenants, and articles of confederation, they must have
misread it as egregiously as Hart. 'Rle principal author of the
Declaration of Independence, however, did not call for Christian
submission to George I11 (a 18 Paul) but announced that it was the
American people's right and duty to overthrow despotic government. The Framers of the Constitutiolz were no more naive and
Bible-believingin this particular than was Jefferson.
Hart thinks the congregational polity of New England's churches not only pointed forward to the federalism of the Constitution
but also back to the primitive church. Acts 2:44-45 says of the

.
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earliest congregating of Christia~ns,And all that believed were
together, and had all things common; and sold their possessions and
goods, and parted them to all men, as every man had need. Acts
4:34-35 reinforces this early socialism which is never criticized by
the author of Acts as unchristian. The leader of the developing
Jerusalem Church (the earliest) was James, the brother of Jesus,
a figure of such towering import that even Paul bent the knee to
him (Acts 21~17-25).S.G. F. Brandon says (in Jesus and the Zealots:
A Study of the Political Factor in Primitive Christianity, 1967, p.
165, n. 4), "The dynastic factor in the leadership of the primitive
Christian movement has long been recognized." Although the New
Testament provides no single polity (and none well worked out) for
Christian congregations, hierarchies soon developed, the episcopal
form of government becoming the norm. Hart merely announces,
but gives no support for, his conviction that the primitive church
was paradigmatic for American federalism.
It is common for "true bellievers'90 fancy that all good things
flow from their god through their religion. For example, it never
occurs to Hart that Christianity may have acquired ideas and
values not originally its own, may have baptized these (once alien)
items, and passed them on as its own to unsuspecting believers. But
this is precisely what has happened-and more than once. The
Dictionary of the Histoy of Ideas Wol. 111, p. 17bl says, 'The
influence of Stoic thought came to fruition with the advent of
Christianitys"Hart seems not to know the importance of Stoicism
in introducing the idea of natural law, based on cosmic reason, that
transcends the posited laws of vaiious times and places. The notion
of natural law leads directly to the idea of natural rights, ai idea
of utmost importance to the Founding Fathers. That it came more
from Stoicism than Christianity undercuts his thesis.
Moreover, he dismisses Aristotle on the ground that he had a
god different from Scriptures9.Ernest Barker, who brought out a
new translation of kistotle's Politics in I946 (Oxford University
Press) wrote in the preface, "It inspired the political thought of
Aquinas: that in turn inspired Hooker: Hooker in turn helped to
inspire Lscke; and the thought of Eocke, with all its ancestry,
largely inspired the general thought both of Britain and America
in the realm of politics." While the Jews were still enmeshed in
theocracy., kistotle, in his Polities (Bk. IV, Chap. 14) was already
inquiring into "the methods of establishing constitutions, in relation to the three powers-deliberative F.e., legislative], executive,
and judicial." Samuel Eliot Morison wrote, "Most of the American
state and federal constitutions were the work of college-educated
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who had studied political theory in Aristotle, Plato, Cicero,
Polybius, and other ancient writers and had given deep thought to
(The Oxford History of the
problems of political reconstr~ction'~
American People, p. 271).
The principal Founding Fathers (i.e., Washington, Franklin,
Jefferson, Madison, and J. Adams) were much more deistic than
Hart cares to acknowledge and, therefore, opposed to religious
(including Christian) superstitian (see "Deism," in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Vol. 11, pp. 333-34). The Constitution they
helped in various ways to write marks a sharp break with the tenor
of earlier covenants ranging from The iWayflower Compact to The
Northwest Ordinance in which religious goals and theological requirements, such as believing in the Trinity, are prominent.
The Preamble to the Constitution contains no religious goal
among the six enumerated. Its main body contains no article of
religious faith and begs no theological qjuestions by presupposing,
acknowledging, or invoking any deity whatsoever. Scriptural language and theological concepts never imvade its pages. Prayer and
pious acts remain beneath its gaze, and it no more requires theism
for citizenship than it tolerates religious tests for office holding. In
the Bill ofRights, religion is treated generically, no more favor being
shown to Christianity than to any religion, to say nothing of
favoring one sect of Christians above other sects. What is most
astonishing about the pervasive secularity of the Constitution is not
that the Fathers left all traces of Christi;mity out of it but that they
also left all traces of their Deism out of it. As it stands, it could easily
have been written by atheists.
The original version of the little known Deaty of Dipoli, written
by Joel Barlow and signed in Tripoli while Washington was still
President but presented to the Senate by President John Adams
and duly ratified on June 10,1797 says in Part:
men

As the government of the United States of America, is not,
~
as it has in
in any sense, founded on the C h r i s t i , religion;
itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion, or
tranquillity of Musselmen [Muslimsll; and as the said States
never have entered into any war or ricts ofhostility against
any Mahametan nation; it is declared by the parties that no
pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever produce
an interruption of the harmony existing between the two
countries [i.e., the United States and Tripoli].
This treaty was clearly designed to allay certain Muslims' fears that
our government might treat Muslirn states with Christian
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prejudice. However, it could as easily have been designed to allay
Hindu, Buddhist, Shinto, or any other religion's fears. The treaty
simply expresses the truth, particularly from the standpoint of the
New Testament.
Hart's book is neither a serioius inquiry nor a scholarly work,
but, rather,.a case of special pleading which results in a Fundamentalist, tract, albeit afat one. It is also afutile work. The vast majority
of Americans, especially of educated Americans, is not going to
return to the fictitious, even if spiritual, roots Hart fancies he has
found in God, the Bible, true religion, and the presumed federalism
of the primitive church.

DELOS B. MCKOWN
Auburn University

Hayek's Conservative Liberalism. B y Hannes H.
Gissurarson. New York: Garland Publishing. 1987.

H a n n e s H. Gissurarson's ~ a y e k Conservative
5
Liberalism, is a
four-chapter dissertation work for Oxford University, attempts to
answer some weighty questions regarding the politico-economic
philosophy of FA. Hayek, a Nobel laureate in economics and a
profound political philosopher of this century. The questions that
Gissaurarson seems to have in mind can be divided into two distinct
groups. First, is the politico-economic philosophy of Hayek a
coherent whole? Do its various threads-anti-rationalism, individualism, traditionalism, spontaneous order, evolutionism,radical policy proposals (denationalization of money, for example)mesh together? Moreover, what is the structure of the relationship
between these threads? Is it like a web, where all threads are
independent and equally important though interconnected?Or like
a cotton pollen with threads emanatingfirom a center and extending
in various directions? Second, does Hqyek belong to the camp of
either conservatives, (classical) liberals or libertarians? Or does he
defy these typical categories and demand a new one?
The answer to the second query is in the title of the book, and
Gissaurarson erects a new castle of c~onservativeliberalism for
Hayek on the road stretching from conservatism to anarchocapitalism. He argues t h a t Hayek's anti-rationalism and
traditionalism sets him apart form the liberals, while his individualism and radicalism differentiates him from the conservatives; but, he continues, the tension bet'ween tlie conservative and
the liberal threads in Hayek's thought is apparent. Hayek's theory
of spontaneous order, Gissaurarson colitends, serves as a center
holding the threads that extend in see~ninglyopposite directions.
The theory of spontaneous order allows IHayek not only to reconcile
Reason Papers No. 14 (Spring 1989) 190-198
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the intellectual elements of conservatism and liberalism that are
traditionally thought to be antagonistic but also helps fill in the
elements that are lacking in both. Gissaurarson argues that with
the use of spontaneous order theory, Hayek can effectively counter
the criticisms of liberalism from conservatism and vice versa. He
concludes: "[Hayek's conservative liberalism] is, I believe, a
liberalism from which conservatives have much to learn, but
Hayek's fellow liberals even more" (p.166).

Chapters one and three of the book provide the definition and
elaborate on the meaning of conservative liberalism and then
discuss it with reference to (Hobbesianl Hegelidabermasian)
conservative critics such as Michael Oakeshott, Roger Scruton,
Irving Mstol, Charles Taylor, Ian Gilmore, and Noel O'Sulllivan.
Chapters two and four deal with Hayek's theory of spontaneous
order and the liberal critics of Hayek, respectively. I shall first focus
on Gissurarson's thesis that Hayek's system has more affinity with
conservatism than with liberalism and that the archetypical conservative elements dominate the system enough to call him a
conservative liberal rather than a liberal conservative.
% . s o ~ , liberalism is to. be
According to G ~ ~ s ~ u F ~conservative
characterized by two aspects; one, a conception of man as 'both very
ignorant and fallible in his judgement," and as a limited altruist.
Man's altruism is limited since "he will not Be] able to know more
than a fraction of people with whom he will have some direct or
indirect contact in his life, he will not be able to care much about
the rest or to take their interests into account." The second characteristic is the "acceptance and indeed enjoyment of a given concrete
historical and social reality, the liberal and progressive civilization
of the West.. . [Tlhat man has developed, but not designed, a system
of rules which makes this order possible" (pp.10-11).
With the help of Russell Kirk., conservatism is said to be comprised of six elements, two of which-the principle ofprudence and
variety-seem to be acceptable to all the parties in the dispute:
conservative, conservative liberal, and liberal. The remaining four
elements are as follows; first, "a t~:anscendentmoral order, to which
we ought to try to conform the ways of society." Second, the principle
of social continuity, that is, "[tlhey prefer the devil they know to the
devil they don't know." Third, the principle of prescription or the
"wisdom of our ancestors," and the fourth, that men are "chastened
by the principle of imperfectability" (p.24).
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While comparing the similarities between Hayek and conservatism, Gissaurarson states that "what is interesting from the point
of view adopted in this thesis, is that Mayek would agree with all
six of Kirk's ideas" (p.24). However, immediately after this statement he points out the difference in the interpretation of transcendent moral order between Hayek and the conservatives: "There is
a difference between a moral order upon whose principles it is
rational to act as if they are fixed, as Hayek's is, and a moral order
whose principles are genuinely believed to be fixed, eternal, and
true, as Kirk's isn (p.24). In what sense, then, could Hayek be said
to be in agreement with conservatism? Afew pages later Gissaurarson generously quotes Hayek denouncing the principle of social
continuity by arguing that conservatives uphold the principle because they have no principles with which to criticize the present,.
they are unable to derive a meaningful political programme from
their premises, and that they are fearful of change, "they have a
timid distrust of the new a s such" (p.31). Above all, the
conservatives' resistance to change, Hayek argues, impedes any
emergence and maintenance of spontaneous order since spontaneous coordination is possible only if people adjust to the changes
as' and when required. Is Hayek then in agreement with the
conservatives on the principle of social continuity?
On the principle of imperfectability, Gissaurarson does not raise
the question whether Hayek and the conservatives have the same
meaning in mind. The conservatives' conception of imperfectability
is akin to that of "Original Sin," while Hayek is referring to limited
knowledge or ignorance and fallibility of human beings. The limited
knowledge of man does not imply any existence of an all-knowing
being.l One could even ask Hayek: By what standard is he labeling
man's knowledge as limited? Hayek, to tackle his adversaries on
their own ground, usually compares man with the hypothetical
Planner and points out that even if each man possessed far less
knowledge than the Planner, a competitive liberal order would be
more efficient in using and creating knowledge. Moreover, Gissaurarson only alludes to the conservatives' general presumption
of coercion in conforming the society to1 their transcendent moral
order, while the use of coercion in the moral arena would certainly
differentiate Hayek and the liberals fro:m the conservatives.
Hayek is in agreement with the conservativeson their emphasis
on the wisdom of the ancestors, but this does not set Hayek apart
from the liberals. On this point, I believe that the best charge that
can be levelled against liberalism is only of omission-it has not
sufficiently stressed the importance of giving benefit of doubt to
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developed traditions before advocating their elimination or change.
Liberals have rarely repudiated all customs,morals, traditions, and
social institutions, and have never demanded a complete
reconstruction of a society on "rational" principles.
To demonstrate the superiority of conservative liberalism over
liberalism, Gissaurarson argues that conservative liberalism can
better handle the conservative criticisms of a competitive market
order. Following the lead of Hegel and Habermas conservativeslike
Kristol, Taylor, and Gilmore have criticized market order as
"uninspiring" and "self-defeating" because of its failure to create a
sense of community; as Burke put it, "[tlo make us love our country,
our country ought to be lovely" (p.83). Gissaurarson answers admirably the conservative charges by pointing out, among other
things, that the concept of economic man is not an ethical postulate
but only a methodological tool, and that economic theory does not
depend on altruism or selfishness of the actors. The conservatives'
conception of human nature as "imperfect" does not allow them a
theoretical foundation to argue for any possibility of social progress,
but Gissaurarson aptly demonstrates that Hayek's spontaneous
order provides the necessary "self-regulative and self-corrective
forces which, if properly cultivated, can operate in a fiee society,
and make some kind of progress possible" (p.79. Besides, a competitive market order enables individuals to search for m d fulfill their
identities through various types ofvo'laanhry associations.
However, all the arguments that Gissaurarson makes on behalf
of conservative liberalism can, in my opinion, also be made by
liberalism, including the argument of spontaneous order. As we will
see later, contrary to Gissurarson's contention, the theory of spontaneous order does not depend on the conservative elements of
traditionalism and imperfectability.

In the final chapter the author tries to show that conservative
liberalism is better than contractarianism and libertarian
liberalism by contrasting them on three major issues:
Traditionalism, common law, and the theory of justice and rights.
Focusing on Hayek's emphasis on traditions, liberal critics like Roy
Harrod, Lionel Robbins, and Samuel Brittan charge Hayek with
historical relativism and self-contradiction (in proposing radical
reforms in monetary and parliamentary systems). How could
Hayek condemn slavery of the ]past? Gissaurarson answers that
comparisons over time and space are very diflcult and that people
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in the past did not have the "concepts, kwowledge, and information"

to judge the issue. This argument might convince us that we should
not apply the present standards of justice if we were to actually
execute some slave-owner of the last century; it is not, as Gissaurarson seems to think, a reply to the charge of historical relativism but
an acceptance of it (albeit with a reason). Of course one would have
to show what is wrong with such historical relativism, but that is
beyond the scope of this review.
In defendingHayek's radical policy proposals, the author points
out that Hayek is only trying to remove impediments to spontaneous growth of the institutions concerned. However, he overlooks the fact that Hayek is not merely asking to leave the people
alone to develop those institutions, but proposing a specific
monetary and parliamentary system, so the proposals need to be
defended on their own merits rather tlhan simply asserting that
they allow for spontaneous growth.
The real question, however, is which1 side Hayek would take in
a conflict between tradition and reason. Hayek's discussion of
common law provides an answer. In case of a "dead end" in the
evolution of common law and when com:rnon law tradition conflicts
with Hayek's conception of justice (usually the test of universalizability), Hayek favors overriding of common law typically with
statutory law. Gissaurarson notwithstanding, Hayek's defense of
common law is not hased on his faith in traditions; Hayek uses a
tradition-independent standard of justice to evaluate common law.
In this sense Hayek's view of tradition and reason is not so much
in contrast with other liberals.
In the debate over the theory ofjustice and righis, Gissurarson's
reasons for preferring Hayek's protected-domain theory over the
"narrow" rights theory of Robert Nozick and Murray Rothbard
ultimately come down to the question: "How are the anarchocapitalists going to convince people who do not share their conception of human nature, from which they derive their rights...?"
(p.15612He invites the charge of gross ignorance of the rich libertarian tradition that attempts to provide a philosophical foundation
for natural rights theory when he states: "You can of course define
individual rights in whatever way you like, and then go on to deduce
their political consequences.... But this will not appear very persuasive to others than the already converted" (p.156). There seems
to be some confusion between philosophical/analytical arguments
for or against natural rights theory and the theory's persuasive or
polemical power. Many sound arguments do not appear persuasive,
otherwise we would not be in the present moras of welfare statism.
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It has been repeatedb pointed out that natural rights theorists
need make only one "assumption9'about human nature.. .that the
use of reason is man's primary mode of survival. Reason is understood not as a tool to construct utopias or social orders, but as a
means to deal with practical aspects of human life--its survival and
enjoyment. There is a strong parallel between rights theorists'
emphasis on reason and Hayek's on knowledge or information.
Hayek recognizes that "[hluman beings are in some respects pretty
similar wherever they live; they react to prices; they want more
than less" (p. 131). Would one claim that human beings "react" to
price changes in a more or less predictable way because of tradition,
or law, or because of their use of reason in understanding and
analyzing the data they acquire?
After shooting down the straw-man version of natural rights
theory, Gissaurarson engages Hayek and Ronald Hamowy on the
issue of the definition of coercion, The whole discussion centers on
the example of an owner of a single spring in an isolated oasis who
demands an exorbitant price for water. Hayek wants to call such
an action coercive, while Hamowy retorts, "By what standard?" One
wonders whether anyone can derive a general moral or political
principle from this (life-boat) situation. What would Hayek or
Hamowy tell the thirsty and dying people of the isolated oasis to
do? Consult a common law judge, set up a committee to decide what
price is fair9OF t h e over the spring by violence? Besides, brooding
over the oasis example does not help settle the question of the
definition of coercion.
Reading through Gissurarson's discussion of the libertarian
liberal thought, one feels that the objective of the author is mainly
polemical: By portraying a wide gulf separating Hayek and the
liberals, "full-blooded" conservatives are urged to move into the
shining Mayekian castle. This feeling is reinforced when one puts
together the author's scattered remarks about the role of government in a sociek
I conclude, again, that Hayek has not argued moderate
intervention out of court (p.76); there is nothing in the
conservative liberal position which prohibits poverty relief,
provided it is done outside the m d e t and not by interfering
with the price mechqnism (I?.1Q6);6clonservative liberals
would not agree with romantic individualists, that pornography and prostitution, for example, are experiments in
different lifestyles (p.116); [mlonoply, for example, is a problem which may require some government interference, or
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"judicious lordship'' (p.125); contrary to what Hayek wants
to believe... [slome positive rights or welfare rights seem to
me to be consistent with the maintealance of a market order
(p.151).

III
Gissaurarson argues in chapter two that the theory of spontaneous order is the central theme of Hayekian thought which
makes conservative liberalism superior to liberalism and that it
rests on conservative ideas of tradition, wisdom of our ancestors,
and imperfectability of man. I shall contrast Hayek's theory of
spontaneous order with t h a t of Carl Menger who is, in
Gissurarson's opinion, a conservative liberal and also one of the
intellectual fathers of Hayek (the other being David Hume).
Hayek's spontaneous order theory is characterized by the twin
ideas of evolution and spontaneous formation of an order. That is,
cultural evolution through natural selection of traditions and the
results ofhuman action but not of human design. It should be noted
that the famous phrase "results of human action but not of human
design," conveys the intended meaning only when one equivocates
on the word "human," interpreting in its;first use (in human action)
as plural and then as singular iIi its second use. Some would say
that it is precisely the equivocation that makes the phrase tick. The
equivocation, however, leads to the fallacy of the missing horn, the
fallacy with which Hayek and other Austrian economists have
charged the proponents of central planning. Austrians have unfailingly pointed out that the relevant choice is not, as is usually
posited, between the Plan and no Plan, but between the Plan and
the individual plans. Extending this argument one could say that
the relevant choice is not between tlie Human Design and no
Human Design, but between the Human Design and the human
(plural) designs. This is not a mere exercise in logic, the distinction
brings out two-not totally but significantly- different conceptions
of spontaneousorder, that of Hayek and Menger. Menger recognizes
that though social institutions are unintended consequences of
human efforts, they are nonetheless prloducts of individuals' interests, knowledge, and design. Gissaurarson, on the other hand treats
Menger as a forerunner whose theory of spontaneous order was
extended and enriched by Hayek.
The difference between Menger and Hayek crystallizes when
one focuses on the Hayekian idea of cultural evolution through
Like Hayek, Menger has an evolutionarytheory
natural ~election.~

.
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of spontaneous order, but in Menger the forces of evolution are
entrepreneurs rather than natural selection. Menger consistently
emphasizes the fact of dispersed and differentialknowledge among
economic agents, and its relevance to the evolutionary processes of
social institutions. While elaborating on his theory of the emergence of money, Menger states:
The exchange of less marketable wares for those of greater
marketability.. .is in the interest of every single economic
individual. But the actual closing of such an exchange
operation presupposes the knowledge of this interest on the
part of those economic subjects.... This knowledge will
never arise simultaneously with all members of a national
group.Rather, a t first only a number of economic subjects
will recognize the advantage accruing to them. But,. ..there
is no better means in enlighten people about their economic
interests than their perceiving the economic successes of
those who put right means t;o work for attaining them ...
[The general acceptance of :money is the product of the
practice] for quite a long time on the part of the most
perspicacious and ablest economic subjects for their own
economic advantage(l985, p. :155)?
Gissaurarson does describe the above story and recognize
Menger's causal-geneticmethod of explanation but later dismisses
it as reductionism and favors H:ayeEan natural selection.' It is
clear that to advance a theory of spontaneous order, one need not
subscribe to Hayek's or the conservatives' conception of man as an
ignorant and imperfect being.
In conclusion, one may not rirccept all the answers that Gissaurarson has offeredbut the questions raised about the consistency and the structure of the various elements of Hayek's thought, its
relationship with traditional political theories, and the role of
spontaneous order and its conceptualization are of critical importance and deserve further efforts.
1Graham Walker, in his The Ethics of FA Hayek (New York: University
Press of America, 1986), clearly points ~ uthe
t wide gulf that separates
Hayek and that conservativeson issues 0%morality and law.
2. Here Gissurarson attacks the sul~jectivityof the conception of human
nature, but he uncritically accepts Hayek's and the conservatives' conception of man as being faIlible and imperfect being. One wonders about how
the later's conception is judged to be more accurate or realistic than that
of the natural rights theorists.
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3. The author is also surprisingly innocent of the critique of Norman Barry,
"The Tradition of Spontaneous Order," Literature of Liberty (Summer
1982):pp.7-58; and Viktor Vanberg, "Spontaneous Market Order and Social
Rules," Economics and Philosophy (1986): pp.75-100, of Hayek's emphasis
on natural selection of traditions.
4. Menger's insistence on human reason and entrepreneurshipis very clear
i n his discussion of the origins of law, Investigations into the Method of the
Social Sciences (New York: New York University Press, [I8831 1985),
pp.225-35. The fact that law is a result of unintended consequences of
human efforts is, "however, by no means excludes the genesis of law as the
result of human intelligencen (p.230). Moreover, to avoid "any mystic
allusions attached to [the word organic or spontaneous]," Menger uses
phrases like, "unintended results of historical developmentn and "unintended results of social development" (pp.149,130).
5. Anticipating the charge of reductionism, Menger states: "The opinion
that the unified nature of those social structures which are designated as
'social organisms' excludes the exact (atomistic!) interpretation of them is
thus a crude misunderstanding" (1985, p.144).
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